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Entulus S.
Plummer vs.
Wentworth
Pease. The plaintiff claims one undivided
third of a lot of land in Burnham by right
•laek’s Sale of It..Schooner and Gar- of adverse
possession. The case involved
den. loo Suicide of a Maine Woman.,
points which were also involved in other
vs Years a Sea-Farer...The Fairs of
cases, and after arguments by counsel
i:wt
Tunnelling Out of Libby Prison.
briefly showing the various points involved,
‘.(Minty Corresp. ndence..Ship News.. the Court dismissed the case, without
preMarket*
Births... Marriages.. Deaths.
judice to the right of the plaintiff to make
the defendant a party to a bill in equity or
"Acre Island” Litigation.
other process, except a writ of entry, involving the same question among others.
Manson of Pittstield for plaintiff. R. F.
>n I i 1***1 Fora New Trial in the Case of
Dunton for defendant.
\lida 15. Emmet v». llama I'erry.
Henry Webber vs. Charles Page. The
plaintiff is a physician of Monroe, and
ease involving title to land on Seven
action to recover a bill for medical
brings
ircd Acre island, Islesboro, tried at
Referred to Arthur
event term of s. ,). Court in this city, attendance for £4(1.
Ritchie.
Bowden for plaintiff. Thompson
attracting the attention of the newsfor
defendant.
tin the 2nd page we give one story
In the case Alida B. Emmett vs. Hama
ailing it, and Uud the following parti.* in an exchange:
Last summer a Perry, tried by jury with verdict for dethe plaintiff liled exceptions and a
fendant,
ini section ot land on Seven Hundred
Plaintiff gives
is.and was sold to Mrs. Alida Kmmet motion for a new trial.
\.-sv York.
Fhe sale was made by Miss notice that she shall claim a new trial on
of
discovered
evidence. R.
ground
newly
.ianna Philbrook to whom it had fallE. Dunton was appointed a commissioner
i*
tlie heir of her father, Jarvis Philwho had held possession of the land to take evidence. Montgomery for plainmere
than twenty years. Adjoining tiff. Coolidge and Littlefield fur defendant.
Essie I’. Carle and Fred I). Jones vs. Win.
mini was the farm of Daniel Philbrook,
other of Jarvis Philbrook. and between A. Bennett. Action on account; tried in
Belfast
Police Court with judgment for
•two .ay a flatiron or triangular section
ami which had been used by both par- plaintiffs for £2.40 and costs, taxed at £5.87.
.1 udgment of lower court affirmed. Knowltial many years, but which it
was
ied belonged to the Jarvis Philbrook ton for plaintiff. Brown for defendant.
William P. Thompson of Belfast was apby more than twenty years undispointed a Bail Commissioner by the Court.
i right, and by the defense was claimed
CRIMIN’ AT, DOCKET.
part of the Daniel Philbrook farm by
Several old cases pending against parties
File section of Seven Hundred Acre
formerly in tiie liquor business, but now
md on which the two farms are located out of it, were nol
pressed.
bought of William Griffin in 1802 by
Leonard L. Centner, appellant from the
Philbrook, and later descended through j sentence of the Belfast Police Court on
unily until it became the property of search and seizure process, was tried by
11.el and Jarvis Philbrook, in two farms, inrv tinil ffinml omiltv
A nw it inn for arroct
i from them became the property of of
judgment was tiled and overruled. Extwo daughters; that of Jarvis falling
ceptions were tiled and allowed, and the
inih auu
liicu Hi
respondent recognized for the Law Court
del to Mrs. llama Kerry, his daughter, in £500 bail.
season the Jarvis l’hifbrook farm was
Marcellus R. Knowlton, appellant from
uid the Daniel Khilbrook farm still re- the sentence of the llelfast Police Court on
'in the hands of his daughter and is
search and seizure process; the respondent
eied b\ the second wife of Daniel.
recognized to appear next term in £500.
ii after Mrs. Emmet bought the place,
Marcellus R. Knowlton, indicted this
made plans fur the building of an ex- term as a common
seller, recognized as in
v.cottage, and desired to build on previous ease.
tien of land in question, which was
Leonard L. Gentner, indicted this term
med b\ the owner of the Jarvis Khil- as a common
seller, recognized to appear
k farm to belong to her by possession,
next term in £500.
'•wiiers of the other farm contested
Frank K. Nash, indicted this term for
ight and it was taken into the courts. single sale; tried by jury; verdict guilty;
suit was for a small parcel of land sentenced to a fine of £50, and costs
£5;
d at ten tliolisand dollars, which the
paid.
tilt. Mis. Emmet of New York, seeks
I.. L. Gentner, indicted this term for keep•.'•t a' a part of tlie property covered
ing a common nuisance; tried by jury; verdeed, claiming that she had been dict guiltj ; sentenced to a tine of £250; if
•d and held out by the defendant of
not paid in 10 days to 3 months in jail; paid.
"•■'>ion and title of the same.
The
Horace L. Ripley, indicted at this term
it denies that
tin* defendant has a
for larceny of money in Searsmont; pleadng the land or that she had
ed guiltj ; sentenced to a months in jail.
on of th*-* land, claiming that
she
Frank E. Nash, indicted at September
i the and. having a deed and that she
term, 1003, for single sale; tried by jury;
of
control
the
uninterrupted
land, verdict guilty; sentenced to a line of £50,
ore than -Jo years a id that it has been
and costs £5; paid.
by her father as a part of his farm.
Frank E. Nash, indicted at September
Id' at that time, and that they mainterm, 1003, for keeping a drinking house
•d .t budding in the shape of a lisli and
tippling shop; pleaded guilty; senon the land and had cut tin* hay and
tenced to a line of £100 and costs £10; paid.
•I it as a garden.
Frank E. Nash, indicted at September
i'iaimiii claimed that she too had term. 1003, foi keeping a common nuisance;
a garden, and it was also used as
tried by jurj ; verdict guilty : continued for
tu
for her .sheep a part of the time, sentence; sentence not to be
imposed if the
was also interested in and used
defendant does not again \iolate the law.
.«ii'". ai d that her father collected
W in field E. Edminster, appellant from
••• "od
on the shores and hauled
it sentence of Belfast l’oliee Court on search
vei this land.
and seizure process: pleaded guilty; sen•levoush reported the inn returned tenced to a line of
£100, and costs £1 and,
;
for tin* defendant.
The plaintiff in default, to on days in jail; fine and costs
;:b*d exceptions and a motion for a new
paid.
Winfield s. Edminster, indicted at September term, 19(13, for keeping a drinking
NCERNING LOCAL INDUSTRIES.
house and tippling shop; pleaded guilty;
sentence not to be imposed until the reagain violates the prohibiten
•i
i 'direst
making good progress on spondent
liquor law.
dredger lie is building for the U. v'.
Wintield S. Edminster, indicted at tire
nnnent.
.she is nearly all framed and September term, 1903, for single sale: pleaded guilty; sentenced to a fine of $50, and
soon be
for
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M. Cottrell has received the plans for a
>ot gasoline launch, which he may build
and has other contracts in prospect.
L.

Macomber is building a barge for
summer residents of Islesboro,
•h will be towed by one of their gasolaunches.

Both juries were discharged at 11 a. m.,
and the Court finally adjourned

Thursday,

at noon.

leal iV Wood begin the season with a
<1 number of orders on hand for cemework. The granite from Mr. Ileal’s
w quarry in Lincolnville is
proving high-

SECRET SOCIETIES.
Waldo Lodge, I. O. 0. F., is making many
additions to its membership, and has work
at nearly every evening.
Two candidates
joined last Friday and three others are on
the road.

satisfactory.
Mark

Wood A Son, manufacturers of
able monuments, tablets, headstones,
have some line specimens of finished
•rk at their shop in the Ilills building,

£1; paid.

The sum of £052 was paid in liquor titles
and costs this term, as follows: L. 1.. Gentner, £2.50; Frank E. Nash, £250; W. S. Edminster, £152.
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up very soon

The Condon Manufacturing Co. made a
ipment of the Condon new process rolto Sydney, N. S. W., last week. These
which

ms,

are

the invention of Alvin T.

nilon, formerly of Belfast, are made in
machine shop of Fred J. Stephenson on
-•h street.
They meet with the approval
"hoe manufacturers wherever they are
I. Mi. Stephenson recently put in a
'kiving machine to prepare the leather
the rolls,
Lake Creamery, Belfast, has had a
large increase in the amount of cream
ulit in tile past year. There is a good
mind for all they handle. They received
past week over live tons of cream.
hi two-thirds of this was haud-separatlie remainder was deep-setting cream.
fanners are evidently well satislied
li the amount paid them in the past year,
over forty patrons have been added in
time. Monday’s shipment to Boston
vei

is

'<1

cans

of 45 per cent,

State

Republican

cream.

Committee.

•

Hon. F. Marion
'ANooii, .Me., Jan. 18.
rnpson, chain:.an of the Republican State
miiiittee, has issued a call for a meeting
this organization at ilallowell house,
ini lowed,
Friday, when plans will he
ide for the coming conventions.
The British schooner Lizzie Dyas, abanmned at sea Jan. 10th, had a cargo of ship
mber for the vessel that Cobb, Butler &
"
of Rockland are to build for Capt.
'l ague, of Stockton Springs. This will
muse a serious delay.
The moulds were on

hoard, the vessel, and new ones must be
wade and more timber cut before the work
can go on.

Grange,

ern

Light Grange at White’s Corner, Jan.

THE

Thorn-

installed Tuesday evening, Jan.
18th, by State Master Gardner of Rockland.
were

The officers of

Harvest Moon Grange,
Thorndike, were installed in a fine manner
Saturday afternoon by Past Master E. U.
Ward and wife.
There was no meeting of Waldo
County
Grange in January on account of the bad

traveling

and extreme cold at the time the
meeting was to have been held. The Feb-

She graciously complied as fol-

address.
lows :

ruary meeting was assigned to Stockton
Grange, but they are not in condition to
entertain the Pomona aud that
meeting will
be held with Frederick Ritchie
Grange,
Waldo, Feb. 2nd.

others it lias been

a

season

Frank A.

Miss Mary Jackson, Miss Lana
Pendleton and others. The singing was led
by Miss Elizabeth Chamberlain, who was
also the organist.

Meetings at the Auxiliary Mission, 58
Church street, Tuesday and Friday evenings, and Sunday at 2.30 and 7.30 p. m.
Rev. Mr. and Mrs. Johnson would be glad
to receive at the Auxiliary Home, 50 Church

of sorrow and

street, any cast-olf clothing for distribution
to the needy this winter. Mrs. VV. B. Conant, the President, will superintend this department of the mission.
At the Unitarian church next Sunday
morning service at 10.45 o’clock, with
preaching by the pastor; subject, “Punishand Reward.’’
Sunday school and
Bible class at 12 o’clock. All are cordially
invited. Union vesper service in the Universalist church at 7.30 o’clock, with lecture
by Rev. A. A. Smith on Robert Burns.
ment

fully sensible to the
progression
true dignity of the labors of his calling.
If we could occasionally lay aside our
own pet and possibly radical ideas and look
from the standpoint of others, we would
lind less friction in opinion, a sweeter sympathy and a broader, tuller and more wholesome living.
Could we school ourselves to
be more liberal, not to condemn all that
does not directly appeal to our individual

justice; afternoon session, music by the
choir; a brief history of the grange for the
past twenty-five years was given by Bro. S.
A. Dodge, followed by Bro. Riley Whitten:
then an introductory address appropriate
for the occasion was given by Sister Belle

Many friends of Rev. Mr. and Mrs. Johnson, the faithful workers at the Auxiliary
Mission, gathered at their rooms Monday
evening, Jan. 18th, and left numerous substantial tokens of their friendship and esteem, which included, besides provisions of
all kinds, a most generous load of wood.
The evening was passed in music and con-

and natures, we would be broader
minded and more at peace with the world.
The farmers of Maine, as a class, are
keenly alive to the necessity in farm work
of advanced methods, which are so conducive to the general luxuries which a well

tastes

taken
select

reading, interspersed with music by the
A very pleasant and profitable time
was enjoyed by all.

uuuuuuicu

Granite Grange, North Searsport, held a
public meeting Jan. ll'th for installation of

success.

jiii in

ciuuius.

versation and remarks by Mr. and Mrs.

vv iiu wiese uevei-

correlative force and elevation of character that counts, far more than
financial
mere
prosperity can, toward true

opmeuts

choir.

come a

This expansion of intellect gives a double
power of enjoyment, moreover the culture
officers.
W. M. Mathews called the meet- has a tendency to promote virtue, while
ing to order and Brother M. M. Curtis, as- ignorance and vice, as we too well know,
walk arm in arm.
sisted by Sister Nettie Littlefield, performThe more the farmer cultivates his mind
ed the installation services in a fine man- the better and more profitably he cultivates
ner.
The list of officers was published in his fields. I believe this to be the keynote
to successful agriculture.
The Journal of Dec. 10th. After the inA Grecian king once asserted that he
stallation a recess was declared for supper. would rather have an army of
stags with a
lion
for a leader than an army of lions with
Nearly one hundred Patrons with outside
a stag for a commander, and he was right
visitors sat down to a bountiiul harvest |
! in no small degree. In farming, as in all
feast, and after all had been satisfied W. I other occupations, the vigorous brain is
M. Harris called the meeting to order and w orth more than brawny muscles.
j Healthful
study is a refuge in adversity
a fine program was presented.
The ques- |
and an ornament in prosperity. It does not
tion, presented by A. Stinson, “Are the hinder useful labor on
the farm and it goes
fish and game law s at the present a benefit with us when called to stations of honor or
to the agricultural industry?’’ was dis- responsibility. It is a guide in the darkan aid
in duty and a solace in sickcussed and the sentiment seemed to be that ness,
ness.
not.
are
At
a
late hour the meeting
they
1 would urge the importance of a higher
closed, all feeling that it had been a great education for farmers. It is adapted to the
ardor of y outh and it sheds a halo about the
time.
brow of age. It is the ripe fruit of civilizThe following officers of Northern Light ation, ministering alike to material wealth
and comfort, to intellectual strength and to
Grange, \Yinterport, were publicly in- moral advancement.
stalled Thursday evening, Jan 14th- MasBrothers and Sisters, agair. 1 bid you a
cordial welcome.
ter, A. \V. Hardy; Overseer, If. L. Clement;
Worthy Master Curtis of Morning Light
Lecturer, Annie B. Clement; Steward,
Fred Clark; A. S. Steward, Henry Ed- responded very appropriately, but briefly.
munds; Chaplain, Ada M. Dyer; Treasu- Then followed singing by the choir; reeitations by Sisters Myra l’orter and Luella
rer, C. E. Jones; Sec’y., Leslie White;
Gatekeeper, Harvey Patten; Ceres, Carrie Stevens; piano duet by. Ada May Dyer and
E. Hardy ; Pomona, Emma Stevens; Flora, Raymond Clarke; song by Nellie Whitney;
remarks for the good of the order by Bros,
Mary Quigley; L. A. S., Luella Stevens; j
A. \V. Hardy, LeonChorister, Leonard Clarke. They were in- j Porter, Ikemy Clement,
stalled
Past Master F. M. Porter in
| ard Clark, Chas. Clements and Worthy Ov-

'juuiiauu,

L. M.

of
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The Duty and the Blessing of Prayer is
the topic for the social meeting at the Baptist church this, Thursday, evening at 7.30
o'clock. All are invited. A business meeting of the church will be called. Sunday
forenoon at 10:45 a special service for
The pastor,
young people will be held.
Kev. E. S. Philbrook, will deliver a sermon
to the young upon the subject, “Christ in
the Temple.”
Sunday school at noon;

meeting for

men and boys at 3 30 p. m;
Endeavor meeting at 0 p. m.;
gospel praise and preaching service at 7.30
p. m„ with short sermon by the pastor on
the topic, “One Thing.”

Christian

Prayer meeting at the Congregational
church this, Thursday, evening at 7:15;
topic, “To every man his work.” Business
meeting of the church, to consider the resignation of the pastor, at 8 p. in., sharp.
Meeting of the Mission Study Class in the
small vestry at 8 p. m.; subject, “John Livingston Nevins, the Christian organizer.”
Sunday services: Sermon by the pastor,
Rev. G. S. Mills, at 10:45 a. m.; Sunday
school at noon ; C. E. meeting at 0:30 p. in.;

I

topic, “What if Christ came to our town;
address by the pastor at 7: 30 p. m.; subject, “Sincerity versus display in religion.”
The Gospel Mission Association, No. 58
High street, which Was organized Sept. 1st,
has been very successful the past month
The meetings are well attended, and some

j

a

erseer Smart, and by Sisters Annie Clemvery impressive manner without the aid of j
a manual, and he was ably assisted by Josie j ent, Smart, Delia N’ealey and others.
Northern Light hopes to entertain the
Adlington and Myra Porter. It is rare that
the installation ceremony is performed in ! Pomona in June.
all its parts so acceptably as on this occaWaldo County Letter Carriers Organize.
sion. It being leap year Worthy Master
Hardy ruled that it was the duty of the sisters to invite the brothers to the harvest The First Organization of the Kind in Maine

|

feast which had been prepared in the banquet hall, and that a sister should take
but one brother, for polygamy is strictly
against the rules of this order. After recess remarks were made by visitors, and
there was music, both vocal and instrumental. Stories and stump speeches added
much to the evening’s entertainment. The
choir gave a closing song, when the Patrons
dispersed to their homes at a late hour, expressing satisfaction for an agreeable
grange evening.—One Who Was There.

Mystic Grange, Belmont, has adopted the
following resolutions, in memoriam :
Whereas, Though our gates have been
carefully guarded, that silent, unseen and
unbidden messenger, death, has again en-

persons have manifested a desire to lead a
better life. The mission is adding to its
membership. Two persons have withdrawn
from the society, and ten new members
have been added to the list, making 18
members at the present time. Several more
are expected to join soon.
It is hoped that
this band of workers will grow into a large
The rural letter carriers of Waldo county organization for the benefit of our city and
met at the hotel in Monroe, Jan. 7tli, and for the uplifting of humanity. There is a
organized the.Waldo County Rural Letter Sunday school in connection with the work.
Carriers’ Association. The purposes of the The work is carried on under the manage
association are fraternal and for the study meut of L. F. Howard, superintendent, and
and adoption of the best methods of per- a full board of officers. Workers from othforming the duties of the rural free delivery- er places are expected to take part in the
soon. The work is undenominational,
service; to seek improvement in the con- work
and all are invited to attend.
e. m. y.
dition of all its members and to

co-operate

at all times with the post office department
for the advancement of the service.
The meeting had been postponed twice on
account of bad weather, and the attendance
was not as large as it would have been under more favorable conditions. It was however

a

j

j
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Services at the Universalist church next
Suuday will be as follows: At 10.45 a. m.
regular service, preaching by the pastor,
Kev. Ashley A. Smith; subject, “A True
Gentleman;” at 12 m., Sunday school. Following is the program of the union service
at 7.30 p.

m :

Beethold Toms
Fantasia,
Mrs. Herbert F. Drinkwater.
In
O
Anthem,
Thee,
Lord,
Universalist Church Choir.
Rev. Harry Lutz
Beading,

Voluntary,

Soprano solo,

Prayer,

Evening Prayer,

Miss Marion Wells.
Rev.

Lynes

Harry

Lutz
Resnonse.
Rink
Mrs. Herbert F. Drinkwater.
Robert Burns,
Lecture,
Rev. Ashley A. Smith

Hymn.
March,

PERSONAL.
Mrs. Hiram P. Farrow spent Sunday with
her husband in Castine.
Miss Grace Chadwick returned
from a visit in Rockland.
a

Adrian C. Tuttle returned
business trip to Castine.

Saturday

Monday

from,

Rev. A. T. Ringold of Kastport visited!
friends in Gardiner last week.

Miss Bessie McMahan returned
Resignation ok Rev. George S. Mills.
Saturday
At the morning service in the North church from a visit in Boston and vicinity.
last Sunday the pastor read the following
George Hook of Bangor visited his sisletter, and while it was not unexpected, the ter, Mrs. David H.
Libby, last week.
fact of his call to another church having
Miss Louise Knowlton returned last Satbeen made known some days before, many
urday from visits in Boston and Lawrence
of the congregation were affected to tears.
Mr. and Mrs. A. V. Sawtelle returned FriThe letter fully explains the situation:
To the members of the First Congregational day from a visit of several weeks in Kuo's.
Church and Society, Belfast, Me:
George W. Burkett came to Belfast from
My Dear People: It is customary to
ask a fellow-pastor, iu exchange of pulpits, Boston Monday for a few days, on businsss
to read such a letter as 1 am about to read 1 Fred R. Poor went to
Boston Saturday to
to you. But I have preferred to say for mya
self, difficult as it is for me to say it, what spend few!days with his brother Walter
is necessary to be said.
Fred Clark returned Saturday from BosYou already know of the invitation that
He is employed on si
has come to me to accept the pastorate of ton for a vacation.
another church, the Second Congregational street railway.
in Bennington, Vt. For some time I have
Miss Maggie Merritliew spent
Saturday
been aware of the possibility of this church’s
making an approach to me, and although and Sunday in Brooks with her friend..
the formal call has been but recently re- Miss Mae Sargent.
ceived, the matter has been weighed careChas. B. Ilazeltine, Esq., returned last
fully in my mind, and the decision 1 have
reached is deliberate and conscientious. It week from a business and pleasure
trip to
has seemed best to accept the unanimous
Fla.
and hearty invitation to the pastorate in Jacksonville,
Mrs. A. W. Doe went to Thomaston SatBennington, upon your consent to my resignation of the pastorate here, which I am
urday to visit her brother,-John B. Thumbs.
sure you will not wish to refuse,
knowing who is
seriously ill.
my sincere and fixed purpose, subject of
course to the approval of a council of the
Mr. and Mrs. Almon Bird of Rockland
churches of our faith and order in this
were in Portland Thursday and
stajedat
vicinage, which I ask you to unite with me
in calling at an early day.
The Congress Square.
It is appropriate that 1 make a brief stateMr. and Mrs. John Peirce of New York,
ment of the reasons for this decision, which
has cost me more pain than any other de- passed through Bangor Thursday on their
cision I ever made.
I think you under- return from Frankfort.
stand
position and the conditions permy
Carrie Crane of Birch Harbor, Me., and
If
it
were
a
fectly.
question of inclination,
simply, I should choose to continue in the Helen Brown of North Belfast, are attendwork of the Christian ministry where I
the Banks Business College.
have formed attachments of friendship and ing
Chas. R. Coombs and Edmund Wilson
good will, of rare strength and sympathy, I
rlrtrti fit holiovu fhol will
I__1.
spent Snnday in Rockland and Thomastoi.
life; to Keep a home that has been more as
gurais ui neruerr inornuiae.
dear than any other, not even excepting the
home of boyhood, which was a mutable
Mr. and Mrs. Edward A. Perry of Fargo,
as
I
am
a minister's son and so born to
one,
this unhappy lot of partings and new begin- S. I)., arrived last Thursday evening and
nings ; aud to serve a churuh that has been are visitii g relatives in Belfast.
notably loyal to its pastors. Hut the real
Miss Avis M. Morison went to Boston last
question is one of judgment rather than of
inclination.
Thursday to spend the remainder of the
ft is not far from nine years ago that you
winter w ith her aunt, Mrs. Adams.
ealied me to be your pastor and teacher.
That is a long time. I came here from the
»S. S. Norton, driver of K. F. I). No. 5,
seminary with small experience. The years Augusta, was called to Palermo Sunday,
for me have been years of study of men by the illness of his mother.—Kennebec
and books and of learning how to do things, Journal.
of some growth in wisdom and ability, and,
I trust, in spiritual life. What they have
Miss Bernice Kogers goes to North Anbeen to you J do not know. I have helped
Mass., Feb. 1st, as assistant in the
dover,
some of you.
I have wanted to help you
all. Hut what you have taught me, what 1 Johnson High school, to teach Greek, Enghave gained through experiment, i feel, can lish and Geometry.
best be developed and applied elsewhere.
William 11. Mace of Brunswick, formerly
It is very probable too that you need now a
different type of minister, with other abili- of Belfast, heads file Boston Herald
list
ties and aptitudes, to strengthen lines of of Maine salesmen in the vote
contest P
your church's life and activity that I have
done little with. Then it is for my own the trip to the St. Louis fair.
proper advantage also jn ways that I canA. W. Burdin received a letter last week
not afford to overlook- -for the sake of my
family, whose maintenance and education from his sou Justin, who is in the army ii.
is niy first duty as a man, which takes pre- the Philippines.
The young man writes
cedence of my duty as a minister, and for that he is a
corporal and drill master, am:
the sake of the inspiration of a new and
different work which aids a pastor in the likes tlie life of a soldier.
consecration of his service to more effective
Mr. and Mrs. E. P. Frost have'Changer:
results.
I can not make plain to you how hard it their plans in regard to their trip to Southis for me to say these things. 1 have no ern California.
They left New York by
slightest fault to find with y ou. Yo church steamer for
New Orleans Jan. loth, and wilt
is perfect any more than its leader is perfect, and there are somethings I have wish- go from there to Los Angeles by rail.
ed to accomplish among you that 1 have not
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Hobbs went n Lew
succeeded in doing.
Hut your spirit of
kindliness and generosity, your willingness iston Monday
Mr. Hobbs is employ ed as
to try to do wlmt was asked of you in rea- motornian on the
Lewiston, Brunswick ami
sonable request, your confidence in your
pastor, jour tolerance of tlie faultiness of Bath Street Kailway, and runs on the ear
tlie young man, your appreciation of his on which hivbrother-in-law, A.
.Mm-num.
purposes, are matters of lasting grateful is conductor.
memory to me, for which I thank you. And
1 speak here as well for the pastor’s wife,
The ilaughters id’ Maine Club of Somerwho is not formally called or dismissed by
ville, Mass., held its annual gentlemen’s
any church, hut whose assistance and inspiration are invaluable for whatever mea- night Jan. P.’th, and after a line banquet
sure of success may have been obtained.
presented a choice program of music ami
As the other church, which has been
those present were Mr
without a pastor for some months, has ex- readings. Among
pressed the desire that I might come to and Mrs. Charles K. Wildes and Mr. and
them at as early a date as possible, I have Mrs. Sidney Ii. Keene.
thought to fix upon the third Sunday of
Mr. iiert Knight, who has been employed
February, the 21st, as the time of entering
upon tlie new pastorate. Therefore I would the past year and a half as
and
kindly ask you to act upon this letter soon clerk in the hardware store bookkeeper
of J. W Jones,
—if it so please you, on Thursday evening
of this week.
has gone to Hartford, Conn., to attend the
Hut one word more. I am very hopeful
Iluntsinger Business College, and will
of the future of this church. We have passwhile there w ith his uncle, Mr. L. I>
ed through a period of stress aud sorrow. board
Old and valued members have gone from Smith.
us; we have suffered from financial limitaFrank Wiley, a Camden business man,
tions.
Hut faithfully and courageously
those who remained have taken up the bur- who is in tlie city visiting his friend, Landlord
Capen of the Augusta House, was at
den and done the work. To-day, it is my
conviction, the outlook is far brighter than the Capitol Thursday. Formany years Mi
it was two years ago. The record of our Wiley lias taken an active and intelligent
last annual meeting is in witness, and other interest in fish and game matters, and has
signs have multiplied. I am confident for been instrumental in re-stock Jig some of
his section. Kenneyou. You will secure a good pastor. And the lakes and ponds of
he will lead you on into better things. That bec Journal.
will be my joy as much as his and yours.
As Prof. C. 1). Woods ol' the Li versity
My love for you abides—no church can ever
he to me what you have been, my first of Maine was driving out of his stable Jan.
church. And my prayers will follow you
13th liis horse became frightened and ran
Qfov
mm oil flvrx ilovo
HI_
I our Lord and Master, the Great Head of away. Before the horse was stopped the
the church, have us in his holy keeping. sleigh was almost demolished by coming in
Amen.
contact with a telephone pole, hut Prof
Affectionately your pastor and friend,
Woods escaped without injury.
George Siierman Miles.
William S. Ilazeltine, familiarly known
to the traveling public as “Ginger,” lias sucBelfast Weather Report.
ceeded R. W. E. Thorndike as American
Express messenger on the steamer Penobscot. And here history repeats itself, for
Following is a summary of the weather Mr. Ilazeltine was messenger on the Bosrecord of the Belfast station of the U. S. ton & Bangor line about IS years ago, and
Weather Bureau for the week ending Jan- almost everybody in Rockland w ho traveled
He
on the Boston boats came to know him.
uary IS, 1904:
boarded at ('apt. Otis Ingraham’s and made
friends here. In recent years lie has
many
s
been running on the Boston-St. John line.
S
?
%
Wind, Sky, etc.
Rockland Courier-Gazette.
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every

most heartily for the kindly contributions to their material welfare.
one

1

by

appointed to

Fernald,

Twombly; Lecturer, Sidney Tibbetts; Secretary, Vesta Rose; Chaplain, aie now 011 the threshold of another year.
While it is well to have faith in our felMrs. Josephine Fogg; Gate Keeper, l’ercia
low men and our God, hope of abundant
Clifford; Treasurer, C. T. Files; Ceres, harvests and that “Paradise not made with
Mrs. Fannie Twombly;
charity in word and deed for huPomona, Mrs. hands,” and
fidelity in our friendships, yet
manity
Martha Lane; Flora, Mary
McTaggart; the farmer ol to-day in order to reach the
Lady Assistant Steward, Bessie Tibbetts.
goal of unalloyed success must have a keen
Sebasticook Grange, Burnham, held its observation, unbiased liberality and a
marked tendency toward progression.
anniversary Saturday, Jan. Kith. There
'1 hrough observation only can the farmwas an all-day meeting,.and the
touch with the rapid strides of
following er keep in or
become
program was carried out: At the morning
session vocal and instrumental music by
the choir; about 1 o’clock dinner was
served, to which a large crowd did ample

was

The Epworth League of the M. E. church
had a very interesting temperance meeting,
led by T. II. Fernald, last Sunday evening.
There were interesting talks by Mrs. T. II.

adversity, for many have laid away their
loved ones ; but we must bury the old year
with its joys, sorrows, disappointments or
successes, whichever it has been, for we

Master, Hale Rose; Overseer, Harry Brown ;
Steward, William Rowe; Assistant Steward,

Reynolds, after which the time was
declamations, recitations and

CHURCHES.

college, Galesbury, 111.,
the position.

Worthy Master, Brothers and Sisters: No
pleasanter task could have devolved upon
me than that of welcoming you to Northern
Light on this occasion, and while I cannot
speak to you in words of eloquence and
wisdom, I can, at least, assure you that your
presence among us to-day thrills our hearts
with a new and strengthening inspiration
and fraternal joy.
Another year has rolled into eternity. To
many of 11s it has been a joyous one—a realization ol fondest hopes and ambitions; to

Harvest Home Grange, Brooks, had their
installation Monday night,
Jauuary 4th.
In spite of the cold weather between
forty
aud fifty were present. After the installation they all enjoyed a fine clam stew. The
officers for the ensuing year are as follows:

up with

NUMBER 3.

Stoddard, Mrs. L. A. Knowlton, Standing
Committee; H. M. Prentiss, Miss Maud K.
Christian Science services are held at No. Kossell, Miss Nellie Hopkins,
Sunday
56 Cedar street at 11 o'clock
every Sunday school committee; E. S. liowker, H. M
morning, Rev. Henry S. Fiske, first reader. Prentiss, B. L. Davis, Leslie B. Gardner
social meeting was held. Worthy Overseer All who are interested are invited to attend. Arthur Stantial, Welcoming committee
Smart was then invited to the chair, which
A new office, that of field secretary of the Miss Caroline W. Field, Miss Alice Poor
lie tilled in his usual brisk and jovial man- Universalist
Miss Margaret Hazeltine, Floral committee
church in
America, was
ner. Many patrons of the receiving grange created
by the board of trustees of the Mrs. Ada Wiley, Miss Julia Perry, Miss L
were absent, but a short and impromptu
Universalist general convention at its A. McDowell, Mrs. Calvin Hubbard, Com
program was rendered. Sister Ada Oyer meeting in Boston Jan. 13th. Rev. C. Ell- mittee on City Missions. The meeting
being present was requested to give the wood Nash, D. 1).,
closed with the benediction by the
pastor.
president of Lombard
Gth. After a tine dinner was heartily partaken of Worthy Master Porter of Northern
Light called to order in the fourth degree.
As no Pomona officers were present except
Worthy Overseer Smart and wife only a

very enthusiastic meeting. After the
usual greetings G. A. Palmer of Monroe was
tered our fraternal enclosure and with his chosen chairman
pro tern, and Oscar Cole
sickle keen has garnered therefrom one of
the choicest sheaves of our golden grain. secretary- pro tem. The following officers
This, Patrons, is most assurediv a time for were then nominated and elected :
serious reflection.
On such occasions we
President, A. B. Payson, Brooks.
An oyster supper will be served, followed
are brought to realize more fully that in the I
Vice Pres., K. C. Ilarriman, Searsport.
by a smoke talk.
midst of life we are in death, and of that |
secretary, Oscar Cole, Winterport.
oft-repeated truth, that all flesh is as grass
me
umceis ui
raiesuue V'Oininanuery,
and that man cometh forth as a flower and
j
Treasurer, A. F. Durham, Monroe.
Knights Templar, were installed Wednes- is cut down. We most fully realize that in
Executive Hoard: II J. Hamlin, Brooks;
the death of Sister Hannah Alexander
day evening, Jan. 13th, by Eminent Sir
Mystic Grange has lost an earnest cowork- A. F. Durnain, Monroe; C. \V. Young, Win! James II. Howes, J. G. W., assisted by er, a true Patron, the town a worthy citi- terport; J. E. Haskell, Monroe.
I Wm. C. Libby, acting Marshal.
Following zen, her husband and daughters a loving,
The next meeting will be held in Brooks
are the officers installed:
E. C., Frank L. faithful, devoted wife and mother. While J une
12,1904.
we shall greatly miss her in our
councils;
Field ; Gen., Marion E. Brown ; C. G., A. A. while our hearts
Brother carriers, get into line and join
are made sad, we would
Smith; Prel., Harry Lutz; S. W., Hal R. not forget that greater grief, that greater your county association ; then we can get
to the husband and daughters left to
our State organized.—Oscar Cole, Sec’y.
| Eaton; J. W., Charles O’Connell; Warden, loss,
mourn their loss.
us all in humble subRalph II. Howes; Guards, Royal W. War- mission bow to the Let
will of that great Deity
Robert
John
Burgess,
I ren,
Stevens; Sent.,
whose mandate all must obey, and from
Miss Sarah L. Peirce.
whose decree no appeal can be taken. Let
Henry W. Marriner.
us be consoled
by the thought and hope that
The
decease
of Miss Sarah L. Peirce on
the valued plant taken from our fraternal
field has been transplanted in the Eden Sunday, Jan. 10th, at her home in FrankThe Maine Democratic Club.
fort has brought sadness to many hearts.
above, where sickness, pain and sorrow Not
only her family and friends but a whole
shall never come. Let us emulate her many
have suffered a distinct loss by
The Maine Democratic Club was formally virtues and extend to the bereaved family community
the
untimely death of so noble a woman.
organized January 9, 1899, and its organiza- of our deceased sister our deepest, tenderHer
life
was
identified
all good deeds
sympathy in this hour of greatest sor- at home and abroad. She by
! tion was followed by a banquet on the same est
served always as
row.
I evening at the Preble House, Portland,
a shining light to help others to paths of
The succeeding yearly banquets were
Resolved, That the more fully to per!j held in City Hall, Portland, i’homaston, petuate our memory of Sister Alexander righteousness and peace, shedding on all
sides the rays of her wonderful personality.
we
recommend that a page suitably inAuburn, Portland, the sixth and latest
Her unselfishness, generosity, graciousness
at Waterville.
Llewellyn Barton, Esq., of scribed be set aside to her memory.
and firm sense of justice endeared her to
Portland was chosen the first president of
Resolved, That our charter be draped ir.
and Frankfort, her native village, will
the club and has been unanimously re-elec- mourning for ;i0 days, and that a copy o‘J all,
long bear the fruits of her untiring zeal.
ted every year since.
The Portland Argus this paper be sent The Republican Journal Under her
influence the welfare of the
prints a complete list of the members of for publication, and a copy to the bereaved town, church, school and
library have been
the club to date, arranged by counties, family:
helped and strengthened.
j Following are the members for Waldo
Dear mother, tliou has left us.
This beautiful life will always be an inMelvin E. Colcord, Stockton
county:
All stricken with sorrow ami pain;
spiration, while the memory of her sunny
But what to us was an earthly loss
Springs; Rufus E. Stone, Troy; Wm. P.
smile, sweet brave nature, ready sympathy
To thee was a heavenly gain.
Thompson, Belfast; John Thompson, Searsand true friendship will remain forever
lnont.
with those who knew her. Such a life is
Thy hands all toil-worn are folded,
To labor no more; and ’tis sweet
sincerely mourned; yet in the midst of
To know that thy sorrows and troubles
mourning is the rejoicing that so pure a
Are laid at thy Father’s feet.
Transfers in Real Estate.
spirit has lived and wrought in this world.
But we miss thee dear, wife and mother,
Maine is for Roosevelt.
O, so much! no pen can tell,
And cur homes are sad and vacant
The following transfers in real estate
Since in heaven thou hast gone to dwell.
were recorded in Waldo
County Registry
New York, Jan. 14,1904. Gov. J. F. Hill
No more suffering; no more sorrow,
of Deeds for the week ending Jan. 20, 1904 :
of Maine, who was at the Waldorf-Astoria
All thy earthly cares are o’er,
A.
As you greet your dearly loved ones
today, said that the Maine Republicans are
Emily
Page,-, to Mary M. Moore,
all for Roosevelt, and that a solid RooseWho had only gone before.
Belfast; land in Jackson. Horatio Mears,
velt delegation will go from his State to the
Enter thou faithful servant
Los Angeles, Cal., to W. L. West, Belfast;
convention. When questioned about the
To the glories thou hast won;
Hanna boom, he said:
land and buildings in Belfast. W. L. West,
And we’ll strive to meet you, mother,
“We admire Mr. Hanna as a leader, but
When our work on tartn is done.
to Emma B. Pitcher, Belfast; land and buildhe has said that he is not a candidate, and
M. B. Hunt,
ings in Belfast. Chas. T. French, Belfast,
Committee
we have taken him at his word.
As to
)
Lizzie S. Crockett, [
on
to Ada H. Kimball, do.; land and buildings
Roosevelt’s position on the Panama quesEdythe A. Trask, ) Resolutions. tion, that will help him with the Maine Rein Belfast. Edward W. Gilmore et al., Monpublicans. We believe the canal should be
In spite of severe weather and blocked
roe, to Louise M. Perry, do.; land in Monbuilt, and that the United States should
roads about fifty patrons met with North- build it.
Ofc.
Grand Chancellor

McDougall
gh street, opposite the Court House, and
Boothbay Harbor and Grand Vice Chanon
orders.
busy
cellor Levi Pendleton of Lewiston will inThe Kucksport Times rejoices because stall the ottieers of Silver
Cross Lodge, K.
Kerkins mill, which has been shut down of
I\, next Wednesday evening, Jan. 27th.
Arthur II. Lewis of Brewer, and Louis
'kins of Bueksport.
It is understood
it one or more shingle machines will be
t in, and also spool stock machinery.
Lis will mean business for the people who
■n lumber lots and will also give
employent to quite a number of hands.

The officers of Hillside

dike,

party,” 9; dismissed, 6; defaulted, 24; nonsuit, 1; continued, 1; continued for judgdecreed by the Court,
ment, 2; referred,
1; settled by consent, 1. Following is the
business of the term uot previously reported :
Lillian M. Douglass, Belfast, vs. James
E. Douglass, Skowhegan; divorce decreed.

Prohibition in Belfast..Rev. George S.
Mills .Obituary.. The Bmksport National Bank.

».

NEWS OF THE GRANGES.

The January term of Supreme Judicial
Court for Waldo County was of but of nine
days duration. Two civil cases and live
criminal cases were tried by jury, and six
divorces were decreed. Other cases were
disposed of as follows: Entered “neither

..Gen. Gordon in Maine. Maine News
Items..on a China Gravestone.
Oddities of Life in Chile..The Collapse
of the Goat Industry. Waldo County
Horses.. Maine Misiepresented..United
states Licenses.

t.

JUDICIAL COURT.

SIDING.

Fashions..Land Grabbing
Industry. Big Moose Antlers
Maine Mineral Springs..A Shiloh Suit.
New

c«
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Contents of
ru.M-1.

_Journal.

V. A. Petrall
Postlude,
Mrs. Herbert F. Drinkwater.

The annual meeting of the Congregational church was held Thursday evening, Jan.
14th. Supper was served in the lower vestry at 6 o’clock. At 7.30 o’clock there was
a short devotional service, conducted by
the pastor, Rev. G. S. Mills, followed by
the roll-call of members.
This was responded to by each one repeating a verse
of Scripture. Messages from absent members were read by the pastor. Dr. A. O.
Stoddard, clerk of the church, gave his annual report.
Six members have been
added to the church during the past year,
four by letter and two on profession of
faith.
Five members have been removed
by death—Jeremiah C. Thompson, Mrs.
Ellen M. Starrett, Mrs. Wealthy Ann Parker, Joseph L. llavner and Miss Avis H.
Mathews. The present membership of the
church is 149, of whom 30 are males and
119 females.
There are 42 non-resident
members.
During the year a steel ceiling
was put up in the vestry at an expense of
$108. The total benevolences of the church
were $376.; Parish expenses $2,002.
The

reports of the several committees, Sunday
school, welcoming, floral, City missons and
from the Christian Endeavor society, were
full of interest and showed that much good
work has been done. The C. E. society

has|raised;$66, and $29 of the amount has
been|given for missions. The Ladies SewCircle is the largest for a number of years,
and (has raised by socials, food sales and
the (baby party the sum of $214.19. Of this
$186.90 has been expended, $100 of il
towards paying for the new furnace for ths
parsonage. Officers and committees were
elected as follows: Dr. A. 0. Stoddard,
clerk and;treasurer; Rev. G. S. Mills, Dea
James!Pattee^Dea. H. M. Prentiss, A. O
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The engagement is announced in Wash
1). t'., of Miss Anne de Wolf Gibsor.
ington,
gale,
of New York, sister of Charles Dana Gib
precipitation, 1.06 inches.
W. Part cloudy.
14
3S
27
son, the artist, to I)r. Alfred Francis Hop
10
\. Part cloudy.
15
20
K. Cloudy; snow in afternoon kins, son of Mrs. F. A. M. Hopkins amt
Hi
24
8
and night; snowfall, 3 inches;
brother of X. Monroe llopkins, professoi
piecipitation, .27 of an inch.
< lear.
9
N
17
19
of chemistry in the Columbian University
18
10
0
N. Clear.
Dr. llopkins is a grandson of the late Dr
19
5 -12
U. I lear.
N. I’. Monroe of Belfast and great nephew
The papers report that during the gale
Dr. Hopkins is a
of Mr. Edward Johnson.
and rainstorm of the night of Jan. l;)th
of the .School of Medicine of
graduate
heavy thunder and vivid lightning preGeorgetown University and is on tlie staff
vailed in Massachusetts and New Hampof physicians at Providence Hospital.
shire, and in Maine as far north as BrunsWashington, I). C.
The night police of Belfast, and
wick.
others who were out during the night, say
Mr. Wm. R. Marshall, who left Belfast a
they did not hear a rumble of thunder or few years ago to engage in brokerage business in Sioux Falls, South Dakota, has besee a flash of lightning.
N. E.

in

Cloudy. Snow, lain and
night; snowfall, 1 inch;

The snow-fall for the winter of 1903-4 to
date is 49 inches, which is but 2 inches less
than the entire snow-fall of the previous
winter. The snow is dry and blows about
badly. The cuts through the drifts fill in
at every breeze, and in many places the
attempt to keep them open is given up and
travel is either over or around the drifts.
Wednesday morning. Jan. 20th, snow began falling at 7 o’clock, with the thermometer at zero. This is the second exception
this season to the old theory of “too cold to
snow.”
The barometer stood at 30.7 inches all day
Tuesday, but fell .4 during the night. This
condition usually indicates a light easterly
wind.

come a member of the Jewett Brothers*
Jewett Company, wholesale grocers there,
and is employed at a large salary as general
manager of its business, succeeding 0. A.
Jewett, who lias held the position for many
The company is capitalized at
years.
$200,000 and is doing a $2,000,000 business.
As Mr. Marshall is unable to attend to the
large brokerage business lie lias built up he
will turn it over to an incorporated com-

pany which he has organized and controls,
and Mr. Ayers, of the brokerage firm of
Ayers, Tyler & Ayers of Mioux City will
take charge. Mrs. Marshall and son will go
to California to spend two months, but Mr.
M arshall is compelled to give up his intended trip.

LAND GRABBING AS AN

NEW YORK FASHIONS.
LACE ACCESORIES.
CY

FLOWERS.

FAN-

FURS.

RUS-

COLLARETTES

SIAN SABLE.

A

Washington, D. C., Jan. 11, 1904.
grabbers seem to have fallen upon evil times. Secretary Hitchcock has put his agents on their trail
throughout the west and the newspaper despatches are burdened with sto-

The land

iCLOTH COSTUME.

EMPIRE FJNS.
(.Correspondence of The Journal.]
The possessor of a handsome round
lace cape real or bertha is indeed for-

ries of fraudulent entries and rumors
of indictments.
But this is not the

both of these accessories
are in prime favor, and worn over a
plain net, chiffon or silk waist, are the

land grabbers.

tunate.

spread of a set of antlers does not
necessarily indicate its size or establish its worth, for measuring antlers is
A Question About Who Owns the Largest
an
Pair in the World.
arbitrary proceeding. For instance,
the Hazeltiue set, while measuring
It has long been a question which is
61 inches spread, is 73 inches in
the largest set of moose antlers in the only
convex measurement, and its beauty
world—that is, the set having the wid- and
value lie in its great width of blade,
est spread. Probably no one knows.
and in the 29 points.
Some years ago a set of antlers from
No
has ever been
Alaska was mounted in Bangor and at- seen other set of antlers
in Maine like those owned by the
tracted great attention while there, as
Belfast man, aud it easily carried off
the antlers spread 74 inches. Like most
the prize when exhibited in New York.
Alaska antlers, they were ragged and
The moose from which these antlers
unsymmetrical, and not at all desirable were taken was killed at Chesuncook
The handsomest antas an ornament.
in 1887, by Jules Pease,
lers are seldom of wide spread, and Lake, Me.,
known as “Supple Jack,’’ who says
those of remarkable spread are seldom
that
the animal weighed about 1600
handsome. Some time ago the statenine feet long from nose
ment was made that the set owned by pounds, being
to end of tail, and eight feet in girth.
Morton Merriman of New York, a
As to the antlers owned by King Edmember of the Calumet Club, was the
ward VII, it is not believed here that
second
the
and
this
in
country,
largest
62 in- any one in this country has their measthe
in
world,
spreading
largest

standpoint of the
people
are waking up and demanding the repeal of laws which make the land grabber possible.
worst of it—from the

as

The American

perfection of style. Usually herthas
belong wholly to low-neck waists, but
Disclosures thus far made indicate
at present they do double duty, as with
that the stealing is going on with two
a high neckwaist, they can be drawn
main objects in view. One is to enable
around the shoulders and down to a stockmen to
get firm possession of land
point at the front forming a V, to be which they have formerly used as a
filled in with tucked chiffon, tucked free
range; the other, to extend and to
silk. Persian embroideoidery or minute
perfect a hard-and-fast monopoly of the
spangles or beads.
timber resources of the West. Both
FLOWERS
objects strike straight at the prosperiare almost inseparable from capes or
ty of the common millions of homeberthas, are always placed on the left seekers to whom this public property
shoulder, and may be either a large or now belongs by every moral and legal
s mall cluster of roses, a garland of white
right.
or purple wisteria, or a chrysantheThe prosperity of the future homemum on the shoulder and one at the
seeker in the Rocky Mountain region
waist, connected by small green velvet demands that he shall have an opporfern leaves. A furore exists for fancy tunity to enjoy the use of the public
couarettes, and when of light colored range. While he will undertake to
or : my materials they are worn inhandle but few heads of stock, in comdoors, out when of dark-hued passe- parison with the great cattle syndimenterie, tilled in with colored cloth or cates and corporations, it is nevertheblack cloth trimmed with fancy braid less essential that he shall enjoy his
u
I buttons, or Persian embroidery rights in the public pasture. Every
•ui:d the neck, they give the stamp time a quarter-section is transferred
from the public domain to one of the
.!
:,isl:ion to a plain jacket or cloak,
big cattle companies the opportunity
(iLl> WEATHEH
lenders furs the important topic for profitable settlement by genuine
lour, and the elite of New York
of
C. sihayne’s Janv
reductions
;
always bona fide)
esp* cia > in Hudson Bay and Russian
( arrying ttie largest stock of
tlios* ,n the world he continues to give
in:-.jkod concessions in manufactured i
':.e

:

homesteai ers is curtailed.

<

[

The

arned to

wanton de-

prince, inclosing

a spread of more than 74 inches,
but they \\Qre all from Alaska, and not
at all handsome. The record, so far as
known, for New Brunswick moose antlers is 66 inches, and this pair was
mounted here. The antlers were unsynimetrical, and not worth much as
The Maine record is
an ornament.
said to be 62 inches, a pair of this width
having been mounted here a few years
By
ago by the late Sumner E. Crosby.
far the largest and handsomest set of
moose antlers of which there is any
definite knowledge is that owned by
Charles B. Hazeltine of Belfast, the
official measurements of which, taken
at the New York sportsmen’s exposition in 1895, are: ’(firth, 8-2 indies;
length, 41 inches; palmation, 41-2 by
But
41 8 4 iuclies; spread, 61 inches.

ing

committed.

In every western

are

braid

trimming

in t wo

made wh

a

widths.

consists of fibre
The blouse is

seamless back and

pouch

fronts, closing at the centre.

A cape
with or without slashes on the shoulders and a standing collar are military

features; the former may he omitted.
Sleeves of the

bishop order,

with Har-

ing iiffs over the wristbands are used,
and the jacket may he lengthened by a
■in >11 iti
peplurn, or a dart-fitted Louis
W skirt in short three-quarter or long

length.

i.i
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_Special to the Portland Press.!
Li~.nov Falls, January 12. Lawyer
H. E. Coolidge of this town lias won a
$10,000 suit for the Rev. E. \V. Sandford
and the Holy Ghost and i"s Bible school.
The case was tried at Belfast, and tiie
property in dispute was land on Seven
Hundred Acte Island in Penobscot bay,
where Rose Cleveland, Mr. Ames of
Boston and other distinguished people
The land was given
own cottages.
Mr. Sandford to use in his religious
u ork.
A few years ago ttie property
was considered of little value, and about
two years ago could have been purchased for $5,000. Parties sold this land
with another piece to C. T. Emmett of
New York for $5,000. Although Mr.
Sandford does not hold any deed of this
property it was claimed by right of

It was shown in court that
who gave the land to Mr.
Sandford have been owners of the land
since 1820 and witnesses were produced
to show that they had been in open undisputed possession of the land for
sixty years. The $10,000 which will now
he received from tiiis land will he used
in the Sandford gospel work.
1
This case was reported in our issues
of Jan. 7th and 14th as

Alida B. Em-

Perry; Montgomery of
Camden for plaintiff; Littlefield of
Rockland and Coolidge of Lisbon Falls
for defendant.
There was nothing
brought out in the trial to show that
mett vs. llama

Rev.

ark

•U'l.ni
■

at

each side seam,

.t

Haring
depth. Machine-stitching forms
finish for the mode, which is in
from

gores, and may he in round, short
“'and or instep length. An inverted

nine

b
is

its

F. W. Sandford

with the case; but the

was

connected

special

to the

Press was no doubt based on information obtained from lawyer Cooiidge,
who presumably gives the inside of the

rapidly

as

it

can.

A

x plait removes the back fulness and
stitched down for a short distance.

While all sizes of fans are used, the
Umpire fan is the leading style, and

Just One Minute.

Jungs,

sometimes

spangles are the sole ornaA rural barrister was before a counmentation; then again, in addition, two try magistrate in a case where the
painted figures are at the centre.
plaintiff sought to recover damages
from a railroad company for killing a
Verona Clarke.
cow. During his argument the country
lawyer used this expressive sentence:
A Free Trip to St. Louis.
“If the train had been running as it
'the Boston Herald’s big enterprise to
take too Mew Englanders on a luxurious
Pullman train free of charge for a 10-day
trip to the St. Louis World’s fair and Niagara Falls has been enlarged in
scope so that
every community in New England will be
interested in the choosing of the fortunate
100 persons.
Boston will choose 25 persons,
will Massachusetts outside of Boston,
as
and as will the New England States outside
of Massachusetts. In additional to these
75, 25 guests will be invited by the 25 persons getting the highest total votes.
Persons eligible to the contest are:
Employes
of steam or electric railroads, members of
labor organizations, saleswomen, salesmen
and members of any military organization.
The voting is on ballots cut from the daily
and Sunday Heralds. The Herald wants
to take the most popular persons in these
classes, and leaves to its readers the choosing of them.
O

Bean the

ASTORIA,
^ The Kind You Haw Always B(MM

should have been ran, or if the bell had
been rung as should have been rang,
or if the whistle had been blown as it
should have been blew, both of which
they did neither, the cow would not
have been injured when she was killed.”
—O. S. Journal.
A Card.

We, the undersigned, do hereby agree to

refund the money on a 50-cent bottle of
Greene’s Warranted Syrup of Tar if it fails
to cure your cough or cold. We also guarantee a 25-cent bottle to prove satisfactory
nr money refunded.
6mo. 45
A. A. Howes & Co.
W. 0. Poor & Son.

An English lady walking down Broadway with tier little girl saw an old beggar
wearing on his hat the inscription: “I
fought at Waterloo.” “Give him some
money,” said the lady, “for he helped
to save your country.” As the child
dropped some silver into his hand, the
ex-soldier bowed and exclaimed, “Merci,
mademoiselle!”

Castoria is a harmless substitute for Castor Oil, Paregoric, jL>rops and Soothing Syrups. It is Pleasant. It
contains neither Opium, Morphine nor other Narcotic
substance. Its age is its guarantee. It destroys Worms
and allays Feverishness. It cures Diarrluea and Wind
Colic. It relieves Teething Troubles, ern es Constipation
and Flatulency. It assimilates the Fou:
regulates the
Stomach and Bowels, giving healthy and natural sleep.
The Children’s Panacea—The Mother’s Friend,

MAINE

NEWS ITEMS.

The death of Parke Goodwin, the veteran
New York journalist, removes one of liar
Harbor’s best known and most popular
summer residents.
Gov. Hill has appointed the following
well known citizens of Maine to represent
the State at the Good Ronds Congress to be
held at Hartford, Ct., February 10th and
11th : Hon. F. E. Roothby, Portland ; Hon.
J. P. Bass, Bangor; Dr. G. M. Twitchell,
Augusta; Hon. F.. P. Ricker, Poland; and
Hon. W. T. Haines, Waterville.

On a

ORGANIC
HEART DISEASE
n d Ind’gestiRelieved in 30 Minutes.

Nervousness

10c.
Sold

J

for

First Quality Goods

40 doses.

At Reasonable Prices.
FANCY GROCERIES,

rt needs only a
little watchfulness to
keep children in good health.
Look for the symptoms of little
ills and treat them promptly to
ward off more serious sickness.

TEA. COFFEE,
CANNED GOODS,
DRIED FRUITS.

^B

Orders promptly delivered.

I Dr. True’s 1

I

♦

Stamps.

i

♦

ii i:

w

^^k
4^^B

ness

an

a

indieatetroublestliat
nsua

are

traced

to

JKt/

(fjj* |_|

Camden Electric

qiliek relief follows t lie us-* of
In l»r. True’s Kllxlr. tiv.-r
year.-in use. Bit
B All druggists.3<V. Write f*»r tree booklet,
B “Children and Their Diseases.”
DR. J F. TRUE & CO.. Auburn. Me.

^B
gfl

Swan i Sibley Co.

DO ELECTRIC WIRING
OF EVERY KIND

Light and dark, day and night, are not more different from
house lit by electricity and by some other way.
£jf“More light, less

Call and

Grain, Feed, Seeds,

quality

Anthracite and

and

us,

we

SALT.

a

little thin:/, hut it liylits the darkest places.

T,.s7.n

Insurance and Real Estate.

FRED ATWOOD, "ma'ine01*1'

REPRESENTING OVEk FORTY-FIVE MILLION ASSETS.
Fire, Life, Accident, Plate (ilass, Tornado Insurance, Steam Boiler
Insurance and

Inspection.

Bonds for Cashiers. Contractors. Administrators and
Correspondence solicited. Keal estate bought and sold.

$

II You Want
■

O SLI

Quick Sale

Semi us full description fo
next catalog. No advatumoney required.
Our III. catalog will t«*11
y u where the bargains
are.
It is FREE,
Our references are the
men in your own town for
whom we have bought or
sold farms.

j
I

j
\

j

for
a

a

EaA. Strout,

NEW STOCK

Nuts of all Kinds.
Fine Confectionery,
S

M. S. STI1-K?S

ISrooks, Manager
C*

Gas & Electric Ligtit Co.

a

Waldo County
12 Uni

on

m

Trustees.

JUSTRECEIVED

of

^

other than a

would he ylad to do business with you.

Security

IMPORTERS OF

Dealers in the tlnest

see

e.-o-:

No. 13 Mechanic Street. Camden. Maine.

Groceries.
*

*<*

\*

money, with our lights.

Our ELECT I! IV FLASH I.H.IFT is

OK

JOItlfKIiS

Wiring & Construction Co.

If so. let us i-stim ite on your job.
Are you interested in lighting your homes?
and you can have your house wired for electric lights cheaper than you
think for.

»ITHEH

;

BELFAST

a

it,Lowney’s Chocolates

r rt ai.

m

erected in the town of South China.
inscription has been viewed by a

All the

UIXTfli T HI’ ITS,
in perfection.

foreign

ami Domes!

non

:c.Cigars,

Tobacco ami Smoke, s’ Articles,

Electric Wiring of All Kinds.

Electric, Gas Fixtures J Supplies.
Telephone number,

G. B MARSANO
This

Handsome

Standard Groceries.
Send at once for our

44-2.

Couch

big catalogue.of

200 OTHER PREMIUMS.

ARTHUR A. MOORE,
Successor to

fresh Roasted Peanuts.

Given with $16 assortment of Soaps. Extracts.
Spices, Tea, Coffee, Cocoa, Toilet Goods ana

Office Washington Street.

hear the hum of the bullet he Ared a
22-calibre riAe in their direction, aiming about 20 feet to one side. The bullet struck a wave and was deAected,
striking Herbert squarely in the forehead just above the left eye. The boy
lingered for a few days and then passed
away. The neighbors and friends feel
that if it had been deliberate murder,
instead of an accident, there might bt
some excuse for the inscription.
Tin
marble dealer says it is the Arsttime In
ever heard of such an inscription be
ing placed on a stone.—Waterville Mail

Moody.

We Give

~......

..:

■

ELIXIR

for childhood com^B is the greatForreme.lv
^B
stoma* h ami bowel dis^B
^B plaints.
indigestion, constipation, poor BV
^B orders,
JHv
and
orins it is tin
fevers
appetite,
^^k equaled. Nervousness, peevish- MSS
^^k
languid feeling all

China Gravestone.

B. F. Hare, Supt. Miami Cycle & Mfg.
Co. Middletown, O., suffered for ten years
with dyspepsia. He spent hundreds of dollars for medicine and with doctors without
receiving any permanent benefit. He says,
“One night while exceptionally bad I was
about to throw down the evening paper
when I saw an item in the paper regarding
the merits of Kodol Dyspepsia Cure. I concluded to try it and while I had no faith in
it I felt better after the second dose. After
using two bottles 1 am stronger and better
A Vest rocket Doctor.
than I have been in years, and I recommend
Kodol Dyspepsia Cure to my friends and i
Never in the way, no trouble to carry,
'acquaintances suffering from stomach trou- easy to take, pleasant and never failing in
ble. Sold by R. H. Moody.
results are I )e Witt’s Little Early Risers. A
I vial of these little pills in the vest pocket is
a
certain guarantee against headache, bilThe Keeley Institute in Portland, Maine,
;
torpid liver and all of the ills reon
Munjoy Hill, is successfully curing iousness,
; suiting from oonstipation. They tonic and
drunkards and drug users.
Iyr25*
strengthen the liver. Sold by R. H.

CITY.

Successor to (linn & Field.

The

j

NEW YORK

B. D. FIELD,

|

n

by Edmund Wilson and A. A. Ilowes & Co.

K

veyed on a gravestone made to order
by an Augusta marble dealer and

!

10 Years.

COMPANY, TT MURRAY STREET.

-_-**♦

Children

■

Cured After

CENTAUR

*♦*

Healthy

great many people and it is not liked
by the relatives of the boy who did the
shooting, which was purely accidental.
The inscription is the result of an incident that happened in July of 1902.
Herbert B. Plaisted, aged 1(1, son of
H. W. Coffin of Addison completed dur- Benjamin and Emma Plaisted, was out
ing the year 11103 29 boats. Fourteen were in a boat with his younger brother,
sold in the town of Jonesport. The other Fred, Ashing in China lake. On the
15 were sold on the coast between Addison, shore about 100 yards away was liar
Me., and Boston, Mass. Mr. Coffin has old Williams, aged 17, who was visiting
booked for the year 1904, 12 boats, classed there from
Waltham, Mass. Thinking
as follows:- 3 gigs, 3 yawls, (1 gasoline) 4
that the Plaisted boys might like to
pods, and 2 launches. They are for the following places: Addison 2, Jonesport 2,
Milbridge 4, Bath 2, Portlan d 1, Boston 1.

THE

again.

“Shot by the son of Elkanan Williams,” carved in large letters, is the
somewhat unique information con-

Pittsfield is to have a soldiers’ monument.
The monument will be built of Hallowell
granite, the general dimensions being 7 feet
square and 22 feet in height. It will consist of three bases, die, column and cap, surmounted by a bronze soldier at parade rest.
Work on the monument will be completed
early in the spring, and the dedication will
occur on Memorial day.

In Use For Over 30 Years.

tbe owners and nianageis of the
fast ones will have to begin all over

me,” said Gen. Chamberlain. “Poor
Blacksmith
Gordon.
He was a brave man, a great
soldier and a noble soul. I knew him
ORDERS PROMPTLY FILLED
well. From the time of the surrender
of the army of Gen. Lee we were ciose 33, 35, 37 Front St., Belfast, Maine,
friends. Whenever we met his greetings
TELEPHONE 4-3.
were more than cordial.
I cannot tell
how sad the news makes me.”

The Maine Press Association will holu
its 41st annual meeting in Portland, January 27tii and 28th.

ALWAYS

The Kind You Have Always Bought

The Rev. Father lord. Si.. Montreal. Canada.
sa>'*: "1 have been a suffer for oO \< ••nr* from orheart disease, nervousness and dyspepsia,
j ganie
and have doctored both in France and Americ a.
MAINE.
I with bur temporary relief. 1 tried Dr. Agm-wN
lit art ( lire and was indeed surprised at the imConfeder- mediate reiief I obtained. I amtirmly convinced
was j that it will cure any case of heart disease and
I will strengthen the nerves and stomach.
It
on acI I>r. Agnew’s I.iver Fills a;*' tlie best. Only

uenerai J. L. cnamoeriain or
Portland, commander of the department of Maine, heard of the death of
Gen. John B. Gordon, lie did not try to
hide his deep emotion. He and Gen.
Gordon had been close friends.
“This comes pretty close home to

CASTORIA

GENUINE

now

wnen

as

One Minute Cough Cure gives relief in
one minute, because it kills the microbe
which tickles the mucous membrane, causing the cough, and at the same time clears
the phlegm, draws out the inflammation
ami heals and soothes the affected parts.
One Minute Cough Cure strengthens the
wards off pneumonia and is a harmless and never failing cure in all curable
cases of Coughs, Colds, and
Croup. One
.Minute Cough Cure is"pleasant to take,
harmless and good alike for young or old.
Sold fly It. II. Moody.

IN

against Experiment.

What is CASTORIA

Tbe National Trotting Association
lias refused to countenance any of the
wind-shield records made so rapidly last
summer during tbe t rotting season, and

any water in it.”—Kennebec Journal.

healthy public

sentiment is beginning to come to the
support of those who demand the repeal of the laws. But the remedy lies
wholly in the hands of Congress.
Congress must act, and act speedily, or
the most valuable portions of the public
domain will be forever lost.
William E. Smythe.

Infants and Children -Experience

It is announced by Gov. Terrell of
that Alexander II. Stephens,
famous old Crawfordviile home, "Libtv Hall,” will be taken as the model for
the Georgia building to be erected at
the Louisaua Purchase Exposition at
St, Louis.
Mississippi ch >se "Beauvoir,” tbe historic home of Jefferson
Davis, as the model for its building at
the St. Louis Exposition. These were
the homes of the President and Vice
President f the Confederacy.

well as

adjourned session): “General Gordon,
what did General Smith really say that
time in front of his tent?”
“He*asked
us a question,” said the General, “and
in replying we told him we didn’t need

duty

in hunting down the land thieves

GORDON

as

General Gordon, the great
ate general who lias just died,
known to some Maine people
count of his business relations prior to
the war. Maine was one of his favorite states after the rebellion, and particularly when lie began to lecture, because so many of his oldtime enemies
lived here. The Tarratine Club in Bangor appealed to him especially, and it
was there some of his best stories, net
included in the lectures, were told.
Even the enthusiasm with which Mr.
Roosevelt was welcomed into this State
two years ago was not equal to the reception given General Gordon when he
The
came to Bangor some years ago.
Grand Army posts turned out, there
was a band concert, prominent men
sat on the stage and school children
sang songs. Besides, there was an audience of several thousands. That was
The famous
a lecture worth hearing.
confederate let himself go. The end
arrived, and was followed by such a
storm of cheers that he simply had to
continue. The audience would not
move.
So General Gordon kept on,
telling stories and giving hits of nside
war history, until the end had to come.
General “Joe” Smith of Bangor was
sitting in the hall. General Gordon
said, in speaking of one of the worst
defeats given to the confederates by
the Union troops, “And after the surrender we were the tiredest Johnny
iiehs that ever were. And we walked
over into your lines to see what you
could do for us.
We hadn't eaten and
we hadn't slept, and somehow we felt
sure you would give us a lift.
And the
first thing we came to was Joe Smith
in front of his tent. I won't tell you
what he said to us but you will believe
we accepted with pleasure.
And now I
want everybody to stand and sing while
the hand plays ‘America.’”
It was a
pretty teary hymn, among the women.
Afterward, when all recovered their
dignity, some one said (this was at an

For Possession of Lund on Seven Hundred
Acre Island.

com-1

novel appearance is

given the skirt by the introduction of
a

doing

remarkable for symmetry

SUIT?

SHILOH

Ibs Kind You Have Always Bought

The Administration is

^7sonal

spring, Lewiston; Islika springs,
Hancock; Keystone Mineral spring,
East Poland; Minot Mineral spring,
West Minot; Mount Hartford Cold
spring, Hartford; Mount Zircon spring,
Rumford; Oak Grove spring, Brewer;
Pine
Paradise spring,
Brunswick;
spring, Topsliam: Pownal spring, West
Pownal; Rocky Hill spring, Fairfield:
Sabattus Mineral spring, Wales, near
Webster; Seal Rock springs, Saco; Ticonic Mineral spring, Winslow; Underwood Spring, Falmouth Foreside; Utona spring, Eastport, and Wilson spring,
North Raymond. There may be other
mineral springs in the State but they
have not been developed or brought to
the attention of the public at large.
The annual value of tbe product of
tlies? springs is put at fs2,5SS

photograph

for size.

CASTOR IA

tion. and the

The Kind Yon Have Always Bought, and which has been
in use for over 30 years, has borne the signatnre of
/)
and has been made under his persupervision since its infancy.
Allow no one to deceive you in this.
”
All Counterfeits, Imitations and “ Just-as-good are but
and
the
health of
with
that
trille
endanger
Experiments

land

the world.—Bangor correspondence of
the X. V. Sun.
The cut at the head of this article
was published in Forest and Stream
some years ago, but the horns represented are not considered equal to
those owned by Mr. Ilazeltine, which

there is a strong desire to see the litigation.
Hus stylish costume, taken from the munity
develop “while we are alive.”
J Mineator, shows a ladies’ blouse coat country
is required for the work, and if
Capital
or jacket and nine-gored skirt.
Military
capital must he tempted into the field by
blouses are among the season’s most
the opportunity to make a profitable
favored fancies, and the coat here illusFor Infants and Children.
monopoly of the timber, why, then,
trated is a smart model of this type.
could he better than the presVo rest brown broadcloth is the selec- nothing
ent laws!

are:

Blueliill Mineral and Dirigo springs,
at Blueliill; Carrabasset spring in Jerusalem Township, Somerset
county;
Cold Bowling Spring, Steep Falls, Limington; Crystal Mineral springs, Auburn; Forest springs, Litchfield; Glenwood Mineral spring, St. Albans; High-

set and making inquiries as to the size
In return the
of the royal trophy.
prince sent a lettei. but made no mention of the size of his set. front which
Mr. Ilazeltine concluded that his own
Mr. Ilazeltine thinks
was the larger.
that his antlers are the largest and the
handsomest in the country, if not in

GEN.
A

j struction of the forests which follows
impairs the watershed on which the
settler depends for tb. supply of his
irrigation ditches. Monopoly imposes a
high price for the lumber which the settier must use in making his improvements. Finally, he is deprived of the
j
opportunity to get a little timber on his j
own account, which he might use in I
good faith and in compliance with the
spirit of the law.
These lauds frauds throughout the
west are open and notorious. They are j
not always frowned upon by public ;
sentiment in the localities where they j
are

springs

urements. About 4u years ago, when
The statement was disputed by the then
prince of Wales was in Cana(12
that
sportsment in Maine, who say
the antlers were presented to him,
ria,
nor
tlie
inciies is not
greatest spread,
and ever since then conflicting stateeven 74 inches claimed for a set owned
ments have been circulated as to their
Edward
VII.
by King
measurements. About four years ago
Within the last few years several Mr.
Ilazeltine of Belfast wrote to the
sets have been mounted in Bangor havof his
a

speculation and monopoly.
The absorption of
timber lands possession.
the family
strikes another and an even harder
blow at the settler.

The scientists of the geological survey have compiled a list of the mineral
springs in Maine, as they have done for
that has
every other State in the union
mineral springs. In Maine they find,
according to the report just made public but which is the result of inquiries
made several month ago, 20 mineral
springs, from 23 of which sales of minThese
eral water are being made.

dies.

its logical conclusions, the present policy of lard absorption by livestock
monopolies would shut out poor men
from the use of the public pasture almost entirely. And this would have
a most unlortunate influence upon the
settlement of the arid region.
although prices in general are j
The instruments used in the acquisiIIis well known reliang higher.
1 lion of the public domain l'or live stock
•i!)’} i- an even greater advantage,
purposes are the Desert Land Law and
ii in:-, as in precious stones, the
the
Commutation Clause of the Home•i.iulness of the dealer is all imporincrease of trade lias induced stead Law. The former requires no resiting.
ins < rection oi an imposing steel and i deuce whatever on the land; the latter
a residence of only fourteen months,
iron building on Forty-first street.
which is frequently merely nominal.
-MAI.L Fi llThe claim that the present laws are
won: over coats or jackets will be
to preserve the live stock innecessary
no
x:
u.-sitable
summer
at
y
during
I'lie variety is great, dustry from gradual extinction through
t j
e.-orts.
the encroachment of cultivators of the
may choose among collarettes,
The figures
r,
I'icio] ines in seal, Persian or soil is wholly groundless.
nuab. chincliilla. mink, otter or of the last national census show that
.at >
-.hole ior nr.-t the fluffy fox furs be Idaho, Montana, Wyoming, Washing1
ton, Utah, Nevada, Arizona, and New
a- they aiv particularly fasli_
..mif.
The union of contrasting furs Mexico, covering 820,000 square miles,
n.na o'.
in small accessories gives additional had only 4,800,500 head of cattle. Or.
charm, and for afternoon dresses noth- the other hand, the farming State of
:
ing is more stylish than fur trimmings, Iowa, with only 55,000 square miles,
had 5,367,630 cattle, or half a million
to say nothing of entire hats or bonmore than
the six States and the
nets of fur.
i two territories which follow the range
method.
There is but one element
benefited by the abuse of the laws
which is now going on.
That is the
element which is acquiring the. ownership of vast estates to be held tor

I

Maine Mineral Springs.

Georgia

advantage

;

me

916 MOOSE ARTLESS.

INDUSTRY.

Home

Supply Co,

TWO STORKS, 98 & 109 High Street

^3

$2

The Republican Journal I year,
N. Y. Tribune Farmer 1 jear,

Charles L. Fletcher, dealer in

WRIGHT & HALL,
addresses if
vance.

OF ALL KINDS.

Thomas McEvan’s Haddies.

Slade, Gorton & Co.’s

I

Hayford Block, Belfast,
Telephone 14-4

)

sent, to different

requested, for $2.00 in ad-

Address

REP.

JOUR.

PUB.

CO.,

Belfast, Maine.

MKN to learn to
mi A IITCn T
ww Mil 9 WLU 1 last, edge-trim, ami
o] edge-set.
McKay sewing, faii-stiteldng, heels aving, bottom-finishing ; also 30 young women,
Water Fixtures for public or private
to learn cylinder-vamping, top stitching, tip
houses set up in the best manner.
stitching, under-trimming, liniug-inaking and

Fine Hath Room work and all kinds

Smoked Bloaters.
I

nu FIBS.

1.00

$3.0
Both papers will bt‘

BRL.FAS T, MAIN F,

$3.0$

Maine.

46tf

Repairing

in

attended to.

City

or

County promptly
12tf

table work. Plenty of >hoes to work on and day
and evening school. W. E STEIN HORN, 225
Center Street, Brockton, Mass.
4wl

I
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ODDITIES OF LIFE IN CHILI.
NOTABLE INSTITUTIONS OF A
CITY.

OLD

CHANT;
LOTS OF

THE

THE

TURKEY

WATER

CHURCHES,

QUEER
MER-

PEDDLER;

BUT NO SEW-

ERAGE.
[Special Correspondence of The Journal.]

Concepcion, Chili, December 11,
Though more than 350 years old,
.is quaintest ol Chilian .cities shows
ew signs of age.
Its casas—built low
Mid solid with an eye to earthquakes—
ire line samples of Spanish
architecture, but so monotonously alike, exept in size and color, that it is eascud.

Close by is a clam stall. The woman
charge has torn the clams from their
shells and strung them on stems of
grass, a dozen on a stem. She sells them
at the rate of three straws (thirty-six
clams) for ten cents—and cheap enough
they are. To the right are long rows
of fruit merchants, mostly women. The
finest of cherries,—plump, fresh and
ruhv-red—are tied up on sticks in a
hunch, so closely that they resemble
miniature club-balls. The price is un
centavo, (one cent) for a stick, or about
half a pint of cherries. There are heaps
of ripe figs, each the size of your fist,—
black, shining and luscious, five cents
per dozen. Watermelons are piled up
by the cord—and such melons! Thirtypounders are common fruit and fiftypounders not unusual. There are fine

Waldo

in

rFromTurf,
Mr.

a

tigs here than in
ibout twenty feet

sky-blue, pink, purple and pale yelm. : but m few indulge ill green,
gray,
msiMi and orange,
livery house is
•ped with earthen-ware tiling, rustyi in color, deeply imbedded in mud
ici. was soft when put on, and when
rd ii» Ids the tiles securely.
This
it of roofing is extremely picturesque,
-pecially as it immediately takes on a
ating of moss and lichens; but it is
id of trouble to keep in order, and
st be repaired every year before the

>

fish of various
are

n

crabs and river camarones, infe-

wines, and stalls where steaming
stews of chile-con-carne, (peppers with
meat), are waiting to sear the “inner
man” of whoever is hardy enough to
rior

devour them.

might be murdered a dozen
ues a day, if that were possible, and
I'urelv bidden away in his own house,
i the nearest neighbors be none the
master

<■

This

told

<

iser.

all is about the same.

As in all.Ohili, the police regulations
of Conception are admirable. An av
erage specimen of “the finest” stands
in front of my window—a half-bred Indian, dressed in full military toggery,

I'oncepcion is eminently a city of
lie is under-sized, stooped-shouldered,
■prises. For example: She is enslouchingjn
gait, with a general hangout
of
debt, but water is still
ly
idled about the streets on the backs dog air, and countenance ugly enough
early colonial times.
mis no fewer Ilian nine magnificent
.rciit-s. all Homan ( atliolic,) but no

donkeys,

as

in

to stop a clock; but somehow he and
his equally hang-dog fellows manage
to preserve perfect order whatever be-

tide. Perhaps this is largely due to the
Ilandgreat body of secret police, who, ununiroll
about
the
carriages
streets,
formed and unknown, constantly pa.cnging to wealthy citizens, but the
the city in every part. But more
leu plows used on their suburban trol
it is due to the “medicine” which
,ites are as primitive as those of the likely
an apprehended criminal is forced to
.cut Egyptians, she boasts of four
take. For petty larceny—the commonking houses, and the largest Jesuit
est crime he is bound to a post with
gc in South America: maintains a
a
good stout rope and given a
tla-ater
and
a
fine
band
to play
>
or more quick, smart strokes
hundred
tic- plaza- but on “Beggar's Day,”
on the bare back, well laid on by a
the
streets
ry Saturday
literally
burly man who seems to enjoy his busiin with licensed mendicants, until
ness, the muscles of whose arms have
-oems as if half the
are
population
become wonderfully developed by this
soliciting alms.
sort of exercise. The instrument of
an goes a
institution”
and
public
is a short whip-stock, to
'••■r\
11e*■ essaiy one—a
bare-footed, ! punishment
which is fastened a leather strap as
k-1leaded fellow, following halt a
wide as the palm of your hand, having
cn slim-legged donkeys,
each donthe end cut into many strips. An Engwit ii two small barrels on its back,
lish sailor who received this dose the
makes his living by selling water
other day for stealing a ham, was heard
house to house, at the rate of one
to solemnly declare that he would rath.1 per bucket.
His only competitor
er starve to death,
or stand for the
mother fellow, who perambulates
same length of time “neck-deep in hell”
town with one barrel-full from the
Bio. loaded in a cart drawn by a than take the medicine a second time.
small mule, to which a very large Each policeman carries a small bone
whistle, whose shrill blast can be heard
hell is attached.
Here comes a scarcely less common a mile or more; and he is required to
istitution”—the turkey peddler. He execute a pigeon-wing on it every fif
es a
Mock of shrill-voiced young teen minutes throughout the night, to
let the world know he is not sleeping at
before
from street to

'tern

of sewerage whatever.

ut

■

;keys

him,

Ask him the
reet, until all are sold.
ee of them, and lie will
probably re"Diez pesos cada una, Senor,”—
dollars apiece, sir.”
Turn away,
: he shouts after
you, ‘‘I will take
n dollars, sir.”
If you still remain
urate, lie will follow you with im-

tunities, till he has dropped to five
lars, and even down to two. He
been a long time raising those tur.
ys—or rather his wife lias—at great
r for a Chilian “roto.”
When sold,
til the money does not go down his
•Hi at once in the form of chica, lie

education is div ided into three

grades—the higher, the intermediate,
ily and they will feast until every and the primary. The seat of learning
is gone.
Then his wife will go to is the National University at Santiago,
uketin the morning, contentedly as which has a Council of Education
i-tofore, and buy three cents’ worth whose duty is to superintend all the high
hour, two cents’ worth of beans, er and intermediate schools of the councent’s worth of potatoes and four try. They are all free, the government,
•s’ wortti of fuel, to supply her owning the buildings and paying the
teachers.
In order to meet the deseliold for a day.
ie Concepcion
market-house was mand for the best instructors, the gov_
ernment maintains a number of young
I up by the authorities. It
occupies
ntire square, and within it country men, at great expense, at some of the
ice of all kinds is
bought and sold, most celebrated colleges in Europe, to
producer brings or sends his fruits, educate them for that purpose; while
ibles, butter and eggs, beef, pigs, the female teachers are trained in the
lams, etc., and barters them off excellent Normal schools that have
best possible advantage. There recently been established in Chili.
Fanxik B. Ward.
:ixed price for anything—oh no!
n ti;,s
down”
is
country “beating
The Collapse of the Goat Industry.
fe of trade. Take, for example,
“The goat industry of the United
popular article of sausage, which
here by the vara, or Spanish yard States is on the wane,” said II. C.
Beard of Austin, Texas, to a reporter
vara being about three-quarters of
of the Washington, I). C., Evening
uiglish yard. As you are a foreign- Star. “A few years ago the Department of Agriculture called attention
•u are not likely to get a yard of
to the fact that the United States was
-age for less than fifty cents, though
importing annually about $25,000,000 in
Pivi- is not expected to pay over goatskins.
This information had an
nty cents per vara. The market- immediate effect in the south and west,
■se generally overllows, especially in 'and there was an Angora goat boom,
which vast prices were paid for
t time, so that the sidewalks all during
genuine imported Billies and Nannies.
iud the square are blocked by squat- But this fact had no
appreciable effect
-' women with their wares
spread out upon the amount of goatskins imThere were also comparativethe ground for sale. Entering the ported.
sold. The
ly no American
ding, to the left you find the butch- American Angora goatskins
was a beautiful goat,
who cut all their meat up into long but ho was too high bred for his skin to
be valuable for manufacturing puras if they would sell it, also, by
He also showed a tendency to
yard. But they don’t; they sell it poses.
The goat industry has
goat diseases.
the chunk, and guess at the weight,
practically collapsed, and very few
terhouse, surloin, rump steak, roasts farmers now attempt to raise goats
•’ is alt the same to the
butcher; Into for profit.”
*■

=

1

ps the whole creature must go, to
chopped off in chunks to suit the

1 iiiehaser’s needs.

■CBS'* Early Risers
The famous little

Catarrhal

Powder
lieves in lO Minutes.

Aguew’s

Hr.

Re-

sterling old horsemen of that ing exceptionally high
They
guuu luunm^
place, has at the present time only one
left of his good ones. This one is a year-olds, both bay geldings. One by
pacer, by a son of Nelson; dam a Knox Burdette out of a mare by Highlawn,
mare.
This horse is a handsome little the other by Frank Hampton, out of
bay gelding, standing 15-2 hands high a mare by Gideon. Both stand 15 3
and weighing 975 pounds. He is very and weigh 1050. They are very closefast and if raced on the track it would ly alike in color and shape and have
take a good one to beat him. Mr. Keene about the same gait, and give promis a great lover of good horses and is ise of making a fine road pair. A fourplanning to get two or three more be- year-old mare by Furist, sire of
fore the winter is over.
Purist Wilkes, 2.17 1-2; dam by Bay
is a third good one. She is a
Mr. A. M. Bryant of Thorndike has Rolfe,
rich bay in color, stands 15-2 hands
one of the handsomest and largest fillies
She
high and weighs 1000 pounds.
we have ever seen.
She is three years is
a good roadster and looks like a
old, an iron grey in color, stands 15-3
fine gentleman's driver.
She is
hands high and weighs 1200 pounds. very
bred one. Then
a very high
She was by Gimacli; dam a Pompeii surely
have a three-year-old bay mare
mare.
This filly is perfectly smooth, they
Frank Hampton; dam by I. X. L.
well made, round as a dollar and hand- by
This mare is a handsome and well made
some as a picture.
She is of the type
one and looks exceptionally good.
She
we like to see on the farms, for she is
stands 15-2 hands high and weighs 1000
sure to be good for farm work and the
has
not
She
been broken yet,
man who owns her is not out all she pounds.
but has a good gait and appears to be
has cost him because she hasn’t speed.
fast. A four-year-old gelding by Frank
Mr. West Woods of Unity has a four- Hampton, dam by Young Rolfe, is a

I

year old mare, an own sister to It. A. S.
This mare is very fast and may be
started on the track next year. If she
is she will probably land in fast company. She stands 15-3 hands high and
weighs 1050 pounds, is a black in color
and is surely a good one. Mr. Woods
also has a weanling filly by Broomal

ui

a

nave

tnu

pMe«

dark color of

luui-

j

f0r

Falling

Mr. Fred ltich of Thorndike has three
good colts that he is breaking this winter; all are yearlings and are looking
well. < (lie is a bay gelding by Eldorado;
dam a Knox mare. This colt is a snappy and high headed little fellow and is
going to make a handsome horse unless
signs fail; another is a filly, also bay in
color, by Purist; dam untraced. This
filly is also a good one, being particularly good gaited and giving evidence
of being fast. The third is a black filly
by Stanley; dam a Western mare. This
filly is quite large, as was to be expected
from her breeding and looks like the
beginning of a large and handsome
mare.

a

(Mil, Hats, Caps, flaflcrwaar, Etc.,

i|
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FROST’S, 74 Main St.

AU dollar goods at 90 cents or less.
Alt 50 cents goods at 45 cents or less.
All 25 cents goods at 23 cents.
Boys’ Suits at $1.50 and upwards.
Youths’ Suits at $3.00 and upwards.
Bargains in Men’s Suits and Overcoats at $4.00, $5.00,
$6.00, $7.00 and upwards.
“Take

look.”

a

We

can save
on

you 10 per cent or more
in our line.

E. P.

Mr. J. II. Farwell of Unity has

a

two-

Hair

IN THE

to

of Maine present to the sportsman one
of the most attractive hunting grounds

in

Mna

n-nvlrl

onrl

tlin

onnilutinn

of

them

Yet,

would be

on

a

the track next year, but may
not. lie had a very busy season last
year and probably will this. He has
got some good colts and looks like a
good horse to breed to. Mr. Getchell
also has a fine brood mare by Chatham.
She is a good roadster, seal brown in
color, standing 15-3 hands high and
weighing 1050 pounds. She is in foal to
on

Senator Wiikes.

Unity is

one

of the

there are a lot of

good

towns where
colts started.

There are a few good horsemen there to
push the thing along and this, together
with the fact that there are three good
sires in the town to breed to, make the
raising of colts there a profitable and
easy matter. Then they have the reputation of the town to sustain.
Unity
has always been known as a town
where there were a lot of good horses
and the men who have the horse interests in charge there do not propose
to let the town lose its name, and it
will be a number or years, at least, before it does if the colts now owned
there are not all sold off. And there is
no reason why Unity should not be a
town of good horses; they have the track
in summer where they have an occasional brush and there is also a good
street for brush racing.
In the winter
beside the street there is the pond
where a good ice track can be made.
The large number of colts in the town
has led the owners to talk of having
some races on an ice track this winter,
and next fall of having some races on
the track.
It is to be hoped that they
will carry out their plans, for it means

WRIGHT

&gHALL, Opera

HOOD RUBBERS

Atlantic
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Agents.

Furnaces and Parlor Stoves.

Ranges,

EVERY

EVERY

WIDE-AWAKE

UP-TO-DATE
FARMER
NEEI.'S

A

High-Class
Agricultural Weekly
to give him the experience of others in
all the advanced methods and improvements which are an invaluable aid in

Republican

tablet form

tant

Both of Ihese papers
order with the money to

one

agriculturaftopics

on

City,

all

of the

imporday, and

show you how to make money from the
farm.

Regular Price, $1.00

Per Ytar.

year for £-'2.CO if you send

\our

Republican Journal Pub. Co.. Belfast. Me.

The

Send your name and address to Tiie Xeav-\
York City, for free sample copy.

Tkiuini: Faiemeie New-

ohk

Per Cent.

CASH DISCOUNT

they cannot contain alcohol.

constipation, biliousness and headaches
put you in condition to be instantly benefited
by Dr. Parker’s Tonetic Tablets. These make
the blood rich and red, increase the circulation,
stimulate the appetite, cure indigestion and bring
to normal action the stomach, liver, bowels and
kidneys.

ly,

will post you every week

Regular Price, $2.0 0 Per Year.

Dr. Parker’s Tonetic Tablets are the nest tonic
and restorative ever made. They are the reliable
prescription of New York’s highest physician.
in

New-York

will admirably supply your wants for
county news and prove a welcome visitor in every household.

NOT MADE BY A TRUST

Being

Tribune Farmer

Belfast, Me..

tin

all sales trom our
sto k of.

large

cur

and

This combined treatment builds

up

all

Pure

Drugs

the

bodily functions and puts you in prime condition
to pass a healthy, wholesome and happy winter.
Each box contains 50 Tonetic Tablets for Body,
Blood and Nerves, and a small box of Liveroid
Tablets for Liver and Bowels. 50 cents a box or
6 boxes for $2.50. At all druggists or the Dr.
Parker Medicine Co., 51-53 Exchange St., Portand, Maine, U. S. A.

monstrous shame.

..

.ANI)

...

Medicines

I_I

everything else usually
found In a well-appointed
Drug Store.

and

BEST

QUALITY

I

We carry
A

I
Marked down from 60 cents to

To

30 CENTS

Per

SLEIGHS!

SLEIGHS !

Our Clubbing Offer.
We have just
made a new contract with the publishers of
the New York Weekly Tribune, under

W. L. WEST,

which we are able to furnish that paper
and The Republican Journal each one year
for $2.
This offer is open to all, whether

VETERINARIAN.

3in45*

For rates and in-

OHKIX J.

DICKEY,

Belfast, Me., or
KEELY, Trav. Fass’r Agent,
298 Washington St., Boston

old or new subscribers, who pay for The
Journal one year in advance.
The regular
price of the New York Weekly Tribune is
$1 a year, and it is one of the best farm
and home papers published.
We can also
furnish the New York Tri-Weekly Tribune

Republican Journal each one year
$2.50. The Tri-Weekly Tribune is as

and The
for

good

as a

daily paper and better than many

ISAAC S.

Besides all the telegraphic
papers.
it contains much general matter of
interest and is handsomely illustrated.

CHILDREN’S

I

STAPLES, BROOKS,

|

Some odds and ends for

|

sale

now

i

very

TREATS

ALL

DOMESTIC

Offices 61 High Street and
Store.

Telephone 19-3

ANIMALS.

over

Moody’s Drug

cheap,

and Without

Write at

once

C. I.

Dept. K

for

T

|
f

J

ATTENTION !
Don’t

put your carriage away; bring it to

me now.

I

am

thoroughly equipped

to do

the very best work in

CARRIAGE PAINTING,

at both offices.

Yir Made Cured Free!
Instantly

|
I

.•.BOOTS.*.

Has a neio lut of sleighs just finished and
FOlt HALF.
47tf

daily

news

t

DRUGGISTS.

or

J. M.

apply to

LADIES,

POOR & SON,

Savartnali, Jacksonville, St. Augustine

formation

X

!

P°und

and all Southern

points.

J.

good line of

MISSES and

Florida Excursions
via Savannah Line

BROOKS, MAINE

OK

Louisiana, or Kentucky, or Iowa.
While in population it stands thirtieth,
in amount of bank deposits it stands
eighteenth, almost
quailing Texas,
surpassing Kansas, Nebraska, KenTennessee
and
tucky,
Louisiana, and
more than twice exceeding Georgia,

Carolinas combined.
Its
of farming land rank
in fertility and value of products almost if not quite as high as any on the
continent. It is true that its lakes are
productive of many fish, and more fish
stories; and that receipts of “big game”
at Bangor amount to about 170 moose
and 3,000 deer a season. But what are
these compared with more than $20,000,000 a year from three agricultural
products, and $19,000,000 worth of domestic animals?
The fact is, Maine is a State of exceptionally varied natural characteristics.
A considerable part of it is best suited
for hunting, fishing and the like, and it
would be well to have it maintained as
such, forming, along with the mountain region of New Hampshire, an unsurpassed forest preserve. But that

REI> BY

House Block, Belfast, Sole

Journal

Louisiana, North Carolina, Tennessee,
West Virginia, Washington and Ore-

acres

*

Ranges
Always Bake.

The New-York

tana and Idaho combined. In value of
us tell you how toe can get you a CASH
real estate it outranks Georgia, the let
53tf
“Empire State’’ of the South, and in customer.
total valuation it surpasses Kansas,*
H3LMES &W EST.

the two

j

is

-PORll AP'D iTOVE FCEM; RV, Ft RT1 A P D W A1PE.

The

One Hundred Farms

millions of

Bake

keep him in touch with the doings of securing the largest possible profit from
neighbors, the home markets, and the farm, and with special matter for
all items of interest to himself and every member of his
family.
family.

the other

gon. Its debt is smaller than that of
Rhode Island or Mississippi or the Territory of Arizona. Its tax rate is one
of the lowest.
It has more capital invested in manufactures than has Georgia, or Alabama, or either of the Virginias, oj either of the Carolinas, or

to

MANCFACTl

WANTED.

him

OF AN

his

hand, the superb agricultural and manufacturing resources
of the State deserve recognition and
safeguarding, and there can be little
Senato:: Wilkes’ dam was by Lyre Bird; hesitation in saying that the subordisecond dam by a son of Gen. Withers; nation of these latter to the sportsthird dam by Geh. Lyons.
This colt is men’s pleasure would be an intolerable
15-1 i hands high and weighs 075 pounds. hardship, while to set up a hunter’s log
He is a handsome and snappy going lit- cabin as representative of Maine is so We are getting our catalogue ready for
tle horse with a fine gait and plenty of grossly unjust as to be grotesque.
next season's distribution and now is the
Maine is not one of the most popu- time to list
speed. He is a exceptionally well made
your property with us. REit
lous
outa
head
and
neck
States,
that are
colt, having
yet
considerably
MEMBER it costs you nothing unless we
ranks
His
are
well
Colorado,
Florida,
Washington
particularly good.
legs
made and he is very round and smooth. and Oregon, and has more inhabitants SELL your property. We advertise YOUR
Mr. Getchel) thinks some of working than the three States of Utah, Mon- property with OUR money. Come in and

24 of which have beat 2.20 and four 2.10.
Senator Blackburn was out of Minnie
Patchen, by Mambrino Patchen; darn
of five with marks better than 2.20.

fa it.

Atlantic

Material injustice seems to be done They cannot give you a habit. Each
package
to the State of Maine by regarding it contains two medicines. The Liveroid Tablets
and treating it as ehietly a wilderness purge the liver and bowels gently, but effective-

just and oppressive to farmers that the
agricultural development of the State
is seriously retarded and in some parts
of the State growth of population has
entirely ceased. There can be no doubt
that the forests, mountains and lakes

OWNERSHIP

to

NATURE S WARNING.

are so un-

|

PRACTICALLY IMPOSSIBLE.

Weekly Newspaper

/E yOU C4H/VOT GET THESE HUBThis mare is the dam of
EEffS THOM TOUH OEHIEH-H'H/TE US
colts
and
is
now
in
to
foal
good
Celestial. She is a bay in color and
weighs about 1050 pounds. The Messrs.
Hunt have a fine farm and a well
adapted stable for their horses. With
Nature, the'good mother, gives timely warning
their years of experience to back them,
of every illness. Depression, failing appetite,
and the high bred colts they have in
their stables, they are sure to turn out indigestion, chilliness, lagging footsteps, pale
and sallow skin, blotches, constipation, foul
Mr. Hunt says that
some good horses.
coated tongue, aching head and back and
with horses as they are it is almost im- breath,
limbs, jumpy nerves—all these are Nature’s
possible to buy them to make a profit, warnings
that you are in low condition.
but yet he succeeds in doing so with a
Don’t wait until you cough, until grip, pneufew.
monia, rheumatism, neuralgia, and other dread
winter diseases clutch you—Nature warns. Tile
MAINE MISREPRESENTED.
time is now!

of non-resident sportsmen,

♦

X
♦

Atlantic Range.

Good Local

Black Hawk.

region, given up to hunting, trapping
and fishing. Thus at the St. Louis fair
this year the Maine State Building is
to be a log cabin, filled with hunters’
It is also
and fishermen’s trophies.
complained that the laws for the protection of game, chiefly in the interest

T
♦

THERE IS A FEELING
OF SECURITY

FARMER

some

Log; Cabin.

X

j
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FROST, 74 MAIN S1REET.

interested in the news of his
town and county should subscribe for a

nine-year-old family mare and a brood
by I. X. L.; dam by Vermont

Says of that
Some Interesting Comparisons.

\
♦

♦

anything you buy

who is

mare

Wliat the New York Tribune

of|i

The Great Reduction Sale

1__|

life.

My hair was falling out badly and I was
afraid I would lose it all. Then I tried Ayer’s
Hair Vigor. It quickly stopped tlie falling and
made my hair all I could wish it to be.”
Rebecca E. Allen, Elizabeth, N. J.
gl .00 a bottle.
j. c. ayer co.,

colt, traveling with an easy stride that
takes him over the ground very fast. He
is of good size, standing 15-1 hands high
and weighing about 075 pounds. Another
coll is a two-year-old by Frank HampWilkes; dam a Kentucky bred mare. ton, which they recently purchased,
This colt is a good one, taking premium and so know very little about. He is a
at the Unity fair over a large field. Mr. good one, however. They have besides
Woods says she is the best one he ever
owned and he has had quite a number
of good ones in times past.

early

He is a fine chestnut in
snappy one.
color with a white strip and one white
stocking. He is a big and open gaited

n

take the remainder home to his

j

A SLAVE TO CATARRH.

Hair Vigor

year-old gelding by a son of Earling;
dam by Daniel Lambert. This colt is a
dark bay in color, of fair size, handsome and straight. He has a fine, intelligent head and four good legs and has
his post.
a good gait and is very speedy for his
The educational system of Chili is age. Mr. Farwell will probably enter
something of which any country might him in the three-year-old stakes if the
Breeders’
is held in Waterbe proud. Early as 1883 there were ville. lie Meeting
also has a bay mare by Gid
754 primary schools in this little repub- Rolfe; dam a Knox mare. This mare
lic, giving instruction to about 130,000 he uses as a brood mare, and she is a
children. A few years ago the Nat- good one, weighing about 1050 pounds
and standing 15-3 hands high.
She is a
ional Congress appropriated $150,000 to
fine driver and Mr. Farwell ought to
introduce the best method of teaching, get some good colts.
and sent a learned professor to the
Air.
m.
crewmen 01
unity nas a
United States and various parts of Eu- very line stallion in Senator Wilkes, a
steel
grey colt by Senator
rope to study the systems of those four-year-old
imiinf vine" nnrl
h
Vinof
Blackburn; lie by Alcyone, the sire of
50 trotters and nine pacers in the list,
Public
unnn

The President

so admiuistered as not
with the larger and far
more important part which is adapted
to the high development of agriculture, manufactures and commerce; and
tlie representation of the State which
is made at St. Louis should be one that
would show it to be a State of varied
resources, ricli in farms and factories
and ocean-going fleets, and not be confined to the subordinate and incidental
features of log cabins and deer hides.

Ayers

kinds, sea-urchins (which
highly prized for food),

province of Concepcion is of unfertility. It produces immense
quantities of wheat of the finest quality, besides barley, beans, corn and
of every description, as well
vegetables
It
is
season
odd
bow
begins.
ny
A
as fruits and wine, cattle and sheep.
lated from the world, though living
which
the heart of a city, a man may be in great deal of wine called musto,
resembles Burgundy in flavor, is made
.e of these great adobe casas.
Many
in this part of Chili. From the forests
them have no windows that look inof apple trees that grow without cultit ae street: and when the big door is
and also from grapes, the
it and barred, outsiders can form no vation,
.nnlU/1 ol.ion io ™cl
a Of what may be going on within.
It differs as much in taste from the
lien the front lawn, back yard and
of Peru, (which is made from
'.ohen garden, parlor, sleeping apart- chica
as from the pulque of Mexico,
corn),
t
kprvnnf's iiniirfprfi sfnrp.rnmnc
which is the fermented juice of the
are
ali
ible and chapel
enclosed with-!
the effect of
the same wall and under one roof,— agave Americana, though

Farm and Home.J

Mosher of

region should be

to interfere

speed and action. She will make an
ideal gentleman’s
I). T. Sample, President of Sample's Installdriver, even if she
does not
Company. W ashington, Pa., writes: "For
develop speed enough to ment
years I was afflicted with Chronic Catarrh, Remmake her one of the trotters.
edies and treatment by specialists only gave me
relief until 1 was induced to use Dr.
United States Licenses.
Mr. Arthur Ward of Thorndike has a temporaryCatarrhal
Powder, it gave almost InAgnew's
line matched pair; both are
13
relief.
11
stant
by Lyre
Bird, out of Knox mares. They are a Iir. Agnew's Heart Cnre Is for the Nerves,
Augusta, Me. Jan. 13—Deputy Sher- 11
dark grey four years
Heart ami Blood.
iff Bean, at the suggestion of the coun- i ►
old, stand 15 1-2
and weigh 950 pounds.
They are an Sold by Edmund Wilson and A. A. Howes & Co. ty attorney, has just been to Ports- Jt
exceptionally snappy and well mated
mouth to look over the records of per- ”
pair and are about as good a pair for
means better horses
driving purposes as one would care to greater interest,
sons holding U. S. licenses for
selling ;;
The
demand is for
and more of them.
have.
liquor in Kennebec coun- < >
high bred, good sized and good acting intoxicating
Mr. W. S. Doiloff of Knox has a horses ttiat are sure to be raised. A ty, and found not a name of a person
couple ot good ones. The first is a three- good driving club is what is needed in holding such a tax. Despite a recent it
year-old bay mare by Frank Hampton; every town where there is any good ruling of the treasury department that 1 ►
dam by \\ edgewood. This mare is of live sporting blood.
Unity is favored the books would not be open to public
good size, plenty of style and is a fine in having a good track where meetings inspection, Deputy Bean was allowed
roadster. Then he has a handsome could be held.
A good thing wmuld be to peruse the records at his pleasure. ;;
weanling filly by Purist Wilkes; dam a to form a driving c ub and hold races The book showed that there were 02
Morgan mare. This filly is a perfect there every week or two weeks all sum- persons who hold special taxes for the
little horse, a rich bay in color and mer, charge admission and give to the sale of uno beer, so-called, which is unwith ail the ear marks of a
winners a certain percentage of the der the 3 per cent limit of alcohol
good one.
receipts. This would give them allowed by the Maine statutes.
gate
Mr. Chas. Patterson of Thorndike
to work for and yet would
has two high bred colts, a four-vear-old something
not be enough so that they would go to
mare
Purist Wilke?: dam a Knox
byThis
And besides it
expense to win it.
mare.
mare stands 15 hands
high
furnish some sport and exciteand weighs 900 pounds, but in spite of would
We
ment for the people of the town.
her small size is a fine roadster and a
the next time we visit Unity to
fast little animal. The other is a half hope
horse and planbrother to this colt, stands 15 1-2 and find every body talking one in
town.
to own the fastest
weighs 950 pounds and is every inch a ning
horse. He surely looks like a good one.
A representative of the Turf, Farm
Both are bay in color and are in fine & Home, recently visited the stables
of Mr. If. li. Hunt & Son, in Unity.
shape.
Falling hair means weak hair.
is one of the old school of
Then strengthen your hair;
Mr. E. W. Dwyer of Thorndike has a Mr. Hunt
handsome pair of mares three > ears old horsemen; was one years ago when a
feed it with the only hair food,
was a horse and the best horse
by Gimacli; dams Western mares. horse before
had reached
jockeying
Ayer’s Hair Vigor. It checks
won;
They are grey in color and stand 10 its
high state of perfection.
hands
falling
high, weighing 1100 pounds. The present number
hair, makes the hair
of good ones Mr.
They are a well mated pair and well Hunt large
has owned are much too nubuilt and are going to make as fine a
but many of them
merous to
pair of work horses as is generally seen, have takenmention,
low marks and many more
for they have the fire and nerve of the
Maine bred horse and the size of the have become first class gentleman’s
in company with
Western horse—a combination that drivers. Mr. Hunt,
his son, is still active in the horse
grow, completely cures dancannot fail to win.
business, and they have on hand a
g
druff. And it always restores
Thomas S. Keene of Thorndike, one number of good colts, all of them be
color
to
all
the
gray hair,
rich,
of the
bred.

hereabouts

ocean

Geo.

Horses.

Unity has a
three-year-old Ally by Broomal; dam
Miss Also by Also. This
filly is a bay
in color, of good size
and has pientv of

stranger to lose his bearLondon.
All are
high, of one story
:ily, built around one or more patios, pjtatoes, but the heaps of green pep; court-yards.
The universal building pers are higher, indicating that the latiterial is sun-dried bricks, which are ter are in greater demand; apricots,
soft that they absorb water almost peaches, oranges, limes, black olives,
readily as sand, and consequently cabbages, geese, ducks and chickens,
plastered, inside and out, until they alive and cackling, bleating kids and
crume bard and firm as stone.
In long-nosed black pigs, strange earthenware. coarse hoots and ox-hide sandals,
the
law
hnusecompels
ncepeion
and printed
Miers to k.-ep the exteriors neatly cheap handkerchiefs, lace
The favorite tints appear to cotton, enormous quantities of fresh
luted
for

er

County

Dangerous Drugs.
fiee trial treatment to

PENDLETON, PH. G.,
Stoughton, Mass.

SIGN PAINTING,
Piano

Polishing

and

Fancy Staining

Of all kinds. A trial will satisfy you. Call
at our shop, just above Dunbar's Stable.

H. H.

HADDOCKS,

Carriage and

Sign Painting

REV.

Republican Journal.

The

GEORGE S. MILLS.

The resignation of Rev. George S.
Mills as pastor of the North church
BELFAST. THURSDAY, JANUARY -’l,11904
causes sincere regret in the commuPublished Every Thursday Morning by tli
nity generally. While his church loses
an able and conscientious
minister,
Republican Journal Publishing Co. Belfast loses a good citizen. This was
Mr. Mills' first charge. Soon after asHARLtS A 1 iLSBl k\
Business Manager.
suming the pastorate of the North
Si <« Rii*Ti'*s Terms: In advance.>2.00a year; church he married and brought his bride
51 00 for six months; 50 cents for three months.
here, and for nearly nine years this has
Ai'VKRi lsiNo Terms: For one square, one inch
burnth in column, 75 cents for one week, and been their home. They have been iden■

j

_5

for each

cents

subsequent insertion.

January 13th,

at the

stated to

city,

the

Journal reporter

a

that_he

sympathy with the announceby the Court to the effect
iquor selling must cease after the

in

■was

ment made
hat

:

hist

i March.

<

of court
.n: and what is the situation
i.
Alter this declaration from
iave had t vo

tve

!:•

,r

who had been selling

some

used their

places,

or

engaged

business, and there was a geu-imvi.der of 1'nited States licenses,
ng u.u.-e held by druggists. The
r Us been that those who wanted
r

’,

:

terms

,u

..

legitimate

!••’•

■r.

use:

that is,

as

wishes also.
It is safe to say that

history of
such brotherly
the

never

before in

Belfast has there been

love among her clergymen as now, and for the past year or
more.
They are all young, or comparayoung men, aud between them

tively

barriers of creed. They have
exchanged pulpits, assisted each other
in services, met often socially and formed warm and enduring friendships.
Viewed from a seeuiar standpoint we
think that this must be good for them
and tend to advance the cause of true
religion. Mr. Mills' departure will be
the first break in this circle, and at
least one other is impending. But let
are

no

friends

;

:•

--

full duty. The sheriff
a
clvpv: -s have made searches
s'
i:
*-i/.ure«.
police court lias gone
u
tne extent of its jurisdiction. Mie
Letters have been recieved in this city
county attorney has secured indict- announcing the death in Koxbury. Mass.,
;-ts and
erdicts of guilty. And yet, Jan. dill of Rufus Pendleton, formerly of
as above stated, despite the laws upon
Northport, after an illness due to a clot of
•:
statute books, the sale ot liquor e.iii- blood on the brain, with which he was aftiunes and a few are given a virtual tlicted while at his cottage at Temple
the latter part of last Auof the
lie
tiaflic.
At one Heights during
dune

'.!'••

obituaryT

illegal

nopoly

court the local

l

-rm

••

ii'

and liquors in

wines

druggists
tsspeusing
cases of sickness,

were

while at the recent term of court fines
it only one-fourtli that amount were
■

,mpOsed on others. As the matter
stands to-day prohibition in Belfast is a
farce.

however, one redeeming
reported on the street,
Miss imposed it the recent term of
and the suspension of sentences,
n
consideration of the parties
re

o

feature
t!

■

v.

II. as

out

s.

i'.

is

.oi,

oi

■

■

a:-,

eon it

have

t

the

—

as

much

been

••■iist-quence.
t

once,

materially modified. This,
t
enerally understood

there

oil

business at.

el

s.'.Tdtion is

wiil

censure

of

The April

show whether we

prohibition

in

Belfast

or

__

<io

"ui

stories iiave been carried to

Hanna about boasts that the President'
a- made fiat he was
going to destroy 1
tin s< uitor politically. So have dozens I
oi sVni e s been carried to the President
about threats which Senator Hanna has
made, and very ridicule which lie has
heaped on Mr. Roosevelt.
This is fn m a Washington special to
the Boston Herald.
The source of
these stories is very evident.
They
come from the agents of the trusts and
of

the

stock-jobbers;

men,

who

by Heights,

■neti.ods little short of fraudulent, bemillionaires ;u me

expense ui me

public.

They want a man in the White
House that they can use: and President
lloosevelt

is

nut that kind of a man.

'“stories,”

Hence

these
which
papers like the Boston Herald

news-

delight

circulating.

ii

I he. Portland Press

"rial.y,

that the

Mr.

Pendleton was born in Northport August ll, 1S44, the son of Jonathan
and Eunice Pendleton. 11 is early life was
spent in that town, where he attended
school, and later he was employed in Massachusetts. While yet a young man he enlisted in C o. E. of the third Maryland Regiment of Volunteers for a term of one year,
hut before the time expired the war had
closed and he received an honorable d.scharge. < >u his return to Roston lie secured
employment and for many years was interested in Hie rubber business in a well
known School street store. Mr. Remlietoi:
was a member of Commercial Lodge, i
0.
O. F., Nathaniel Adams Encampment, L O.
O. F., Howard Council No. Hi, Royal A manual, and Gettysburg Rost, G. A, K., of 1:. xbury, where lie had made his home for
many years. He married .Ian. 1 l,S7s, Maiy
Via Sibley of Wakeiiehi, N. ii., and beside
ins wife is survived by two children, Ethel
liortense, who teaches in the Robert G.
Shaw Grammar School of West Koxbury,
amt Rufus Gardner, w ho is employed with
with Hanforth, Clark & Co., on Essex
street, Poston. Three brothers and one
sister are living—Nathan E. Pendleton of
Fitchburg, Mass.; Mrs. Francisea Tewksbury of Winthrop, Mass.; Eugene 0. Pendleton of Hillsboro, N. 11., and George
1). Pendleton of Santa Monica, Cal. The
deceased was an annual visitor to his old
home in Northport and none were ever
more interested in the place of their birth
Reside the farm he owned
than he.
there he had a summer cottage at Temple
gust.

recently said, edihippopotamus must

where many pleasant weeks were
As a friend and neighbor, he was
ever true, and as a husband and father his
kind acts will long be remembered. The
runerai

service

nem Jan., ntli, Rev.
Mr. Tillotson of the St. Paul’s Episcopal
church of Boston officiating The singing
was by the boy soprano soloist of the St
Paul’s choir.
Delegations were present,
from the various societies of which he was a
member and remarks were made by Commander George A. Cole of Gettysburg Post.
The casket was beautifully draper' in a
sill; liag and surrounded by a profusion of
lloral offerings. The interment took place
at Mount Hope Cemetery, in Boston.—O. J.
D.
was

~

*

and

Kong very few Americans knew that
ttiere was a city of Manila, while the
Philippine Islands were like a sealed
book. That may he true of some sections of the country; but not of this,
the home of deep-water sailors to whom
Manila and all other foreign ports were
as familiar as the streets of their native
town.

Turner Whitten of Moutville and to them
were born eight children, of whom five survive her—Wilson A. Whitten of Vinalhaven. Me.; Mrs. Sarah B. Dinsmore of
Belfast, Me.; Mrs. Ezra M. Hamilton of
Lowell, Mass.; Mrs. E. P. Rowell and Chas.
A. Whitten of Montville, Me.
She also
leaves six grandchildren and four great

grandchildren. Tuesday afternoon, June
30, 1891, the aged couple observed the fiftieth
anniversary of their marriage amid great
rejoicing. Sixty relatives and friends were
present and the gifts of the occasion showed
how highly the couple were esteemed and
loved.
Her husband passed to his future
home April 26, 1899, at the age of 85 years,
in full hope of the blessed immortal life.

The article on the 3rd page from the
New York Tribune, captioned “Maine
Misrepresented,” will be read with much
interest. The second paragraph is the
best exhibit of Maine’s resources and
industries we have ever seen in print Since his death Mrs. Whitten has been
in such concise form.
wonderfully buoyed up by tbe presence of
an ever-living Christ.
She will be greatly
The Democratic National convention missed
by all who knew her. The last
will be Held, in St. Louis July 8th. Chi- night that she passed on earth is one long
Her deathbed
cago was given the go by to get away to be remembered for good.
Senator scene was glorious. Sbe talked of her fufrom the Hearst influence.
Gorman is said to be the controlling ture borne and at tbe close prayed for her
influence now, and Bryan has been entire family as only a mother can pray.
Then tbe brittle cord of life snapped asunrelegated to a back seat.

Bath is moving for cheaper gas, and
better gas.

der and she went borne to die no more.
i^Capt. John B. Perry, a retired sea captain, died at his home in Orland Jan. 9th

are closing out
everything in the

Jackson

walking sick,

what

crowd of them there are :
are thin and
weak but not sick enough
to go to bed.
"Chronic cases” that’s
what the doctors call them,
which in common English

means—long sickness.
io

stop

A. A, HOWES & CO.

I

Stationary Motors

j

A. D. CHASE & SON A. D. CHASE &

Have your guesses all deposited before the
FIRST DAY OF FEBRUARY.

MIAN US

FREE

KIOTO Fi
WC

RKS.||

FREE

PO RT LA N I>, M A INK.

Tuesday, January 26th, bring your Trading]] Stamp

Cure
They will stop

a

Book to my store and

Y°“' c°»d

cold at

worth of

l

We have

Stamps $1.00 FREE

a

JAMES

Customer

rooms, ell and stable, all in good repair. We will pay spot cash and a reasonable price for the right place.
HOLMES & WEST.
53tf

SOnTa.

D. CHASE & SON

-THE ENSUING TWO WEEKS-

I
jJ
4
J

Great Fire Sale
°K

isj

Boots,Shoesand Rubbers

H

h

4

i

•••

{A Stupendous Clearance Sale ol all Remnants, Odd Lois, j
H:

i

I
*

Such

Offerings

These Cannot Fail to Create

as

$1.00 Outing Night Dresses,

♦

Checks, Stripes, Solids,

|

Buying Impulse.

Suits that sold for $12.00 each 65c. quality, All Wool
Remnants per yard,
now selling for

,,

J[

99c.

VERY HEAVY AND
*

NICELY TRIMMED.

$1.25 Wrappers for

Suits that sold from $18.00 to
$20.00, now selling for

•

$8.00 and lO.oo

^
1 V

99c.

Percales and Flannelette
Fancy Figures, Full Skirt,

<►

i,

Coats that sold for

selling
_

_

Now is the time to

^

family. Don’t miss
like it in

Ot Best

These

Quality

are our

Print.

!

Only about one chance
buy shoes for such low

;

a

i

(ft
^

F
H

COME IN AND LOOK THEM OVER.
YOl'US,

$20.00,

per

$1.00, $1.50 and $1.65 Linoleums,

7pC.
$12.00 Capes

for

$p.OO

12

Biglow Wilton Rugs, size 36

quality,

$10.00 Capes for

29c.

$8.00 Capes for

An unheard of bar-

$550
6.50
5.00

$12.00 each,

now

$1.00 each

Agra Carpet Remnants, (very
heavy) 1-2 yard lengths,

15c.

A. D. CHASE & SON,

.85

.40.

-80

Rugs, Regular price
$5.00. For this sale only

!

to 15.

,rom

I0c. to 21c.

™'»'s

Best

quality,
>*■

.08

«

..

..

late styles, bought direct trom
twenty per cent off of the following prices:

WAS $1.25
1.00

...

50.
40.
.20.

FURS 20 ,rper cent riL-M
mostly lox
the makers, and shall

.85
<50

<•

..

as
■

and opossom, all

tor NINE DAYS give
*2.25, $2.50, *4.50, *4 75 *5 75 *0 00
$6.75. $7.25, *8.25, *8.25, *0.00, *9.75, *9.75, *10.25, *10.25, *12.00, *12 00 ’*12 00
*15.00, *21.75.

SOLD

TO W. 11.

TORRANCE.

Bknn.noton, Vt„ October 27. 1903.

RICHARDS. Belfast, Me.
1‘lllow Slips—2 doz. D. H. S. Arcade,
H-8-. »• !<• P.,
—D;
—6 doz. Plain, S. L.
F.,
—1 doz.
Sheets,

45x35, *1.48—*2.96
45x36, 1.25—5.00
42x36, 1.10— 6.60
72x90, 5.7a- 5.76
61x90, 6.36-12.72

~2<I0Z.
15

doz..

Case No. 1933

.

The above small case of SHEETS and PILLOW SLIPS was overlooked
shall open today and sell at cost to customers—2 sheets and 4 slips onlv to a
customer.

Straw Matting Remnants, from

yard

91 00.

K().
■

33

•25.

$3.29

1

N<*w

.80

•«

31.

«

...

;; 12 Jackets, sold from $8.00 to

.BO.

BOTTOM A

12 Shirvan

For l adies
v. and
auu Misses
"11SSCS.

$.80.WAS $1.00
_

the kind that wears, per

65c.

Flannelette Night Robes, Skirts,

Qlobe Corsets

75c.

yard,

I

9 DAYS’ SALE.
NOW

$13.50

RAT.it!

I

yard,

now

...

:

ft
«

quality

This sale.

FIRE

for

99L

Domestic

In broken sizes, SOc.

|

it.

life time to

a

good outfit for the

buy

priccs-

u

LJ

_

;; Ladies’ Vests and Pants,

>

B

C. C. COOMBS, 94 Main St.

Hartord and Whittall Brussels

x63.

J;

"*j

j

50c.

square

$1.00 Wrappers for
*

|

ff1

Roxbury and Stinson Tapestry
Remnants per yard,

*

J;

\

!

AT

TheC.C.C.ShoeStore

25c.

Remnants,

|

Carpe

r
|

H

OIN

.-NOW

$1.25 Outing Night Dresses

;; $1.50 Outing Night Dresses
l

a

$5.00

I:
►

irs <€:

♦

«

HOWES,

Successor to Ceo. W. Burkett.

more

*

<

H.

Fora small place, containing five to twenty
acres, within three miles of Belfast postoffice. Most have good house of seven or

«

!

$1 00

GIVE you

Mail orders receive prompt attention.

For sale at

once.

I will

-CITY DRUG STORE.-

*

<

FREE

TRADING STAMPS.

29-33 Portland Pier,
0m3

-SCOTT & BOWNE,
Chemists,
409 Pearl St., N. V.
50c. and $1; all druggists.

handy remedy for colds, 9 teaspoons of
water, 3 of Brown’s Instant Relief. Bottle
and take a little every 20 minutes.

Guess
Mow

Picmn
B
i«no

un xri©

Mow

Fully guaranteed. Vessel outfits—Holst anchor, sails, cargo
and pump bilge. 'Wed sawing
and endlege outfits. Scallop anil
" inch hoist, launches, etc.
Write for a catalogue.

There’s new strength
and flesh in every dose.

A

1st.

aUa

Cuess

LEAD THEM ALL.

can

Be sure that this picture in
the form of a label is on the
wrapper of every bottle of
Emulsion you buy.

until FEBRUARY

AND

be
taken as long as sickness
lasts and do good all the
time.

tives and was a prominent member of the
Semite in 1391, and has filled many other
lie is generally repositions of trust.
garded as exceptionally well qualified for
his new duties.

This sale will continue

stocktaking.

sold before

Mianus Marine

Scott’s Emulsion gvis
thin and weak persons out
of the rut. It makes new,
rich blood, strengthens the
nerves and
gives appetite;
for ordinary food.

We will be glad
to send you a few
doses free.

merchandise that 1 have marked down must be

The

system.

Lee surrendered at Appomattox.
For many years Mr. Gilmore was chairman of the board of selectmen in Dedham
and supervisor of schools. He served two
terms in the Maine House of Representa-

PRICES THAT MEAN BUSINESS.
|

loss of flesh they need
Scott’s Emulsion. For the
feeling of weakness they
need Scott’s Emulsion.
It makes new flesh and
gives new life to the weak

under Gen. Charles W. Tilden of llallowell
and A. G. Farnliam of Bangor and participating in many hard-fought engagements.
While in the service he was never off duty
a single day, and was present when Gen.

RECORD BREAKING LOW PRICES.

PUNGS

the continued

Scott’s Emulsion

_

SCALES, ETC.

Persons who

Edward Bridges died at his home in Liberty January 9th after a short illness. “He
and
xvas the oldest person in the town,
would have been 91 years old in February.
He came from Edgeconxb, when a small
boy, with his parents, and had been a resident of Liberty ever since. He married
Lydia Bagley of Liberty, who died five
Eight children were born to
years ago.
them, six of whom are now living; two sons
and Frank of
and four

Greatest Trade Event in History of Belfast Retailing.

GROCERIES,

a

to

Store,

COLISEUM BUILDING.

RUTS

euder from thxse she level most dearly.

j

We

—

The

^-STOCKTAKING SALE.*-

Sacrifice Sale

Hopkins

spent.

we wondered then what the
p-diev of the new managers of the
:-s would be regarding the elephant,
T
't now says that the elephant must go,
and
t seems to “see the finish of the
Mrs. Susan S. Whitten died at her home
Phi weevil and the dog fish.” As to in
Moutville, Jan. 9, 1901. She was the
the latter we are heartily in accord daughter of Stephen and Polly Wiggin and
with our esteemed Poitland contempo- was born in Knox, Jan. 20,1820.
Early in
rary.
May we not hope that it will life, while away from home teaching school,
stand with us in championing the cause she gave her heart to the Saviour. Her
father, a very devout and gifted man in
of ttie clam and the lobster?
prayer, was almost overcome with joy
The Washington Post remarks that when he heard of his daughter’s converuntil Dewey’s fleet sailed from Ilong sion. June 30, 1841, she was married to
go.

—

ing barrels. Ernest Eastman of Bucksport is
his cooper—Capt. L. K. Perkins lias sehr.
Pearl loaded with kilnwood for Rockland
and will sail when the weather permits
The traveling is bad here and only a few
have their firewood hauled

■

;

Prepared by the NOBWaY Medicine Co., Norway, Me-

& Grant have bought
the stock in Wm. Q. Spinney’s store and
moved it to their store at the Corner_J.
W. Grant is very busy cutting ice and mak-

daughters—Samuel
",
for mechanical purposes
Liberty, Mrs. Charles II. White, Augusta,
unable to obtain it: but there
us hope that the spirit now prevailing
Mrs. George White, Montville, Mrs. Susan
been a day when the habitual
may continue, whoever is called to iill Norton and Mrs. Rhoda Benner of Liberty.
i-a.rds have not been able to get
the places of those who leave us for
; q
or they could pay for, and
rue tmcxsporr ixauuucu
other fields of usefulness.
ms been
as much drunkenness
At the annual meeting of the Bucksport
I
-meets as when everything was
A man committed suicide the other National bank several importantjchanges
,de open. At the last term of day because liis writings were criticised,
Edward Swazey, connected
were made.
lew jail sentences were lrnpos- lie
ought to have served an apprentice- with the institution for 39 years, retired,
11.• it the recent term--but that
ship as a country editor. That might also John N. Swazey, cashier, and Oscar P.
a uTferenee in the sale of liquor,
have elided his career sooner; but if not, Cunningham from the board of directors,
has uone on night and day, and he would have become immune to the lion. Pascal 1’. Gilmore was elected jpresident. The office of cashier will be filled at
lay This w believe to be a fair suicide mania.
the next meeting. The two vacancies on
ithfi. presentation of the situaBryan’s candidate for President will the board of directors were filled by the
b
anybody who was ’‘regular” in 1890 election of William Beazley arid Andrew J.
li i.i. al
to
no
desire
as
perseis a veteran of
and
1900.
He will be a delegate to the Jordan, lion. P. P. Gilmore
or to indulge in captious
in the tilth Maine
the
civil
serving
war,
1
-isii.s.
inr local officials have evi- National convention.
i,e

e

MONEY REFUNDED

Davis from the village visited here last
week... Lee Lord and
Ralph Richardson
from Bucksport came
Friday night to attend the dance given at the hall and to visit

her family and saddened the hearts of all who knew her. f She
sadness and
Was a precious friend to all in
trouble. In her last sickness she had the
most tender care that loving hands could

great blow

Cares Coughs. Colds, Sore Throat, Croup, Olphtherta,
Colic, Cholera Morbus, Dysestery, Etc.
Phyeieiane recommend it, children like <#.

—

number of relatives and friends were pres-

was a

MEDICINE
Family
Brown’s INSTANT RELIEF

gineer of Sch. S. P. Black burn, arrived
home Saturday night from Providence_
Mrs. Morris Patterson and Miss Faustina

our

January
presid67
well organized church, with a large
29, 1903, at her home in Belmont, aged
ing Justice Chief Justice Wiswell)
and a lield that offers good years, 9 months and 15 days. She was the
said “that the system of enforcing the membership
opportunities for work; and to know daughter of Richard and Miranda Kimball
prohibitory law here did not seem to be
also that while he feels compelled to of Belmont.
April 3, 1856, she married
altogether satisfactory, and that hereand
these increased responsibilities Robie F. Alexander, who survives her,
accept
offendof
after. in the case
persistent
she spent her
and duties, both he and Mrs. Mills moved to the house where
ers, after sufficient time had been alfour daughters were born to
Belfast, to which life and where
lowed them to go out of business, jail deeply regret leaving
them. One died in infancy; the others are:
are attached by so many tender
sentences will be imposed for all con- they
Mrs. W. S. Ferran of Readfield, Mrs.“A. J.
ties and associations. Thus the regrets
Neal of Lewiston and Mrs. F. A. Marriner
victions under the prohibitory law:”
are mutual, and we believe the good
of Belmont. The death of Mrs. Alexander
and County Attorney Arthur Ritchie
1903,

term of court in this

SANDYPOINT.
Capt. Johu L'ttlefield and wife are visiting relatives in Castine and Penobscot_
Mr. Chas Neal of Richmond is with his sister, Mrs. Fred Grant
Edward Grant, en-

Bucksport, and two brothers, William, now
of the Nicholson fishing tieet, and George
of Rockland. Funeral services were held
at the late residence Jan. 14th, Rev. William
Forsyth of Bucksport officiating. A large

social as well as our reent, also Rising Suu lodge, F. and A. M., of
ligious life, and have made many warm which the deceased was a member and
friends whose best wishes will ever at- under whose auspices the services were
tend them. It is pleasing to them to conducted.
know that Mr. Mills is to go to a strong,
Mrs. Hannah P. Alexander died Dec.
tified with

BELFAST.

IN

PROHIBITION

He had been in poor health for several
years, a sufferer from chronic Bright’s disease, but had been able to attend to his various lighter duties until a few weeks before,
his demise. He was an upright citizen and
will be greatly missed. He leaves besides
a widow, one dauglxter, Mrs. Gregory of
Rockland, a sister, Mrs. Albion Stubbs of

W. H. RICHARDS, 48 & 50 Main Street
____

KEROSENE.
you want a
odor, try my

If
or

good,

clear

FOR rent,

light, without smoke

MAONKT OIL.
Be convinced that I have got the real thing. My
wagon passes your door dally.
C. E. TIBBETTS.
3W2»

V

jVo. 04 High Street,

nr. X5A>

or factory.
Also an
jjujtable for office*‘or<1's
Anniv to
!'• 137 B. Store,NewMain St.
Aiinly
Arnold Harris,
York
54,
or G. G
Pierce, Belfast, Maine.

5*3tf

|

s

i

THE NEWS OF BELFAST.
i

Robert F. Russ has been
master at Poor’s Mills.

appointed post-

The regular meeting of the School Cun
it ee will beheld next Monday evening.

There are eighty-eight views of Newfoundland in the Public Library and will
be on exhibition for the benefit of the public
for two weeks.
nominations by the Govthe following: Justices of the
peace and quorum, O-car P. Cunningham,
lJucksport; C. H. Getchell, Jackson; John
P. Haney, North Penobscot; E. J. Hatch,

Among

ernor

The Belfast Quintet will play for a firen’s ball at Stockton Springs this, Thurs-

Liberty.
The Prospect correspondent of the Rockland Opinion says: “Party lines will be

evening.

,.iy,

The list of sewer assessments is made up
-ent to the owners of property abutting
the sewer extension of 1903.

drawn in the town election the coming
Spring. The Democrats of old Waldo
county are coming out of the woods this
year 1904.”

is being made for an extension
tin- telephone line from Searsmont vil_e
to West
Appleton via Woodman’s
\ canvass

The demands of advertisers this week
have been such that we were obliged to defer the publication of more or less correspondence and other matter intended for
this issue. It will pay, however, to read
the advertising, for bargains are offered in

Channiug League will meet this,
sday, afternoon at 2.30 o’clock at the

1 lie
:

of

e

F.. L. Stevens on

Mrs.

recent

were

Church

;eet.

ail lines.

cutter Woodbury came into the
Judge Rogers of the Police Court reTuesday, evidently to see if she was
>1 for breaking ice, but as the bay and ceived an offer last Saturday whioh he deHe had just sentenced a
were open she came no farther than clined to accept.
prisoner to 90 days in jail and a fine of 810
ithport Campground.
and costs, or in default of payment to 30
A. Howes & Co. have bought the stock
days additional. The City Marshal sugof
late
the
Isaac
etc.,
oceries, grain,
gested that the prisoner be returned to the
ai kson, and are closing it out at Mr.
city lock up until a policeman could be
-nil's old stand.
spared to take him to jail. To this the
Mellen has bought G. W. Ryder’s ir.prisoner said: “Your Honor, if you will
will
liote!
and
the
Commonwealth
in
me the mittimus I’ll serve it myself,
give
Mr. Ryder retires
une the business.
and put myself in jail, without any officer.”
nuiit of the sickness of liis wife, who
llut His Honor decided to have the mittivenue

confined to her

|.,en

room

for four

served iu the regular way, and the
first policeman who showed up did the
business.
mus

r Bearer Circle, K. D. it S., met
-day evening, Jan. 13tli, with Mrs.
Collin.-. Although'the weather was

The stock holders of the Waldo county
Agricultural Society at the annual meeting
Jan. 13th amended the by-laws by increasing the number of trustees to fourteen.
The following trustees were chosen: Horace Chenery, M. ii. Lawrence, D. C. Greenlaw, I. V. Miller, Win. 11. Beckwith, E. M.
Cunningham, John W. Jones, W. H. Clifford, Harvey S. Cunningham, Ansel Wads-

several members and visitors
A very pleasant, social

present

Grapliophone seleespent.
given and fruit was served,

wa>
•re

il letters remaining in the Beioffice for tile week ending Jan.
miies- Mrs. Sarali A. Carter, Mrs.
"mint. Mrs. Blanche Cutter, Miss
Gentlemen—Office of LonWad]if
].. C. Mel tonal, John Leavitt, Giliii-ii ick, John \\ iliiams, 2 letters.

iip

-t

worth, S. G. Norton, Selwin Thompson,
F. G. White, James II. Clark. The meeting
in progress when The Journal went to
Other business, transpress last week.
was

ml" is of Seaside Chautauqua Cirmeet Monday afternoon, Jan. 25th,
MiJames Mi-Keen, No. 25 Miller
iiie lesson i.- from “Literary Lead-Ameriea,’' chapter eleven, and from
■in ttuiiquau
.Magazine, “American

acted early in the meeting, was reported in
that issue.

ip

ami their Art."
Lowell.

a.:

n

Author, James

\s

and Chief Engineer 1. T. Clough
floor director.

to be used for tlie purchase of books.
The remainder of the estate, after paying
all other bequests, she leaves to the American Missionary Association of New York.

( i'i'Kr. The following busitransacted in the January term of
< uni t for Waldo (.'minty after the
published on the nth page of this
Estate of Livinia
was made up:
Scarspurt, Amasa B. Field appointed
-trator : estate of Hiram A. Condon,
\ ri:

Condon

A combination
A
Simular Case.
which might have led to serious results had
the parties not been well known to each
other occurred at a dance in Belfast recently. A gentleman's watch chain caught on a
lady’s dress and broke the chain. The
watch, with a short piece of chain attached,
was thrown from the owner’s pocket, but
caught on the chain of another dancer
The latter feeling the pull at his
near by.
watch chain, and finding a watch hanging,
supposed his own watch had been accident1
ly pulled out and put the watch in his pocket.
After the dance closed ihe owner of the
watch asked the other for his time-piece,
and the latter was surprised to find two
watchers in his pocket. Had the gentleman who thus got tlie watch been a stranger there might have been a good chance

appointed ad-

ator.

•,uckhol«P*rs of the Peoples National
nave elected the following directors
J. Manchester
ensuing yeai :
Hoo. F. Macomber, John F. Hill
•-

Bo\d of Augusta; Chas. E.
F. Bunton and Frank B.
u, K.
*f Belfast. Mr. Haynes is presi1 F. It. Wiggin, cashier.

:ou
■

•>.!i

1 lie Will

come

a>

B.

HOME.

bequests to relatives the testatrix bequeaths to the Girls’ Home in Belfast, i-loo; to the Connecticut Institute for
the Blind at Hartford, $100; to the International Committee of the Y. M. C. A., $100;
to Good Will Farm, East Fairfield, >100; to
the Winterport Free Library, >100, the in-

i;:

Frank

E

numerous

i,

.c

GIRLS

BEql'EST
of tlie !ute Maria li. Manter of Winterport
was presented foi probate at tlie January
After
term of Probate Court in Belfast.

emeu's ball of Washington
i i 1 beheld in Belfast Opera
to- in ;] row, Friday, evening, Jan.
>11 p p1 r will beat «» o'clock.
Music
lance w ill be by the Belfast Theatre

unni.i:
>

TO Til

Wald.. County llepublican Committee
'/.ed for the campaign of 1904 by
f Geo.
F. Johnson of Belfast,
and Chas. F. Brake of Frankt;i \.
The other members are
Libby, Burnham; Harry li. llich*st* ckton
Springs, and Thus. E.
Lineolnville.

jai

for

a

charge of picking

a

pocket.

The Fire alarm. The Belfast fire
alarm was sounded from box 36, Wednesday evening, Jan. lath, in response to a
call from Searsport on account of a lire in
■♦■ting for re-organization of the the
Searsport House stable. Crews from
j
-lie ( unity Committee was postthe hook and ladder and hose companies
:
t to call, on account of the |
I went over and helped the Searsport deone of the members.
The com- i
partment, but took no apparatus with them.
A. Greer, Belfast,
sists of F
This is the second time our firemen have
1
A
F. Kilgore, Brooks, clerk:
been called to Searsport this winter. When
low, ( cntic
Belmont; J. 11. Su!- tlie alarm .'Hi was sounded
many persons
t• spoi t : 11. E. Stone, Troy.
j were unable to locate the
I
box, wloch is one
'i vis.
Mrs. K. A. Perry is suft'er- of the recent additions to the alarm
system.
a sprained ankle, the result of a
The list entire was printed in The Journal
on her
East
from
her
home
say
i when these last boxes were put in, and is
Mrs. 1L O. Patterson fell on the
printed on cards which maj be obtained
(
on
hureh street while on her
free at Stepnenson & Sargent’s store. For
hu’ch Sunday morning, and broke
the benefit of those who may not have the
and dislocated tlie joint of her
full list we reprint it:
st..
Mrs. Joseph C. Townsend
Box 14, Corner Northport Ave. and Allyn
her home on Lineolnville avenue Street
Box 15, Corner of Union and Commercial.
c. and strained her left wrist
badly.
Box 17, Corner of Cedar and Pearl.
ceived last week a copy of the IlartBox 18, Corner Park and Church.
i iines
Penciled on the wrapper was:
Box 23, Corner of Main ami Pleasant.
Box 24, Mathews Bros. Mill. (Engine
a Maine boy,” but
there was no
Boom.)
Lie to the sender, no article marked,
Box 25, Corner of Main and Beaver.
r diligent search we failed todisBox 27, Congress Street and Head ol
Franklin.
in
its
columns
of
local inter"iything
Box 34, Corner of High and Peirce.
:
ourse we like to know who rememBox 36, Corner of Bridge and H igh (Pilehe Journal in this way, and if there
nix How).
2 all out.
article or item to be brought to our

G. A. Dunning, the American
Express
agent, says he shipped a ton of
scallops to
New York last Saturday.

Harold E. Railey is
at home ftom Boston for an
enforced vacation. lie is taking a course in
shorthand
and typewriting in Perrin’s Business
College, but owing to an attack of diphtheria
was obliged to suspend his work for a
short
time. He is to return soon to
complete the
c,,urse.Mrs. E. C. Gay went to
Chelsea,
Mass., last week to spend the winter witli
relatives and friends....Florence Kimball
arrived home last week from Union, where
she has been teaching_George U. Hatch

before. Some of them are enumerated
in the advt. Double
stamps given everyday
for one week beginning Jan. 21st.
Mail
and stage orders carefully filled... .Fred
A.
Johnson, Masonic Temple, announces his
annual sale of muslin
underwear, in connection with a host of other
bargains, including Elysian toilet articles and soaps, on
which the prices have been cut to close
out
tlie entire line. Double blue
trading stamps
and
Friday
Saturday.The great lire sale
of boots, shoes and rubbers is now on
at
the C. C. C. Shoe store. -This is a rare
opportunity for bargains in footwear....
Thomaston Prison made sleigh for sale.
May be seen at the stable of Belfast Livery
Co.Office for rent over II. L. Lord’s
store, Main street... .James II. Howes
stock-taking sale continues until Feb. 1st.
Guesses on the piano should be deposited before that day.
Here is an opportunity to
get a line piano free. Those
in

it should be marked.

ii

runswick, Ga., Journal reports thal
Iging steamer Cumberland began

the outer bar at Brunswick Jam
i he depth of water was 25 feet.
The
adds: “The Cumberland is well
1 and we may expect some excellent

’!!

tie accomplished on the outer bai
tlie $40,00(1 are expended. Bruns
have tlie very best harbor witl
big commerce.” The Cuniberlam
; by Geo. A. Gilchrest in lielfast ii

and ball of Palestine Com
Knights Templar, to be giver
day evening in tlie Belfast Open
'ill be tlie social event of the see.
: lie
ball will be attractively deco
i the concert and dance music wil
Tarry C. Brigham’s Orchestra o:
.Mass. The concert program wai
The Journal last week. Spectators
front row gallery, 75 cents; tw<
"WS. 50 cents. Seats are on sale a
imdcock’s. Ball tickets, per couple
invert

t

i

4

(

:

;

supper,

$3;

ladies’ extra ticket

Notes. The steamer Tremont 1
few experimental trips on the Bucks
'('id lirooksville route, returned to thil
imm

and is hauled up at the railroad wharl
! '-he
winter—A meeting will be held in
-udoboro shortly to arrange for purchas"iie-half of the Percy V., owned by W
scliwartz of Camden, which will be use< I
!l
up and down the Medomak river ai 1
as Bound
Pond, to connect with the Mon
(if the Kockland-Portland line. ..Thi 1
'"'hscot left Belfast for Boston Monday
"
nth, and remained in Rockland on ac
ir of bad w
eather outside until Thurs
'■'kht. Slie arrived in Boston Friday
1
"'"K and left again the same evening
1
»g here at 10.30 Saturday forenoon
bs.' slie left Belfast and Rockland or
fl|r Boston, but
put into Portland or
•‘id of
vapor. She arrived in Bostor
1 ,flay afternoon, too late to discharge
that night. Wednesday after'he was in Boston, waiting for a
,I
l"ge of weather.

fre!Kllt

Alarms will be tested each day at 12 M.
The Frankfort Supply Co.
The certificate of organization of the Frankforl
Supply Company of Frankfort was recorder
in Waldo County Hegistry of Deeds Jan
lath.
The purposes of the corporation art
to manufacture, buy, sell and deal in am
with groceries, meats, provisions, boots
shoes, dry and fancy goods, clothing, gents
furnishings, hardware, furniture and car
petings, hay, grain, coal, wood and timber
all kinds of drugs and medicines and gen
erally to carry on the business of maim
facturers, buyers, sellers of and dealers ii
ail kinds of medicines, medical prepara
tions and drugs whatsoever; to construe:
and maintain highways, bridges, wharves
viaducts, drain canals, piers, hotels am
factories; to conduct a general agricultural

horticultural, farming, lumbering and dairy
business; to manufacture, buy, sell am
deal in musical instruments, toys, sportinf
goods and apparatus and appliances of al
kinds for amusement, and to conduct a gen
eral variety store; to manufacture, buy
sell and deal in and with motors, dynamos
electro magnets and all kinds of magneto
and electrical motors, apparatus, antomatii
carriages and appliances of all kinds; t(
conduct a general department store foi
dealing in all or any of the articles anc
products before enumerated ; to make, gen
erate, sell, distribute and supply electricity
for lighting, heating, manufacturing am
mechanical purposes in the town of Frank
fort; to buy, sell, hold, mortgage and dea
in and with real estate and all interest!

herein, also goods, wares, merchandise
and personal property for the purpose!
herein set forth and in general to conduct
any business whether manufacturing oi
otherwise incidental to or necessary to car
The amount of capi
ry out said purposes.
tal stock is $20,000; of common stock, $20,
000; par value of shares, $100. T'te number of directors is to be not less than three
than Jseven, the number to be
fixed annually. The directors for the ensuing year are Hayward Pierce, Noah S.
Hlethen, Albert Pierce, James F. Hurley
Chas. H. Walden. Noah S. Hlethen it
president; Albert Pierce, treasurer.
nor more

Present

>!'
A'

by

assisted

on

Cuticura

JANUARY is

ing

the skin, Cuticura Ointment, to heal
the skin, and Cuticura Hesolveut Pills,
to cool and cleanse the blood, may now
be had for one dollar. A single set is
often sufficient to cure the most torturing. disfiguring, itching, burning and
scaly humours, eczemas, rashes and
irritations, from infancy to age, when
all else fails.

bringing

read

Carle & Jones advt. this week.
The proof was late in reaching our
desk,
and we cannot give particulars here, but it
will pay you to look it over, and to visit
their two stores on Main street_.See advt.
of .the t> days sale at the Belfast

Sold throughout the world. Cuticnm Resolvent, 50*.'
(inform of Chocolate Coated Pill*, 35c. per vial of 60),
Ointment, 50c., Soap, 25c. Depot*: London, 27 Charterhouse Sq.; Paris, 5 Hue de la Paix; Boston, 13/ Columbus
Ave. Potter Drug k Chain. Corp.. Sole Proprietors.
*#“Send for "How to Cure Every Humour," «d<1
*•
How to Have Beautiful Hair.”

DepartSheets

lucky if he escapes a big loss.
certainly can’t hope to when
quoting clearing prices such as
these :

1000 yards bast Prints, 2 to
10 yard piocos, 4c. par yd.
800 yards lOc. quality Pink
Outing Flannel in 1C to 20
yard pieces, 7 1-2c per yd.

FOR SALE

500 yards Hamburg, regularlarly 15c., 17c., 20c. and
25c. per yard, only 12 1-2c

EJ

Good fine cotton, cambric finish, high neck, 50 dozen extra heavy, Double
fancy yoke, trimmed with twenty-live
Fleeced Hose, per pr.,25c.
tucks, with two rows of Hamburg inser- 1 .-i__
tion, separated by one fine tuck around 500
yards 12 1-2c.
yoke, edged with 2-inch Hamburg ruffle
neck, front and cult's trim10c. per yard.
med with Hamburg ruffle
to match.

Ginghams,

STYLE 2. Empire gown, good cotton, yoke
trimmed with two rows Hamburg insertion, separated by 1J inch hemstitched
tuck, neck trimmed with beading, ribbon
and wide Hamburg ruffle, wide levers,
trimmed with three rows Hamburg insertion and four j inch hemstitched tucks,
i
1
edged with wide Hamburg ruffle, cults
trimmed with wide Ham- A i A A
burg ruffle to match, pearl IL 'I I II I
buttons, a very pretty

iJjliY./V/

Other styles from oOc. to $137.. Space
will not allow description. Also fine
line of elbow sleeve robes, 87c., $1,

$1.25

and

$1.37.

One

agent to make the sale.

Sleigh can he seen at
the Belfast Livery Co.'s Stable.
GEORGE W. BURKETT.

$1.75 quality

CITY

DRUGSTORE,

Robes, 98c.
ing, regularly 75c.
only 49c.
6 pcs.

ING

at all hours to do

by telephone both day

72 Main

your choice

night.

Street, Belfast.

!

Good cotton, ombrelle style Ladies'Drawers, trimmed with five-inch cambric rutile,
with lj inch hemstitched hem and live
tine tucks above, flat double
stitched seams at head of ruffle, thoroughly made throughout

remnants, continued
until February 1st.

and

Jackets

“

$ 8.98

Fine cotton, ombrelie style, 5-inclt' line
lawn ruffle, trimmed with live
p A
fine tucks, li inch lace inserIA
tion and 2j inch lace edge
1/ V U l

K|

Other styles 2oc., 50c., 87 to,,
and

Space

An

1

V /

75 Pcs. New

Try

us on

4.98

/\

^A

lilt

Ginghams

Blue, Gray,

Special Values
PERSIAN LA WNS,
PLAIN and SPOT MUSLIN,
ORGANDIES and all
WHITE GOODS from

IOC. tO 87C. ar

anywhere
you $ I .OO WORTH OF TRADIN6 STAMPS, JUST FOR FUN.
a

holi-

Carle & Jones,
Dnnr| it attain

again.

St.,

Hells

50c Silk

75c each

to close out at
••

**

“

40r

a special inducement for Friday
Saturday. January 22 and 23, we
will give DOI KLE HU E TRADING

|

As

and

1.
Fine cotton, soft finish, low
front and hack, neck trimmed with
edge, heading and ribbon, arm
with y inch val edge, circular front, trimmed with
eight rows val insertion, each separated with ^ ii
four fine tucks, pearl buttons,
neck

:{ inch val
size trimmed

one-piece back.

fMfV#

S1'V LF, i’.
Fine, suit finished cotton, low
neck, front and back trimmed with I.1, inch
torchon lace edge, beading and ribbon,
arm size trimmed with one-inch lace
edge
to match, six rows lace insertion, each
separated by four tine tucks and one row
of hemstitching running down
front to waist line, one-piece
back, peart buttons.

< Hher styles at
Space will not
allow descrip-

tion...

STAMPS- 2 instead of 1—on all easli
purchases. Take advantage of this
splendid opportunity to swell your

1 piece heavy Black Beaver Suitings, 50 Hitches wide, regular
price $2.25 per yard, now 1.50

Golf Vests

were

$1.OS,

now

40c

ELYSIAN TOILET
ARTICLES and SOAPS

Elysian Sachets, regular 10c package... .only 7c
10c
Cologne, regularly 15c. bottle
...

Cologne, regularly 25c. bottle
Parisian Bouquet Cologne,*regu-

bought in October, 1903. The prices
will be less than the cotton costs by
the yard today.
Don’t miss this.

i5c

...

50c. bottle.
Toilet " ater,regujarly 25c bottle
Toilet Water,regularly 50e. bottle
Lavender Salts, regularly 25c bot-

Long white skirt, good cotton, 12-inch lawn
flounce, trimmed witli six clusters of two
flue tucks, one row 2-inch heavy cotton
lace insertion and 2^. inch lace

nn|1

edge to match. Splendid value,

35c
17c
34c

tle .only 18c
Liquid Dentifrice, regularly
25c.

“18c

Antiseptic Dental Powder
25c.
Mine De Pray’s Aromatic Tooth Loti' »n, regularly 50c..
Horace Windsor Hatch Medicated
Denti frice, regularly 25c.
Elysian Toilet Glycerine, regularly
25c
Elysian Complexion Powder, regularly 25c
Elysian Complexion Powder (huge)
regularly 50c.
Elysian Violene. regularly 25c.

18

..

.....

..

35c
18c ,
18c

25C.

18C

Elysier Fragrant Cream (large) regularly 50.
Elysier Curling Fluid, regularly 50c.,
Elysier Milk of Almonds, regularly

36c
36c

25c.

50c.

^

q

36c
ISc

Elsyier Fragrant Cream, regularly

Elysier Milk of Almonds, regularly

i

18c

X

ciDHj
Xsfl
,

18c

I

36c

I

Elysier (Team of Crushed Roses, regularly 50c. (large).only 36c
Mme. DeJonx's Oriental Lotion, regular50c
ly 75c.
36c
Elysian Almond Cream, regularly 50c.
Mme. De Pray’s Bloom of Youth, regular59c

ly

75c.
Rose Tint Manicure Powder, regularly
25c.
Dr. De Reaquer Quinine Hair Tonic, reglarly 75c. (large)..—

18c
59c

...

The

reason

these

for such a cut in

high grade

to close

prices

In

toilet articles is

out the entire

line,

we

must have the room for our regular goods.

Fine cotton, cambric finish, fi-inch lawn
flounce trimmed with two clusters of live
fine tucks each, three rows J
rug on
inch val insertion and 1 inch
llll

val«<1«e.

\|

Wl.W

We are showing 20 styles in long and short
skirts..from 50c. to
each

$2.50

Space

will not allow description.

1 Piece Oxford

Suiting,
yard.
ONLY 98c.

58 inches wide, regularly $1.25 per

(DOUBLE BLUE TRADING STAMPS FRIDAY and SATURDAY.

Yours, very truly,

ncdU II

Open this Week
sale one case of

Sheets s Pillow Cases

thinking
making
last Tuesday in the month.

Main

regularly

Pillow Covers,

f>T\ LF

New Curtain Muslins 12 t-2e anti

WE HAVE A SPLENDID LINE.

give us a call and if you do not find anything We Shall
think you can do better as to price or quality
and place on
else in Belfast and will tell us so, we will give

day of the

Muffs

Brillianteens

or

of

for 49c.

at about two-thirds regular price. These
goods are of a very tine grade, and this is
an exceptional opportunity:

Please

are

description.

25c

At Prices to Suit.

We

Cither styles at.
allow

Space will'not

stamp collection.

will not allow mention.

A GOOD line of
Chemises from

F^emoaots and Surplus Stocl^

you want,

til,

t0lls.

$1.00.

LINENS,

#

X
Extra good material, cambric
finisli, low neck front and back, square
ettect, neck trimmed with l-inch lac*'edge,
four clusters of five liim tucks'each, and
tour hemstitched tucks runmng down front, p.»arl bur-

lot,have
each,

75 lied \Spreads at. exceptionally
low prices

In INDIA LINON,
NA INSOOKS,
HANDKERCHIEF

14.98

“

now

Fifty cent Sofa
only 20c each

Black and White

SPECIAL LOW PRICES FOR ABOVE
DATE, Jan. 26, IN OUR DRY COODS
DEPARTMENT.
22.00
12.50

one

Waist Patterns, worth from
to $2.50 each, now OSc.

5 desen

0

surplus stock

“

pearl buttons.

per

a number of
differ(mt subjects, prices 75c.
to $2 OO each—your choice, 50c

40

Closing Out Sale

Now

Goods,

$1.25

Just arrived* Per yard.. i

$16.00

ters of five fine tucks each
and two rows hemstitched,

Nubian Art Ware in

4

If your purchase amounts to more than $1.00 we will
you the usual amount of stamps for such balance.

“

front and

15c.

only 57 l-2c

To EACH and EVERY customer
buying $1.00 worth of goods in EACH
of our 2 Stores on the above date, we
will give $10.00 worth of Trading
Stamps Free, or $5.00 worth of
stamps if you buy $1.00 worth IN
either our DRY GOODS or CROCKERY STORES on the above date.

“

£i)u.

We’ve just finished stock-taking—have
measured and tagged all remnants
at J,
and !, regular prices—early
comers will get big trades.

75

TuesJan. 26,

Suits Marked

l-inch
n

REMNANTS.

Iy7
and

$10. worth of Trading Stamps

Suits,

/*v

»Jr\A

EMBALM-

and FUNERAL WORK.

Connected

pearl

been $1.25 to S4.00

FREE!!

of Cloaks,

Eider Down, regand 87c. per

yard„only,59c.
Regularly 39c. Scoth Flannel
Waistings, per yard, 26c.

BU3IAL S3 ODS

given the best of results.
Try them and cure your cold.

Our Mark Down &

Fancy

yd.,

per

ularly 75c.

All Wool Waists in

Prepared

mws

across

5 pcs. all wool Flannel Walst-

and have

give

Outing Nighi

8 pcs. 25c. Dress
yard, 12 1-2c.

CASKETS,

Hit!?

lace and two

running
front, one-piece back,

with i.{ bow knot lace
edge, bias front trimmed with three clus-

All 25c. Neckwear,

R.H. Coombs & Son,

Have 1»een sold 4 years at

itii l-mch val
val insertion

buttims.
and $1.75 quali®T\ EE 2. Fine cotton, low neck
ty Kimonas, 98c.
back, neck trimmed

ROBES and

R

Made of extra tine cotton, cambric
finish,
front and back, neck trimmed

$1.25, $1.37

UNDERTAKERS.

Sleigh, Thomaston Prison make, green
broadcloth lined, latest style, cost $50, will sell
at $25. Mr. Ralph Southworth is
my authorized

month for money makpublic. The merchant

We

the

Complete treatment for every hnmonr,
consisting of Cuticura Soap, to cleanse

a

for the

■srr

is

Soap,

Ointment,

Cuticura

Spoil It.

make it a decided object to buy muslin
You know why. And no matter how low
there’s no skimping of size or slighting of

prices

wear now.

price,
workmanship.

great skin cure, for preserving, purifying and beautifying the skin, for cleansing the scalp of crusts, scales and
dandruff, and the stopping of falling
hair, for softening, whitening and
soothing red, rough and sore hands, for
baby rashes, itching* and chafings, for
annoying irritations, or too free or
offensive perspiration, for ulcerative
weaknesses, and many sanative, antiseptic purposes which readily suggest
themselves, as well as for all the purposes of the toilet and nursery.

their trading stamp books Jan. 26th will
get-SI. worth of stamps free ...Don’t fail

1

■

all else fails.
Millions now rely

Would

I

This treatment at once atop* failing
hair, remove* crusts, scales and dandruff, destroys hair parasites, soothes
irritated, itching surfaces, stimulates
the hair follicles, loosens the scalp akin,
supplies the roots with energy and nourishment, and makes the hair grow upon
a sweet, wholesome, healthy acalp when

ever

Furs 2o per cent off.
and pillow slips at cost.

Word

Prices.

the

lines, depleted sizes and remainders.
You have only to look at the prices
quoted
to see that some great bargains are offered.
.....Harry YV. Clark & Co., 83 Main street,
begin to-day their January red tag sale,
when greater bargains will be offered than

ment store.

Another

Assisted by Light Dressings of
Cuticura, the Great Skin Cure.

en

Said,

Bottom

CUTICURA SOAP

New Advertisements. A. D. Chase &
Son announce for the ensuing two weeks a
clearance sale of all remnant, odd lots, brok-

to

Rock

Scalps Cleansed
Purified by

Monday.

Nuff

Fred A. Johnson’s

At

With Luxuriant Hairand Crusted

arrived home from Boothbay last
Saturday
to spend a few days with his parents. The
school he has been teaching was closed for
two weeks on account of diphtheria. He is
to return to begin his school again next

■

j

BUD MUDS
COVERED

North Belfast.

J

Belfast, Me.

TWO stores-foub floors.

Fred A. Johnson,

^

1 Wvl

iii

Ti“

",er,l”™&

MASONIC TEMPLE.

Don’t Wait Until Your
When

a

Have Driven You to Despair, With Your Nerves All
Shattered and Your Courage Gone.

Sufferings

cheerful, brave, light-hearted

woman

is suddenly plunged into that perfection of misery, the BLUES, it is

a

sad picture.

It is

this way:
She has been feeling “out of sorts” for some time; head has ached, and back also; has slept poorly, been quite nervous,and nearly
fainted once or twice; head dizzy, and heart beats very fast; then that bearing-down feeling. Her doctor says: “Cheer up; you have
dyspepsia; you will be all right soon.”
But she does not get “all right.” She grows worse day by day, till all at once she realizes that a distressing female complaint is established. Her doctor has made a mistake.
,
She has lost faith in him; hope vanishes; then comes the brooding, morbid, melancholly, everlasting BLUES,
Lydia E. Pinkham’s Vegetable Compound instantly asserts its curative powers in all those peculiar ailments of women, and the
story recited above is the true experience of hundreds of American women, whose letters of gratitude we are constantly publishing.
Surely you cannot wish to remain weak and sick and discouraged, exhausted with each day’s work. If you have some

usually

derangement of the female organism try the remedy that has restored

a

million

women

to health

Lydia E. Pinkham’s Vegetable Compound
441 want to tell you what yonr remedies have done for me. Before
them I used to have a continuous headache, would be very dizzy,
would have spells when everything seemed strange, and I would not know
where I was.
I went to our local doctor. He gave me some medicine, but it did not
seem to do me any good, but after taking Lydia E. Pinkham’s Vegetable Compound, I began to improve at once.
I can honestly recommend your remedies to all suffering women, and
advise all to give it a trial.”
Mrs. IIknry Sell, Van Wyek, Wash.

I cheerfully recommend Lydia E. Pinkham’s Vegetable Compound to my suffering sisters as a perfect medicine for all female derangements. I was troubled with displacement of the womb and other
female weakness. Had headache, backache, and such bearing-down pains
I could hardly walk across the floor, and was very nervous.
A friend advised me to try your medicine, which I did, and after using
I took in all twelve bottles of Vegethe first bottle I began to improve.
table Compound, one box of Liver Pills, also used the Sanative Wash and

taking

I am as well now as I ever
no return of my troubles.
I am more thankful every day for my cure.
X know that your medicine will do everything that it is recommended
Mbs. Doba. Ahdkbson, North Muskegon,
to do for suffering women.”

was

cured, and have

—

was.

A

COMMERCIAL

NEW

ENGLAND

FARMERS

AROUSE THEMSELVES.
WEST IS DOING.

ASPECT IMPORTANT.

“It is possible the time lias come
when farmers know better how to produce fruit than how to sell it. The
commercial side of fruit culture is,
therefore, of considerable importance.
Up to a few years ago, the production
of fruit on a commercial basis in New
England bad not been seriously thought
of.
Farmers were satisfied with whatever trees they bad in their orchards
and did not strive much to improve

MUST

WHAT THE

FACTS ON PACK-

ING AND SPRAYING.

New England fanners are not taking
advantage of the splendid opportunities they possess for profitable fruit
Southern and western growculture
ers art awake to the openings offered by
eastern markets l'or fruit and are preparing to take advantage of them. Unless our farmers arouse themselves, inod\ ; bettr r methods of fruit culture
and prepare to combine in the marketing of their goods they will before long
encounter damaging competition from
fruit growers in other States.
These statements were made at a

AAA

VwUUU

Michigan.

Profitable Fruit Culture.

m

\kl|!l|l

—

have warm
skies and they
spray more to prevent damage from insects than to get a good color. This
question of damaged apples is becom] ing a serious one. In one shipment to
Germany recently 10,000 out 22,000 barrels were reported damaged, owing to
We must do vastthe San Jose scale.
ly more spraying than we have in the

phere.

weather

In the west
and bright

past.”

j

men

have

time is coining when farmers will have
to do the same.
In my opinion it will
coined.
take the form of a combine of the inThe uue ith a was taken up by .1. IE
Each farmer
terests of several farms.
Hah ul Hartford county, Ct., who en- will stay on his own farm as a sort of
"The business manager, while ail will coi!
considerably.
larged on
in New England, “said Mi. operate in the sale of their produce.
: ion tile
As 1 iiave already stated, there is a
Hale, ■'has been that our farmers have splendid opening for the sale of apples
at to
niaikets
of
the
tin
right
light
only
large western cities. This can be
their own doors. The prices they have done if our fanners will co-operate, but
not otherwise.
obtained for their apples, strawberries
“Facilities for keeping apples in cold
New
at
Hartford,
and vegetables, etc,
storage are becoming a necessity in
Haven, Worcester and similar local commercial fruit growing. Small growmarkets have been so high they have ers cannot afford to maintain cold stornot attempted to increase their output age houses. Growers will have to combeyond the requirements of these little bine in establishing cold storage plants.
local centers. The idea of studying Their apples should lie put in storage
and supplying the demands of the, large the very moment they are picked.
“In the past many of our growers
city markets has apparently never been j
.-iuisidered sen uislv.
Iiave been too careless in the handling
•■Here is where the western men are of our fruit. I know good men in Congetting ahead of us by their enterprise. necticut whose fruit when shipped to
What are the neighboring markets of market lias not been as good in the
the fruit growers of the States of Wash- UJiUUlC m me pcivauftc no nt uic cuu.
ington and < iregon? Their fruit is sent Such packages th> not pay. Fruit ret.i Chicago, Minneapolis and Detroit.
quires to be carefully graded. When
If these markets cannot take ail they selling small quantities, it is well to
fruit
their
forward
wrap each apple in paper. This is an
send, they simply
Ii these awful nuisance, of course, but producon to New York and Boston.
far western fruit growers can till the ers should remember that it is the feldemands of these to them distant mar- low w ho buys the apples who pays tor
kets, why do not our farmers endeavor the labor and paper. They are simply
to sell more fruit to these same mark- advancing the money'to him and should
see that they make a good profit on the
ets?
•The reason the western growers have transaction.
down
fruit
here,
way
been sending their
I’ROI’EU PACKAGE IS IMPORTANT.
is because our New England farmers
that
i
tie
fruit
is
have been sleeping,
“The proper package for the shipin the future will ment of fruit is a most
going to make money
important
have to be high grade and must be pro- point, it will pay to have nil our fruit
duced by high grade men. Lots of our go direct to the market in a package
farmers think it too much trouble to that can be taken by the consumer
even once a year
without breaking the quantity. Grape
spray their orchards
More care will have to be taken on growers are ttie only ones who have atthis point before we can contend suc- tended to this point so far. Shipping
cessfully with our western competi- apples in barrels is very destructive to
tors.'1
consumption. Many people who are
Hale said he had recently re- anxious to buy apples in small quantiMr
18
4000-mile
a
trip through
turned from
ties will not do so when they have to
States and he was amazed to find tiow eilher take a whole barrel or have the
in
far
distant
secthe
people
earnestly
apples from a barrel put up in an intions were setting to work to raise fruit convenient package. The family packIn the
to supply the eastern markets.
age is the one that is going to be the
western "states millions of apple trees most profitable in the future.
have been set out during the past few
“The time is coming, in fact it is here
Mr. Hale attended a horticul- now, when farmers will have to do
years.
tural" meeting m one of the western more advertising. When farmers will
States, and said that the people seemed combine in producing few well known
hungry for information on horticulture. varieties of fruit, in seeing that their
‘•During the meetings 1 heard some of products are properly graded and done
their leading men advising tiie young up in uniform packages, and can arn eii that about the best openings for
range to have them delivered at the
fruit growers are in New Lngland. doors of tlie consumers in the city, it
to
their
advise
like
not
did
While they
will pay them handsomely to advertise
western liovs to come east, they inti- their ability to sell their goods direct
that if they were to do so from the orchard to the consumer. All
mated
they could make good money raising this, of course, means high grade fruit,
fruits for our New England markets.
high grade packages and high grade
One tiling is sure, and that is if these ! men. A long step toward the advent
western boys come east our farmers of tins branch of fruit culture will have
will have to bestir themselves because been taken when the parcels post is inthe westerners are bustlers, and will troduced. We should work for it.” (Apget the trade if we don’t look out.”
plause.)
“Mr. Howell spoke to us about apples
QUESTIONS ASKED AND ANSWERED.
and
selling
Oregon
from Washington
Mr. Black: “1 understand Mr. Hale
in some of our eastern markets at the
that fruit growers in Oregon
rate of two for 25 cents. This is true. to say
Such apples, however, are grown on keep their apple trees covered continuwith
spray. Hoes lie recommend
trees that are sprayed in the winter ally
and repeatedly during the summer. In our New England farmers doing the
fact, the trees are kept coated all the same?”
Mr. Hale: “If the Oregon people
When the apples are picked,
season.
make it
I cannot see why we canthey are polished up, graded witli the not do sopay
in New England.”
greatest care, wrapped in nice paper,
Mr. Black: “The trouble here in New
and shipped in fancy boxes and baskets.
Think of one of our New England England is that owing to the moisture
and wrapping any we are unable to get a bright color on
farmers
never

T* 1

been

_

plainly

polishing
our apples.
They have a cloudy apapples he picked from his trees, and
for 25 cents apiece, when pearance.”
them
selling
“This cloudy appearMr. Powell:
by letting them alone, he could sell
them for 25 cents a bushel. (Laughter.) I ance is a result of the humid atmos-

The Island of

Juan

Fernandez.

Readers of Mrs. Ward’s entertaining
account of a visit to the home of Rob-

inson Crusoe will be interested in the
from a recent issue of the Marine Review:
Having remained practically uninhabited since Robinson Crusoe’s ex-

following paragraph

tensively-advertised visit,
docking to the island

settlers are
of Juan FerThis island is situated about
nandez,
A Ger
500 miles west of Valparaiso.
now

man

sea

captain gives

an

interesting

account of the commercial activity
this

on

formeriy-so-desolate speck in'the

The island is about
Southern Pacific.
15 miles long by 8 miles wide, and as
the land can be had free of cost by intending settlers many fishermen from
the main coast are availing themselves
of this opportunity to better their con-

large numbers in ttie immediate
vicinity of the island. Canning factories have lately been established.
Fur seals, which the law allows to be
killed during seven months of the year,
are plentiful, and the splendid natural
harbor on the eastern side will afford
sale shelter for the expected numerous
craft.
It is further said that the fruit
and vegetables which grow in wild profusion can easily be cultivated, and that
plenty of fresh water is on hand. At
iii

present only sailing vessels are employed to maintain communication between
the island and the mainland, but enterprising men in Valparaiso are consid-

ering
a

the

practicability

steamboat line.

of

establishing

Twenty Years of I'roncliltis. Captain
Dunlop, of Kingston, commander of the
steamer “bohemian,” of the R. & 0. fleet,
suffered unceasingly for twenty years, and
although he took treatment-all that time
permanent relief was not obtained until he
used

“Catarrhozone” which cured him
quickly and permanently. The Captain
says “Catarrhozone is the best cure for
bronchitis on the face of the globe, pleasant to use, quick to relieve and sure to
cure.” Catarrhozone is a wonderful treatment for all diseases of the Throat, Lungs
and bronchial Tubes. Two months’ treatment, price $1.00, small size 25 ets. Poor &
Non, Druggists, or Poison & Co., Kingston,

Out.

“Is a cord of wood much, pop?” Well,
my son, it all depends on whether you are
burning it or chopping it.”
“It was almost a miracle. Burdock blood
bitters cured me of a terrible breaking
1 am very grateful.”
out all over the body.
Miss Julia Kilbridge, West Cornwell, Conn.
“Were your remarks extemporaneous?”
said the constituent.
“They was worse,”
answered the local statesman.
“They was
almost profane.”—W ashington Star.
Monarch over pain. Burns, cuts, sprains,
Instant Relief. Dr. Thomas’EelecAt any drug store.

stings.

tric Oil.

Why
cause

is Colombia like an orphan?
it has no Pa nor Ma.

Re-

“Cure the cough and save the life.” Dr.
Wood’s Norway Pine Syrup cures coughs
and colds, down to the very verge of con-

sumption.
are men like tugboats?
toe in and some toe out.

Why
some

PROBATE COURT.

they

A voice: “One of the troubles with ;
them.
Connecticut growers is that we raise j
“Our farmers have an unexcelled op- fruit in too small quantities. In hitch- ;
portunity to produce fruits and vege- field county our growers produce as
tables for local markets at profitable fine apples as can be obtained elseprices.
By using care in the crops where. They are unable to obtain as
pi.tilted, it is possible to drive a wagon high price for them as they might beto market two or three times a week cause each grower is raising a different
the year round, and earn a steady in- variety. Were a number of the growcome of from SI,000 to S3,000 a year! ers to unite in raising some particular
from many farms not supposed to lie variety they could produce enough to
worth S3,000. There are a few farmers j make it worth while for buyers to visit
who are doing this.
It means steady, their section and give a good price for
careful work from one year’s end to the their purchases.”
recent meeting of the Connecticut other.
Men who think ail they need to
Question: "What is a good spray to
hoard of agriculture, in Middletown, oi j do is to scratch the ground a little and use?”
of cultivating crops,
IS!r Powell: "I am going to use two
which the New England Homestead make a pretence
and then sit back and say farming does pounds sulphate of copper and six
gives an interesting report. Tire sub- not pay, can never make a success of pounds of lime in 50 gallons of water.
In the west the usual solution is five
ject was brought up in an address by tiiis business.
WILL HAVE TO CO-OPERATE.
pounds of sulphate of copper to four of
i.-urgeT. Towel! of Columbia County,
lime in 50 gallons of water.
Here,
“One reason why farmers have not
New York, who claimed that had New
where the climate is more humid, less
lias
been
bein
the
or
realized
go
30
farmers
co-operated
past
years
England
lime
is
and
more
necessary.
copper
cause they have been independent ot
:ur< tin great dema;a 1 that would spring
The benefit of spraying with this solueach other. 1’hey were able to get along
tion is ehielly to keep off insects and
n for high grade fruit and set out oralone, no matter what the others did,
chards and otherwise prepared for it, and so they refused to combine their fungous troubles.”
they might have made millions of dol- interests. This is not the case, in other
lines of business. Competition lias got
ClASTOjaiAt
lii such a case, lie said, the
lars.
so keen that, for their own protect'on
Tilfl Kind You Hava Always Bcug#
Bears the
phrase “the worn-nut farms of New
have been forced to combine. The

England,’' would

FORFEIT if we cannot forthwith produce the original letters and
signatures of above testimonials, which will prove their absolute genLydia K. Pinkhara Medicine Co., Lynn, Mass.

uineness.

Because

Don’t let the little ones suffer from eczema, or other torturiDg skin diseases. No
need for it. Doan’s Ointment cures. Can’t
harm the most delicate skin.
At any drug
store, 50 cents.!

FREE MEDICAL ADVICE TO WOMEN.
If there is anything in your case about which you would like
special advice, write freely to Mrs. Pinkhani. She will hold your
letter in strict confidence. She can surely help you, for no person
in America can speak from a wider experience in treating female
ills. She lias helped hundreds of thousands of women lmck to
health. Her address is Lynn, Mass., and her advice is free. Von
are very foolish if you do not accept her kind invitation.

A

Register of Deep Water Vessels.

Bargain for Farmers.

The New York Tribune Farmer, a naSHIPS.
illustrated agricultural weekly of
Abner Coburn, arrived at San Francisco tional
twenty large pages, lias no superior as a
Feb 22 from Baltimore via Montevideo.
and helpful publicaJanuary term, 1904:
A G Hopes, 1). Rivers, cleared from New thoroughly practical
Estate of Sumner Poland, Montville; Re- York Sept 21 for Yokohama; spoken Oct 24, tion for the farmer ami every member of
his family, and the publishers are debecca J. Poland appointed administratrix. lat 4 N, Ion 28 W.
termined to give it a circulation uneoualled
A J Fuller, arrived at Port Townsend
Estate ot Deborah Murray, Frankfort;
by any paper of its class in the United
3 from Honolulu.
.July
States.
James I). Murray appointed administrator.
Aryan, A. S. Pendleton, cleared from
Knowing that every enterprising, up-toEstate of Mary A. Woodbury, Belfast; Baltimore Oct ‘>4 for San Francisco; spoken
date farmer always reads his own local
Nov 15, lat 22 N, Ion 31 W
Richard W. Woodbury appointed adminisweekly newpaper. Tim New York Tribune
Bangalore, Blanchard, cleared from Haiti
trator.
has made an exceeding liberal arrangemore Aug 20 for Los Angeles.
ment which enables us to offer the two paEstate of Lois R. V ebster, Belfast; OcL B Sutton, sailed from New l"ork Pee
pers at so low a price that no farmer can
tavius E. Webster a) pointed administrator. 11 for Clieefoo.
to lose the opportunity.
from New York Pec afford
Fort
cleared
George,
liW.
Estate of Caleb
I.ewis, Liberty;
The price of 'i he New York Tribune
20 for Melbourne and Sydney.
is $1.00 a year and The Republican
Farmer
real estate; list of
cense issued to sell
Gov Robie, from Baltimore for San FranJournal is f'oo a year, but both papers
claims filed.
j cisco, sailed from Montevideo Jan 4.
will be sent foi a full year if you forward
Henry B. Hyde, New York for San Fran- i $‘2 to The
Estate of George I!. Rankin, LineolnviUe: !
Republican Journal Publishing
cisco, was at Montevideo Nov 10.
Belfast, Me.
license issued to sell real estate; list of I
Luzon, Park, arrived at Luzon July 23 j Co.,
Semi your name and address to The New
N S W. Di port Aug 15
claims filed.
j from Newcastle,
York Tribune Farmer, New York City,
Mary L. Cushing, from Newcastle June j and a
Estate of Everett E. Pillsbury, Belfast:
1
specimen copy of that paper will be
9 for Honolulu, sailed from Auckland, N.
tf
mailed to you.
license issued to sell real estate: list of Z., Aug 0.
I
Manuel Llaguno, D. C. Nichols, arrived
claims filed.
at Singapore Nov 5 from Saigon, to load for
j
Estate of Isaac II. Jackson, Belfast; liBoston.
j New York or
cense issued to sell personal estate ; adminPuritan, A. N. Blanchard, sailed fi in !
istrator's inventory returned ; petition pre- San Francisco Nov. 2 for Hull.
Paul Revere, Whittier, arrived at New- |
sented for determination of collateral ini castle, N S W, Ian 4 from Hong Kong, t<> j
heritance tax.
load
for Philippines.
Estate oi Benjamin F. Chase, Jackson;
At a Probate Court held at Velfast, within and lor
Reaper, arrived at Honolulu May 30 from
second and final account of executor allowthe County of Wall o, on the second Tuesday of
Newcastle, N. S. W.
Januar ; A. I) 1 9* -1.
ed.
D
sailed
from
S
Carlet.on,
Amsbury,
Estate of Dora A. Wellington, Liberty;
certain instrument, purporting t<> he the last
third and final account of guardian allowed. Newcastle, N S W, Dec. 12 for Sau Francis- ;
will and testan ent of Maria It Mauter. late
Estate of Wdlie W. Twitched, Freedom; co.
t
of Winterport, in said County
Waldo, deSt Paul, F W Treat, arrived at Seattle
fifth and final account of guardian allowed.
ceased, havii g been presented for probate.
Estate of David .Savage, Searsmont; first March 5 from Manila.
Ordered, That notice be given to all persons in
Tillie K Starbuck, Fben Curtis, arrived
and final account of administrator allowed.
terested by causing a copy ..i this order to be
at
29
from
Dec
Honolulu.
Philadelphia
Estate of Bethink 11. Chase, Winterport;
published three weeks si,c< essiveh m The lb-pub
Win II Macy, arrived at San Fiancisco lican Journal, published at Belfast, that they
administratrix’s inventory returned.
Nov
27
from
Luring.
may appear at a Probate Court., to be held at
Estate of ( hioe E. Atwood, Wiuterport;
Belfast within ami for said County, on the See
HARKS.
executor’s inventory returned.
ond Tuesday of Kebruaiy next, at ten of the clock
Estate of Nancy J). Gordon, LineolnviUe;
F.dward May, sailed from San Francisco before noon, and show cause tl any they have,
administrator's inventory returned.
Dec 2o fiu Makawell.
why the same should not be proved, approved
Estate of Lucinda F. llarriman, Stockton
Ethel, Williams, sailed from Fernandina and allowed.
CEO. E. JOHNSON Judge.
returned.
executor’s
:
Springs
inventory
Dec 31 for Elizabethport.
A true copy. Attest:
Estate of Augustus L. Walker, SwanMabel 1 Meyers, < N Meters, sailed from
(
has. P Ha/eltink, Register.
viile; allowance of $750 granted to the Boston Dec 7 for Montevideo.
widow.
Penobscot at Rosario Nov 29 for Boston.
At ;i l’iobate Court held at Belfast, within and
Estate of Alexander 1’. Emery, Burnham ;
for the County of Waldo, on the second TuesRebecca Crowell, arrived at New York
allowance of $98.25 granted to the widow.
day of January, A l». 1904
Dec 7 from Savannah.
Estate, of Avis 11. Mathews, Belfast; will
a certain instrument purporting to he the last
Rose ltinis, Melvin Colcord, arrived at
approved; Clara A. Morison and Maude E. New York Dec 7 from Charleston, S C.
A will and testament of Oeorce S. Chase
ol Waldo, ileceas
Mathews appointed executrices.
Thomas A Goddard, arrived at Boston late of Belfast, in aiu County
Estate of Herbert B. Devereaux, Stock- Nov 19 from Rosario.
ed, having been presented for probate.
ton Springs; will approved: Maria Abbie
Ordered, That notice be given to all persons in
SCHOONERS.
terested by causing a copy ol this order to be
Thompson appointed executrix ; F. It. Clifin the Repubford, Alex Staples and S. F. Ellis appoint- | Georgia Gilkey, W R Gilkey, arrived at published three weeks successively
lican Journal, published at Belfast, that they
ed appraisers.
New York Dec 28 from Fer landina.
at a 1’rohatt- Con11, to be held at Belappear
may
Estate of Almira Thompson, Northport;
Henry Clausen, Jr, arrived at Bath Nov fast, within and lot said County o', the second
will approv ed ; F. A. Dickey appointed exe- 24 from Brunswick.
Tuesday of February next, at ten f the clock
cutor; M. B. Whiting, A. W. Hassan and J.
Gladys, 11 B Colson, arrived at New York before noon, and show cause, if any they have,
E. White appointed appraisers.
why the same should not be proved, approved
j Dec 11 from Brunswick.
Estate of Celia Kane, Seal sport; Michael
llarold C Beecher, E S McDonald, arriv- ami allowed
CEO. E JOHNSON, Judge.
Ward appointed administrator; J. A. Col- ed at New York Dec. 22 from Gonaives.
A true copy —Attest.
John E Pevelin, E I, llichborn, sailed
son, F. A. Curtis and A. M. Kane appoint('has. P. Hazrltine, Register.
ed appraisers.
: from Punta Gorda Dec 17 for Baltimore.
Estate of Harry L. Kilgore, Belfast; secJohn C Smith, arrived at New York Oct At a Probate Court, lieb at Belfast, within and
ond and final account of guardian allowed ; 29 from Bangor via Bridgeport, Ct.
for the County of Waldo, on the l‘2th day of
I
resignation of guardian accepted.
January, A. I). 1904.
Mary A Hall, llaskell, at Brunswick Jan
Estate of Ephraim A. Pitcher, Belfast; 8, repairing.
A. (HI.MORE, widow of Charles B. (Bifirst and final account of executor allowed. i
li W Hopkins, llichborn, arrived at Brunsll more, late of Burnham, m said County of
Waldo,
Estate of Alice J. Havis Lewis, Liberty; wick Jan 11 from St Johns, P R.
deceased, having presented a petition
he a] pointed administrafisrt and final account of administrator al- |
Willie L Newton, sailed from Providence praying that she may
lowed; petition lor distribution present' d. ; Jan 1 for Satilla River,
said
uer give notice to
That
the
Ordered,
p«-..
Estate of Ross M., Clarence M. and Ethel i
all persons interested by causing a copy of this
M. Howes, Liberty; third account of guarirder to be published three weeks successively in
In
a Far Country.
The
Yankee
dian allowed.
The Republican .Journal, a newspaper published
Estate of Mattie B., Forest E., Addie M.
at Rellast, that they may appear at a Probate
and Luetta F. Howes, Liberty; filial acCourt, to be held at Belfast, within and for said
If you start to sail uncharted seas,
count of guardian allowed.
County, on the 9th day of February. A 1>. J 904,
An unknown shore to gain—
at ten oi the clock before noon, and show c use,
Estate of Maria A. Mitchell, Freedom; It’s ten to
one, when you reach the land,
if any they have, why the prayer oi said petition*
second and final account of administrator A naked native
is on the sand
er should not he granted.
allowed.
(1EO. E. .JOHNSON, Judge.
With an Elgin timepiece in his hand,
Estate of John A. Seavey, Frankfort;
Atust:
A true copy
Or a sardine-tin from Maine;
first and final account of guardian allowed ; And under a
Chas. P. Hazeltine, Register.
spreading cocoa-tree
(account presented by the administratrix
There stands a trader’s tent.
of tbe deceased guardian’s estate.)
At a Probate Court held at Belfast within and
Where a lonely stranger is selling clocks,
for the County of Waldo, on the 12th day of
Estate of Adelbert W. Fletcher, Unity; And
Springfield guns and Stamford locks,
January. A. D. 1904.
second and final account of administratrix j
Jack-knives and liniment.
M. HOWES, administrator of the
allowed.
1
estate of Alice J. 1 avis l ewis, late of LiberEstate of Orrin S. Whitten, Belfast; ex- He .hails from Maine or from Lake Chamin
said
County of Waldo, deceased, having
ty,
ecutors’ inventory returned; first and final
plain,
presented a petition praying that the Court may
account and private claim of executors pre- !
Or maybe from Salem, Mass.
determine who are entitled to the balance of said
sented.
estate now in his 1 ands tor distribution, their re| His face is lean, and his wit is keen,
Estate of Maria B. Manter, Winterport; I
And his eye lets nothing pass.
spective shares therein, and order the same to he
will presented ; John B. Nealley of Monroe In an unmade land or a desert sand
distributd accordingly.
I
named executor.
’Tis his especial pride
Ordered. That the said petitioner give notice to
Estate of Cbas. 15. Gilmore, Burnham; pe- To do odd jobs for Providence,
[ all persons interested by causing a coj y of this
order to he published three weeks successively in
tition presented for appointment of Eva A,
And help himself on the side.
The Republican Journal, a newspaper published
Gilmore, administratrix.
at Belfast, that they may appear at a Probate
Estate of Geo. S. Chase, Belfast; will pre- The Yankee inherits a deal of craft
Court, to be held at Belfast, within and for said
From his stern-faced pilgrim sires,
sented; Geo. A. Quimby named executor.
C.unity, on the 9th day of February, A. 1> 1904
Estate of Adoniram II. Banks, Belfast; Who learned restraint, though they suffered at ten of the clock before noon, and show cause, if
much,
petition presented for determination of colany they have, why the prayer of said petitioner
lateral inheritance tax; first account of ex- A nd dwelt in peace with the crabbed Dutch, should not he granted.
GEO. L. JOHNSON. Judg *.
And
the
at
their
taught
wilderness,
touch,
ecutor presented.
A true copy. Attest:
To yield what a man requires.
Estate of John M. Roberts, Waldo; second
Chas. P. Hazeltine, Register.
And
the
mission
will
some
drive
spirit
and final account of administrator presentYanks
ed.
Wherever a man can roam—
Estate of Elijah M. l’ease, Belmont; first
At a Probate Court held at Belfast .within and for
While others, with delicate skill, design
the County of Waldo, on the 12th day of Janand final account of executor presented.
Wooden
and
hams
of
nutmegs
pine,
uary, A. D. 1904.
Estate of Alice E. and Gladys L. Fernald,
To sell to the folks at home.
F DUNTON, administrator with the
Lincolnville; petitions presented for license
will annexed of Isaac H. Jackson, late of
—Harper’s Magazine.
to sell real and personal estate.
Belfast, in said County <t Waldo, deceast d, hav%
ing presented a petition praying that the actual
A National Hymn.
market\alue of the estate of said deceased, ihe
“A Gum Game.”
j persons interested in the succession thereto and
the amount of the Collateral Inheritance Tax
Great Western Land, whose mighty breast ! thereon, may be determined by the Judge of
Several Augusta merchants were re- Between two oceans finds its rest.
Probate.
cently victimized by a sleek-looking Begirt by storms on either side,
Ordered, That the said petitioner give notice
stranger who purported to be agent ot And washed by strong Pacific tide,
to all persons interested by causing a copy of this
He offered to sell The knowledge of thy wondrous birth
order to be published three weeks successively in
a large gum factory.
the Republican Journal, a newspaper published
four boxes of the gum for $0.50, and Gave balance to the rounded earth ;
at Belfast, that, they may appear at a Probate
throw in a musical machine which In sea of darkness thou didst stand,
to be held at Belfast, within and for said
Court,
first in light, my Western Land.
would arrive the next day. The ma- Now,
county, on the 9th day of February, A. D. 1904,
at ten of the clock before noon, and show cause, if
chines have not arrived, and the gum In thee, the olive and the vine
any-they have, why the prayer of said petitioner
Unite with hemlock and with pine.
was found, upon examination, to be
should not be granted.
In purest white the southern rose
GEO E. JOHNSON, Judge.
worthless.
practically
Repeats the spotless Northern snows.
A triue Copy—Attest:
Around thy zone a belt of maize
Chas. p. Hazeltine, Register.
Rejoices in the sun’s hot rays.
All but two of the 35 national banks And
all that Nature could command
SS.—In Court of Probate, held at Belof Boston held their annual meetings She
heaped on thee, my Western Land.
fast, on the 12th day of January, 1904.
Jan. 13th. During the past year the
Robert F. Dunton, executor of the last will of
total number of banks lias been reduced Great Western land, whose touch makes Adoniram H. Hanks, late of Belfast, in said Counfree
ty, deceased, having presented his first account
by three to 35 by reason of tbe consoli- Advance to
of administration of said estate for allowance.
perfect liberty
dation of the Massachusetts National ’Till
make thy sov’reign might,
shall
right
Ordered, That notice thereof he given, three
bank, the Suffolk with ttie Second And every wrong be crushed from sight.
weeks successively, in the Republican Journal,
National, and the Hamilton with the Behold thy day, thy time is here;
a newspaper published in Belfast, in said county,
that all persons interested may attend at a ProThe people great, with naught to fear.
Fourth National bank.
bate Court, to be held at Belfast on the 9th day
God hold thee in his stroug right hand,
of February next, and show cause, if
any they
My well beloved Western Land.
have,
why the said account should not be allowed.
—Caroline Hazard, President of Wellesley
GEO. E. JOHNSON, Judge.
in
College,
Congregational Home MissionA true copy. Attest:
what you oat.
ary Magazine.
Chas. P. Hazeltine, Register.
an abstract of the business
the Probate Court for Waldo county,
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A* a Probate Court, held at
lor the County of Waldo,
.January, A. I). 1 ie*4

Belfast.within ai
the 12th day

on

F. DENTON, executor of the last w
pOHKRT
of Adoiiiram I.. ! anks. late of Belfast,

it

County of Waldo, deceased, having presenter
ptayirg that the actual luaiket vaIt
of the estate of said deceased, the persons inter
ested in the succession tfureto. and thean*
of
the Collateral h heritatice Tax thereon, tna
be detennined by the Judge of Probate.

said

petition*

a

Ordered, That the said petitioner give notice
all persons interested by causing a copy of tl
order to be published thiee weeks successively
the Republican Journal.a newspaperpublishe
Belfast, that they may appear at a Probate ('■>
to be held at Belfast." w ithin and for said Com
on the 9th
day of February, A I). 1904, at ten
the clock before noon, and show cause, tt
they have, why the the prayer of said petiti-•:
should not be granted.
CKO. E. JOHNSON, Judge
A true copy. Attest:
( hah p. Hazkltine, Register
At a Probate Court, held at
for the County ol W aldo,
January, A. D. 1904.
Ml.

E.

Belfast, within
the 12th day

on

FERN A l.D,
and (.lad s

guardian of Alice
I.
Fernald, mu.
having presented petition proving that shen
he licensed to se 1 at puhiie or private sale a

MIN Ft maid

t

1

a

convey certain real es ate ol said minor.-.
real estate being particularly described it.

petition.
Ordered, That the said petitioner give notice
all persons interested by causing a copy of ti
older to be pub'ished rliree weeks successively
tlie Republican Journal, a newspaper pub’i-h.
at a Pr' ‘*;«
I at Belfast, that they .n ay appear
(Oiitl, to be belo at Belfast, within and t o -,i
( ounty.on the 9tl» day ol Febinary, A. D. 19m:
efo;. noon, and show can-.at ten* of the clock
if any they have, why the prayer of said petiti
r should not be gtaiiteu.
CEO E JOHNSON. Judge
A true copy. Attest
( has. P Hazkltikk.Register
I Probate. I>e!d a: Hi
mi
in (
tlu 12 h day
January. 19*
n the estateJohn B I'Uiitot;. aojnini.-' tutor
John Al. Robert-, lute "of W abb ill Saul <
s«
his
eond
and tv
havit
g piesenttd
deceased,
of said estate
aumini-ttatioi
ace unt of
allowance.
thereof be given, tin
Onlereil. that n. ln
Rt publican I urna
weeks surce-sio D in li
new spaper publi-! ed in Bella'!, m -aid (‘oi;i
that all person- intetested may attend at a 1:
bate Court, to be held at Belta-t,on the 9th d
ud show cause, it any v
of February next,
have, why the said account should not be
lowed
t.F.o F JOHNSON. Judge
A ties;
A true copy.
('has. P Nazi t tNK, R* gm
\I' Ai.im) ssvtest. on

<

V»

<

In ( on11 id Probate, field a: 1
II,r A 1.1)0 SS.
YY
fast, on the 12th day <-f January. Id
William J. Heal and Elizabeth M Heal, exo v
of the last will of Orrin S. Whitten, late of Idfast. In said ( oiuity, deceased, having pn-env
their first and final "account of administration
said estate, togethe- with the private claim,
said executors, tor allowance.
Ordered, that notice thereof be given, ;!■:
weeks successively in The Republican J< urna
newspaper published m Belfast, in said Com/
that all persons interested may attend at a P'
hate Court, to be held at Bellast. on the 9th d
of February next, and show cause, if any the
have, why the -aid account and private club
should not be allowed
CEO. E. JOHNSON, Judge
A true copy.
Attest:
as. P. Hazklti.sk, Register

In Court of Probate, held at 1
Il’M.DOSS
\\
IMai
In, I9tl,
.lav
1 i,
H (f. Morse, executor of the last will of Elii
M. Tease, late i*t Belmont, in said Comity, <i
ceased, having presented his tirst and final a
count of administration of said estate for alio
....

a

a rv

<

■

ance.

Ordered, that notice thereof he given, th
weeks successively, in the Republican Jouri
a newspapei published in Belfast, in said <
ty, that all persons interested may attend a
Probate Court, to be held at Belfast, on the
day of February next, ami show cause, it any th
have, why the said account should not he alb v.
(JEO. E. JOHNSON, Judge
A true copy. Attest
(’has. I Hazkltine, Registe
NOTICE.
The subscriber her*
give coticf that he has been duly appm
ed Executor of the last will and testament of

tEXECUTOR'S

ALMIRA THOMPSON, late of Northport.
All pers*
in the County of Waldo, deceased.
having demands aj ainst the estate of said decked are desired to present the same for settlen
and all indebted thereto are requested to n
payment immediately.
F. A. D1CKEA
Northport. January 12, 11)04.
EXECUTRIX'S NOTICE. The subscriber her*
J gives notice that she has been duly appoiir
executrix of the last will and testament *»1

I

HERBERT B. DKVEREAl X, late of Stuck'

Springs.
in the County of Waldo, deceased, and giv
bonds as the law directs. All person- 1
demands against the estate *»t said deceased
desired t<» present tin- same tor settlement, a
all indebted thereto are requested t*> make p,
ment immediately.
MARIA A B TIE THOMPSON
Stockton Springs. January 12, 11)04.
>

EXECUTRICES’ NOTICE

llie subscribers he

I

by giv** notice that they have been duly
pointed executrices of the last will and testam*

; of

AVIS II. M ATHEWS, late of Belfast,
in the County of Wahl**, deceased. All pers*
; having demands against the estate **t said
j ceased are debited to present the same t**r sett
j ment, ami all indebted thereto are requested
make pawnee: immediateK.
CLARA A. MOR1SON
MAUDE K. MAT EWS

Belfast, January 12, 11)04.

ADMINISTRATRIX’S

NOTICE.

The subsen!-

hereby gives notice that she has been di.
appointed administratrix of the estate of
SUMNER POLAND, late of Montville,
in the County of Waldo, deceased, and gi\

bonds as the law directs. All persons havit
demands against the estate of said deceas*
desired to present the same for settlement
and all indebted thereto are requested to maK
payment immediately
REBECCA J. POLAND
Montville, January 12, 11)04.

are

NOTICE.

ADMINISTRATOR’S
hereby gives notice that
administrator of the
appointed

Thesubscrih*
he has been di;
estate of

CELIA RANK, late of Searsport,
in the County of Waldo, deceased, ami give
bonds as the law directs. All persons having !<
mantis against the estate of said deceased are de
sired to present the same for settlement, ami
indebted thereto are requested to make paymt'
>

immediately.

MICHAEL WARD

Searsport, January 12,1004.

t

JACK S SIDE OF IE.
WHAT THE COAST

SEAMAN’S

FATAL NO LONGER.

JOUR-

NAL SAYS OF THE AMERICAN SEA-

Dread

MAN’S FEDERATION.

We recently gave an account of the
Mnerican Seaman’s Federation, organed at New York by Fields S. Pendlen, President of the Atlantic Carrs' Association. The Coast Seaman’s
urnalof San Francisco naturally does
t view the movement with favor, and
biishes in its Atlantic Department

Locomotor Ataxia Robbed
of its Terrors.

DOOM REVOKED IN EXTREME CASE.

The
following criticisms:
Mr. Pendleton, the President of the
[antic Carriers’ Association, has op'd a “free” shipping office for sea-

Very Doctors Amazed at the Astonishing Cure—Helpless
And Hopeless, Miss Phebe Ett Enos Recovers the
Strength and Activity of Youth.

and landsmen—at ;l State street,
No legend of the widely famed valley of
v\
II is deputy and runners
York.
wear special policemen’s badges and the .Susqu hanna surpasses in strangeness,
and
certainly none approaches in vital sigshort "billies” in their hip pockets.
the story of the long struggle in
oks as though Mr. Pendleton was nificance,
which Phebe Ett Enos has conquered a
k ing for trouble and feels pretty sure
form
of disease, the very name of
frightful
itt into it, for in addition to having which
physicians shrink from telling to its
i.

and
armed,
iso laid in for prompt use a large
v of brand new and old-fashioned

puty

runners

he

well

victims because it has come to mean inevitable death.
The story which Miss
Euos told a reporter at her home at Oneonta, N. Y., will be read with intense interest
throughout the whole world:
“My trouble began six years ago with a
numb feeling in my feet.
They pricked
and stung as if needles were being stuck

handcuffs, highly polished and
hair-trigger snap-locks. All this
rely interesting, for it furnishes
lagalde proof of the truth of the
rig

d boast that “solid business men”
juite safe under republican iustituThe officers of the seamen’s
ns have applied in vain for these
privileges. Being “wards of the
n" -i. e., irresponsibles—they, of
-1
might actually hurt somebody
wed to tote “billies” in their hip
ets.
Pendleton lias a comprehensive
i■ for
improving the personnel of
\meiiean merchant marine. The
,mg to lie done, according to the
i■ tu>.
is to
form ail “American
n's I'oder.ition.” The initiation
to be merely nominal (tive cents
and the dues, if any, are to be
led to members after having seriithfully for a certain number of
m the vessels of the Association,
there will la- a Nautical School,
the younger and brighter memt the “Federation’' may study
and so lit themselves for
..iis on the quarterdeck or bridge,
In this way it is
case may be.
.1
that, ultimately, “all hands
cook" on every vessel belong■

MISS I*HERE ETT ENOS.

i-

lie

auiuiiK

Illinois

assuna-

into them and the numbness spread until
both limbs were affected. The pain was so
intense that 1 could not get to sleep. The
best doctor in Oneonta attended me and I
took his medicine faithfully but kept grow-

,;iii lie a veteran member of the
AnFederation.
mm Seamen's
onportant item ill the prospectus'
mlging-house, where needy meming
nay receive an occasional night’s

worse.

“One

asked the doctor

tell

to
me
“graino" and frankly day
whether he could cure me. He hesiin the morning, not, however, tated a whileandthen
‘I
as
well
might
said,
cd three nights in any given tell you one time as another, M iss Enos, that
Free hlaeking and brushes are you will probably never be active again.
pn v aled also, and the premises
lie vacated at li a. m. sharp, so as

g'uilh

howl

a

of

1

SCHOONER AND GARDRN, TOO.
upon the members the neBut the
of looking for a ship.
.d Mr. Pendleton's plan for im- Tin*
and Comfortable Craft off Old
the personnel of file American
Gowanus. She’s ii'i Years Old, Is the A. F.
ant marine which is expected to
Howe, and for Most of That Time She
the members of the American
was a Fine
Carrier—Now She’s a Drug
n’s Federation more than anyuiul Several Other
Factory, a Home
-ise is an Arbitration Board for
Things.
The
tit lenient of all grievances.
The host of friends of Capt. and Mrs.
eompulsory” does not appear in
"spectus, but no member of the Ralph E. Ellis in Searsport and Stockration." on pain of expulsion, ton
Springs will read with much inter'ake ids ease into a court of law.
est the following sketch from a New
;■ aid will consist of three memone representing the Atlantic CarYork daily, in which it appeared with
Association, one the shipmaster,
of the captain and his wife
he third Mr. Pendleton's deputy
and the
■amen.
It may saiely be inferred and a view of the gang plank
the Constitution of tlie Board schooner:
ts deliberations will be earnest,
In the Government’s official list of
findings based upon the emi- tiie thousands of American merchant
sound principle of arbitration:
vessels you will find a whole line deyou lose, heads 1 win."
general principles, and in an ab- voted to the craft whose number is 198,
sort of way, Mr. Pendleton ap- the two-masted schooner A. E.
Ilowe,
lie is very
of trade unionism,
built in 1831 at Searsport, Me.; home
w.
however, that the seamen’s
of to-day are not
managed port, New York, N\ Y.
ml that' they are actually a
The home port of the A. F. Ilowe,
to the shipping interests of the now 32
years old, is “New York, X. Y.”
: me
of iiis counts is that
m more than the sense implied
by the
-eaineii “know too much” and
t
If this be official record. For seven years now
run the vessel.”
e remedy would seem to be to
she lias been moored fast, through winthe masters of vessels so they ter and
summer, through storm and
now a little more about things
han the seamen under their fair weather, at the entrance of GowXo man living, not even Mr. anus Canal in South Brooklyn.
And
ii. knows too much, but the
there, unless some strange chance
lion of knowledge m ttie world
shifts her tough old frame, she will rot
ecessarily governed by the dis- to
death, probably the strangest of all
i: of wealth.
It it were we dare
the oddities east up on that marine
Pendleton would have no kick
boneyard, the South Brooklyn shore.
on that score.
She is now both a boating garden—
next
count against seamen’s
a marine bower—and a boating drug
is that
they encourage their
at the same time.
Besides
is to break contracts and thus factory
she has been the home for forty
:ii tlic stability of commerce this,
of Capt. Ralph E. Ellis and his
It would certainly be interest- years
who have raised two sons aboard
nave Mr. Pendleton's explana- wife,
i just how it would benefit the her.
Unlike many of the queer sights
s
organizations to have their it
-rs break their contracts.
The around the big city, the schooner isn’t
tucked away in a corner. If you should
ty of tlie tiling is so palpable ever
go to see her, you’ll probably find
oi is irresistibly driven to one of
.elusions—either Mr. Pendleton the smoke from the stack of a big
wharf locomotive curling somewhere
i. or he is a humorist of the late around
tier mainmast, and not far away
ted Bill Xye type.
a
big crowd of wagons carrying awTay
is worst grievance against union
:> is that they
“demand exorbi- ice, coal and other things that come in
from the Hudson and down in Jersey.
ne question oi wages is
'L't's.
It’s a busy place- the entrance to Goof which
it*s.-

■

[portraits

|

■

importance

;

try”

ilis

on

the

depends

point

of view. If
ndleton had to go to sea for a
we are afraid lie would look upon
live or thirty dollars per month

flier

wages, instead of “exorbiunwillingness to pay such

may, therefore, chariascribed to his ignorance of
<iit ions under which they are
From the foregoing it may
e assumed that Mr. Pendleton’s
a seamen’s union is one organrun for and by the shipowners.

'o

seamen

■

i

HUNDREDS

TESTIFY

ilie value of fj. ri-oene in Klieumatliose people who wish to rid
of tliis persistent and danger-i-e should coiniiienee taking U-ritlie only true specific in Rheu>u hies.
k K who has Rheumatism in any
hieli includes neuralgia, gout, and
>, can learn a great deal to his or
uitage, without any charge, by writdescription of the case,
aid 11 Leighton & Co., registered

wanus
one

Canal.

uaa

pirui)

ui

ucignuuis.

ucj

big square riggers, schooners from
the coast, and canal boats from all
'round. But none of them is covered
with plants, vines and flowers.
The Howe was built 'way back in '51,
and about ten years later Cap'll Ellis, a
husky young skipper of Searsport, and
his wife, who’d make a good first mate
for any craft, got her from the Boston
folks whose money had built her. The
schooner became their home.
When the Howe got pretty old, and
when the carrying trade didn’t pay as
well as it did once, the question came
What are we to do for a home?
up:
“I'd rather live on water than on
land, rent free,” said Cap'll Ellis.
His wife agreed with him. Then they
tied up at the foot of Twenty-fourth
street in South Brooklyn. A year or
two ago they moved to Twenty-fifth
street, and there they are now.
During all of these seven years that
the Howe lias been tied up she has been
are

OL AKANTEE.

Hie undersigned, do hereby guaran"lund your money if, after a fair
11 cene Tablets fail to relieve all
it ic affections.
VVm. 0. Pooh & Son,
Belfast, Maine.
'•
is put up in tablet form only,
'- no Alcohol to excite the
kidneys

''action.
'ufactured by

The Wqodbuby
Chemical Company,
Boston.

garden spot in Gowanus.
And, lest you might think the winter
would find the schooner a cool residence, hear Mrs. Ellis and she’ll tell
you it’s always comfortable. Summer
and winter there’s no home to these
folks like the waterlogged old schooner
A. F. Howe.
a

Aged

One of the oldest skippers actively
engaged in seafaring life is Capt. John
Henry Bennett, commander of the twomasted coasting schooner Irving Leslie.
He is 72 years of age and has been going to sea for 58 years.
Capt. Bennett was born in Hancock,
Me., where 50 years ago resided many
of the ablest shipmasters in New England, among whom were the Abbotts,
Balls, Berrys, Fosses, Dows, Clarks,
Crabtrees, Grants, Moores, Jellersons,
Strattons,
Lancasters,
Pettingills,
Woosters and others, who commanded
lines and
of
the
packet
Liverpool
ships
vessels in the cotton trade, while others
commanded barks, brigs and schooners
in the West India and European trade.
It was with such men as these that
Capt. Bennett, when a mere boy, com-

Parlor

Mary Churchill Emmett

The Talented Actress Finds the
“L. F.” Medicine Indispensable

!

depot

from which it was to be shipped
to her old home in Maine, he declared
I to a friend that Melissa was as much
his wife in the sight of God as ever.
Mr. and Mrs. Goddwin quarreled
nearly a year ago and a separation and
and divorce proceedings followed. .She
hired a room at 27 Division street and
worked in a department store for a
time.
Her family in Maine did not
hear from her frequently and recently
her brother, John X. Martin, a prominent business man in Pittsfield, and
Mrs. Goddwin’s sister came here and
found her ill and suffering from privation. They engaged a nurse and physician and informed her husband, from
whom her divorce had been granted by
that time. The result was a reunion
of Mr. and Mrs. Goddwin at her bedside. From that time Mrs. Goddwin
had no more devoted attendant than
tier husband, who over and over again
expressed his regard for her.
The physician had told Mrs. Goodwin's relatives that she could not live,
but they were not prepared for the
sudden and tragic end that came
at 5.30 this morning. She was found in
her room under conditions that indicated that she Dad taken poison,

and Medical Examiner Charles AV.
Stewart was called. He performed an
autopsy and the unmistakable traces of
corrosive sublimate were found.
as sue was apparently so ill
yesterday that she could scarcely raise
her hand, it is a mystery how slie could
have obtained the poison. It is believed she purchased it some time ago,
when she
must have contemplated
taking her own life, and secreted it
in her bed, and last night, overcome
by

her mental and physical suffering, she
decided to end it.
The body was sent to the home of
her parents in l’ittstield this afternoon,

the husband and brother going along
with it. Mrs. Goddwin’s relatives would
gladly have taken her home had they
known of her illness and privation here,
but it seems that she kept the real cir-

cumstances from them.

Sensational Gold

Strike.

Witch Hazel Salve. E. C. DeWitt * Co. of
Chicago discovered some years ago how to
make a salve from Witch Hazel that is a
specific for Piles. For blind, bleeding,
itching and protruding Piles, eczema, cuts,
bums, bruises and all skin diseases DeWitt’s Salve has no equal. This has given
rise to numerous worthless counterfeits.
Ask for DeWitt’s—the genuine. Sold by
R. H. Moody.

Little Bertha asked for a pickle at dinAlthough warned that it was very
sour, she ate it hastily. Tlte result was
that she puckered up her mouth and ex
claimed:
Doodness! ’At pickle made my mouth
feel offul small! Can you hear me
talkin’?”—The Child’s Hour.
ner.

and was in the

blockading squadron

Charleston until the close of the

off

war.

Receiving his discharge, he returned to
his home, where he married. He has
five children, two daughters and three
sons.
The boys took naturally to the

sea, and at present one is master of the
schooner William II. Archer, which his
lather formerly commanded; another is
an oilicer on one of the Mallory line
steamers plying between Xew York
and Galveston, and the third is an officer of the big tug Powerful, stationed
at Bermuda.
Capt. Bennett owns a farm at Brewer, Me., where lie spends a portion of
each year, hut his innate fondness for
the sea prevents his retiring altogether
from the fascination of a seafaring life.

wish to get some
route and several
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tFlag station.

Limited tickets for Boston

are now sold at
on Branch.
tickets to all points West and North
west, via all routes, for sale bv T.. W. Georgb
Agent, Belfast.
GKO. F. EVANS,
Vice President and General Manager,
1*
E. Booth by. Gen’l Pass, and Ticket
Agent.

&

Trussell,

State of Maine.
Waldo,

furs.

Garment. Remodeled, Re-dyed and Blended
in all Shades,
1 want raw fur. My prices to
trappers and
Hunters are what collectors of furs sell for. Mink
S4.00 to $0.00; Fox, $4.00 to $0.00. See me before

j

selling.
Remember the place. 54 Church Street, opposite
Journal Office.
I. V.

A Great

MILLKR, Belfast,

ss.

To
Tilt*
gar

One of those beautiful SCARFS or STOI ES
does tr. Sold only by tflLLEii.
Correct
style, correct price, and decidedly the right
place to buy. Look at these before you purchase- It will be economy on your part to do
so.
53^-No trouble to show goods.

Tin-:

undersigned,

St'i’HKME JrmriAL 'out
Leonora .). Knowles and Ed-

Knowles, both of islesboro in said county
respectfully represent
First: That on May 7. 1828, Joseph Philbrook.
late of saiit Islesboro, deceased, was tile owner
of a certain lot of land situated on Seven Hundred Acre Island in said town of Islesboro 1.mled as follows:
On the..
by land oi Hiram Dodge; on the
west by land of William I hilbrook; southwesterly by land of Job Philbrook and Hubert Trim anti
southerly, easterly and northeasterly by the shore
of the hay and containing one hundred acres he
the same more or less, being tiie same lot of la d
that said l’lulbrook purchased of Israel Thorndike, David Sears and w iltiam Prescott, and the
same lot that said Joseph Philbrook then livd
llll

Second: That on said 7th day of May 13>K s:ml
Joseph l'hdlaook conveyed the aforesaid promises m
mortgage to James ■ roekettof Vinalhav •»
to secure the payment by said
Joseph Phiibrook
to said .lames Crockett of the sum ot om*
hundred
and fifty dollars in six months from tie date
said mortgage with interest, the condition of said
mortgage DtJing as foil*, w
‘•I’rovided nevertlieh ss that if tie* said m-.-pli
i inlbrook. Ins heirs, »*xecutor> m
a.immi-tra-ors
pay to the .said James Crock tt, his heirs executors administrators or assig,,. u„. Ml,n of one
hundred and liltydollai s u -dx mouths from the
date of tiles.* presents a ;: 11
inp-r.-st, th.u this

Me.

Clubbing Offer

«.

Tie Mira Janroal

deed as also a certain m p- h.*ai ;ng even date w it It
these presents given b\ ,1a- -aid .h.
.-ph PbiH»rook
!° the said -lames rio. K.-tt lo pay the sum and
interest at the time aforesaid shall l)oth he
void,
otherwise shall remain in mil force.”
iii.it -ad .Joseph Phiibrook and those
ha\ing Ips **>taic in said premises have been m
uninterrupted possession of such real estate for
tu uiy >ears after the
expiration of the time
limited in said mortgage for the full performance
o’ th*
condition thereof, to wit from November 7,
fbe Best and Most Practical farm tad famrh
1>_>. to the day of the date oi this petition.
Fourth: '1’hat said mortgage is dulv recorded
Paper Published
m volume 2 page 268 of Waldo deeds*.
That no
discharge of saui mortgage is recorded and the
record title of said real estate is incumbered bv
such undischarged mortgage.
Filth: That your petitioners have a vested
free hold estate in allot the land originailv suf>Relieving that every one of our readers should jeet to said mortgage except in a portion
then of
have at least one good farm ami family journal conven'd
by said fcdgar C. Knowles to Charles
we have perfected arrangements
whereby we can Dana Gibson of New York. N. Y.. bounded and
send that practical and instructive journal Farm
described as follows, to wit:
and Home, in connection with The Republi
A certain tract or parcel of land situated on
can Journal for only $2 00. the price of The
I Seven Hundred Acre Island id said l>l<*sboro,
Republican Journal alone. We are unable ! and described as follows:
beginning iv a stone
to give but a brief description of the contents of bound
standing on tin* bank on tin* northerly
Farm ani> Home, which is unequaled for variety
side of iite point of land extending from said
and excellence. Prominent among its many deGrantor's farm easterly into the waters ot Gilpartments may be mentioned the
key's Harbor: thence S. it 57* \V. 853 feet to a
stone bound standing on the southerly bank of
Farm and Garden
Market Report*
above named point; titmice easterly,
northerly
and westerly around said point to tile place of
Fruit Culture
.Mechanical Devices
beginning. Together with the shore and Hats
Fashions and Fancy Work.
to
low
water
mark
and as far west as
extending
the lirst line above named extended northerly
The Apiary and
Feeding and Breeding
southerly. Containing eleven and one-fourth
acres nearly.*
Talks with Our Lawyer News of the Day
iliai said Leonora J. Knowles is th.* owner in
Household Feature* Severalty of a certain portion of said mortaag-»l
Dairy and Creamery
which said poition is bourned und depremises
The Poultry Y ard
The tjuestion Box
seribed :is follows.
Plants and Flowers.
The Veterinary
beginning at a >t:ike and stones at the nortliThe Horse
we-teily cormi of Hole t Trim's farm, thence
Sheep and Swine
running south sixty-six d.-gre. cast om- uedi.-d
Farm and Home is published semi-monthly, and seventy rods on the ... -aid Trim's
land
the 24 numbers which comprise a year’s subscrip- to a stake ami stones: tli -ncc noith
twmiitv tiv*
tion making a volume of over goo
pages, teeming degrees east litteen rod^aud two links f,,-juuee
with all the latest and most reliable information
t»ee; til.me north fiip-eu degrees cast
,11ythat experience and science can supply. No bet- three rods and nine links to a
spruce tic-; Hi- nee
ter proof of its popularity can be offered than its
north sixty-six degrees weM tvventy-tiu
rods
enormous circulation, which extends into
every and twenty links to a stake ami stones; ih nee
State, each number being read by no less than a south sixty-eight degrees w.-si six rods ;.,d ,-igbt
million readers.
links to a stake and stones ; t In-nee Jnoi th i\teen
Remember we send both papers a full year, al
degrees west sixtoeii i'.ds; p, a s»;,k<* ami stone:
postpaid, at the very low price stated. Address thence north twenty-liv degrees east fiVl- rods to
all orders to
a stake and stones; them*.* mutl: >i\tv-six degrees west about om* hundred and cl«*\ -n rods
Co., Belfast. to a yellow bo oh tree on
the line of Joel 1 nomas’
iand; thence sou h !oit>-!ive <h uiveswest about
forty-one rods on the tarn of >aid Thomas' land
and Job Phiibrook to the place of beginnum
containing fifty acres, m u-- or less.
1 hat said Kdgar C Knowles is the owm-r in
severalty of the remainder of said property
(your own selection) to every subwhich was mortgaged by said
Joseph Phiibrook
Bcriber. Only 50 cents a year.
to said .James Crockett as hereinbefore stated
except a certain parcel conveyed by b in to one
tliar.es Dana Gibson as hereinbefore described,
which said parcel has been
conveyed bv said
Fdgar ( Knowles to said ( buries Dana Gibson
by a deed dated Sept. 8th. A. I). iyo3, with geiiei
al covenants of warranty
Tii y therefore respectfully pray that if after
notice to all persons interested as provided by
law no evidence be offered of any payment within said twenty years or of any other et within
said tinm in recognition of th** existence of
A gem; beautiful colored plates; latest
as a valid mortgage, the conn
mortgage
upon
fashions; dressmaking economies ; fancy
hearing may enter a decree citing forth the
work ; household hints ; fiction, etc. Subtacts and its findings in relation thereto, and
scribe to-day, or, send 5c. for latest copy.
Lady agents wanted. Send for terms.
your petitioners hereby make oath that the said
.lames Crockett, mortgagee, or t he persons claimStylish, Reliable,
Up-tounder him are unknown to them, except uning
date, Economical and Absolutely
der the general description of persons
Perfect-Fitting Paper Patterna.
claiming
by, 'hrough or under said James Crockett.
Dated at said Islesboro, tins thirtieth dav of
November, 1!»03.
r..
h,\im i,hs,
L. .1. KNOWLES.
AN 3

For

BUCKINGHAM'S DYE
N. H.

Dr. Emmons’
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FREE PATTERN

CALL'S^)
MAGAZ1NEWI

UiviMiou.
SERVICE.

A LADIES’ MAGAZINE.

$2.25 TO BOSTON.

Simple,

PATTERNstP I

Steamers leave Belfast (weather permitting) for
Boston, via Camden and Rockland, at about
2.30p.m., Mondays and Thursdays.
For

Winterport, via way landings, Wednesdays
and Saturdays at about 8 a. m., or upon arrival of steamer from Boston.

j

RETURNING:,
From Boston Tuesdays and
Fridays at 5 p.
From Winterport at 10 a. m., Bucksport at
Mondays and Thursdays.
FRED W.

m.

12

m

ROTE. Agent. Belfast.
CALVIN

AUSTIN,

Vice President and General Manager,
Foster’s Wharf. Boston.

All Stans Allowed and all Basting
and Sewing Lines shown.
Orly 10 and 15 cents each—nona higher.
Ask for them. Sold in nearly every city
and town, or by mail from
THE NcCALL CO.,
113-115-117 West 31st St, NEW YOWL

Belfast, Me., Jan. 4. 1904.
Mayor and City Government
Belfast:
City
The undersigned, Jefferson Alexander, Superintendent of the Belfast Gas & Electric Company,
respectfully petitions your honorable body for
the rigl t to set poles along Front street, in said
city of Belfast, for the purpose of extending

actors in that

astonishing epic,
tells the story himself in the January
McClure’s. The Libby Prison was the
place where were confined, right in the
center of Richmond, some five hundred
Federal prisoners during the War of
Secession. Fifteen of these prisoners,
bound by oath to secrecy, dug their way
down a wail into the cellar of the prison,

and then tunneled out of it arid across
the street, out to the precarious liberty
afforded by the streets of the Confederate capital. Wells tells of the tunneling; of the escape by it of some two
hundred prisoners, many of whom were
recaptured, and of his own dash out of
the city into the Federal lines. The
story is one that stirs and impresses
with the extraordinary patience and
cunning which comes to the imprisoned
man longing for freedom.
OASVOnZA.
Bun the
j* The Kind You Have Always Bought

service.

City of Belfast, State of Maine,
)
In Board of Mayor and aldermen.
January 4, 1904.
the
is
ordered that
Upon
foiegoing petition.it
notice thereof be given by publishing a copy of
said petition and this order thereon in The Republican Journal, the last publication to be at least
fourteen (141 days before the twenty-eighth day
of January, 1904, and notice is hereby given that
a hearing upon said petition will be held at the
Aldermen’s room on the said twenty-eighth day
of January, 19u4, at 7 o’clock, p. m., at whicn
time and place residents and owners of property
upon the highway to be affected by the granting
of the
for, and ali other persons
interested, shall have full opportunity to show
cause why such permit should not be granted.
A true copy of petition, and notice thereon.
2wl
Attest: A. P. MANSFIELD, City Clerk.

Front office in Odd Fellows’ tflock.

FOR SALE!

permit applied

NOTICE.
Whereas, I have withdrawn from the W. F.
Curtis Co., doing business at Frankf it, Maine, 1
shall in no way be responsible for any debts or
demands against said " F. t urtis Co.
WILLIAM L. 1IEAGAN.
Frankfort, Maine, December 15,1903.—3W2*

or

PitlP

niic.

Top Carriage nearly new;
Grocery Wagon.

lots or in bolts to sell. E. D.
437 No. 5th St., Philadelphia.

parties

Timber

DOUG LAS,
2w2

algo

one

to

JAMKS H ANRV, Telfagt, Me
or

JOS.

WILLIAMSON, Augugta,

Me.

Windsor Hotel Stable
The new and commodious stable of the
Windsor Hotel is open for boarding and
standing in. Everything is new and the
conveniences first-class.
Terms reasonable.

24tf
M. R.

Notary Public.

STATE OF MAINE.
Scprk.mi- Ji dk l\l Coi rt,
January Term, li»04.
Lpon the foregoing petition, Ordt red. That the
petitioners give notice to the said James Crockett
and all persons claiming by,through or undei
him,
of the pendency thereof by
causing an attested
copy thereof and of this order thereon to be published three weeks successively m the
Republican
Journal, a newspaper printed iv Belfast, in the
County of Waldo.the last pub'ication thereof to be
thirty days, at least, before the term of said Court
next to be holden at Belfast, within and for the
County of Waldo, on the third Tuesday of April
next, that the said James Crockett or any persons claiming by, through or under
him. may
then and there
appear and show cause if any
they have, why the prayer of the petitioners
should not he granted.
Attest: TILESTON WAI)LIN, Clerk,
A true copy of the petition and order of Court
thereon.
awj
Attest: TILESTON WAI)LIN, Clerk.
ss.

KNOVVLTON, Propieto

WANTED
Ladies to kuow that tumors,
cancers,
and all uterine troubles can be cured

by

a simple home treatment.
One b .*
giv n to every lady addressing 1...dies’
Home I reatmeul t o., 257 Dee.ing \ve

Portland, Me.

Agents wanted.

4t5l*

FOR RENT.

Second Growth White
Correspondence with
having such on stump.

Apply

j

TT

Belfast. July 29, 1903.—3ltf

[
)

Sapling

I
Waldo

JEFFERSON ALEXANDER.

sur-

F AIA SS A C HI S E T TS.
in cember w, too:}.
the within named Leonora
J. Knowles and made oath that the
toregomg
petition and allegations hv her subscribed are
true
Before me.
HOMER W. HERYEY.
I-/
()

Personally appeared

FOR RENT.

of

lighting

Docenib. r 7. l'Mtt.
the within named Edgar c.
Knowles, and made o:»’h that the ituegoiug petition and allegations by him subscribed are true.
Before me,
LINCOLN N. OILKKY,
Justice of the Peace.

Personally appeared

Belfast. Maine.

To the Honorable
of the

STATE OF MAINE.
WALDO SS.

CO M VON W E A LT H
Bristol ss.

The Republican Journal and Mct’al. s Maga
zinc with tree natterin'. will be sent one year fo$2.10 in advance. Address
Rep. Joihnai. l*i’n. Co..

NOTICE.

wires for

Libby Prison.
one

BELFAST.

®

MS CALL/Tfc i

There has been some doubt expressed
to the Bangor Fair materializing this
year, owing to the disposition of the
property to the city, but we are told
that that will not effect the Eastern
Maine State Fair in the least. The date
will be as usual, the last full week in
August, 23-20. Bar Harbor will come
the week before and C'ol. Morrill will
probably put in a meeting between
Calais and Bar Harbor’s dates. Following the Bangor fair will come Belfast«fair and a lot of others all over the
State. Camden has claimed Sept. 13,
14 and 15, which is the w.eek previous
to the Central Maine Fair in this city
which in turn is followed by the Lewiston fair the last four days of September
and all the rest of them until snow flies.
1904 promises to be a busy one in Maine
turf circles.—Turf, Farm and Home.

Wells,

AM

...

Ladies’ and Gent’s

beautiful brown or rich black? Use

WINTER

Boston,

HIGH STREET, BELFAST,

constipation._

1904.

as

James M.

Mitchell

Want your moustache or beard

any cause relieved immediately. Success guaranteed at any stage. No pain, danger, or interfereuce with work. Have relieved hundreds of
cases where others have failed.
The most difticult cases successfully treated by mail, and benefleial results guaranteed in every instance. No
risk whatsoever. We treat hundreds of ladies
whom we never see. Write for further purlieulars and free confidential advice. l)o not put off
too long. All letters truthfully answered. Re
member, this remedy is absolutely safe under
every possible condition and positively leaves
no after ill effect upon the health.
Sent by mail,
securely sealed, gg.00. Money letters should be
registered. DR, J. W. EMMONS CO., 170 Trenton t St., noston. Mass.

1 06
6 67
7 2*

Through

VOllDV, DRlTOfil^r

Monthly Regulator has brought happiness to
nuiiureds of anxious women. There is
positively no other remedy known to medical science
that will so quickly and safely do the work.
Longest and most obstinate irregularities from

6 36
9 00

$5.00 from Belfast and all stations

Core

NASHUA,

6 30

P M

will receive prompt attention.

EARY RISERS

Flpn CTS. OF DRUOI.I8TS OR K P. HALL k CO..

_

308

City Point.
Bdlfast, arrive

Ayer’s Pills are good liver
pills. You know that. The best
family laxative you can buy.
They keep the bowels regular,
a

4 46

Waterville. 9 08
Portland .,.12 15
*U0
Boston, I®;
I W. D. 4 10

Also the usual fine line of tinware, wooden ware, lamps, etc.

Good Pills

cure

8 62

Waterville
Bangor

Fhc famoua little pille for ooaeUpaUom.
II

PM

3 20
13 28
13 43
418
14 26
4 46
6 20
5 56
t« 15
16 25

Benton.. 9 02
Bangor. 11 30

wr

DeWirv Ado Chlcaco.
The 11. bottle contain* JS4 time* the Me sen

Ax Old and Well-Tried Remedy.
Mrs. Winslow’s Soothing Syrup has been
used for over sixty years by millions of
mothers for their ehildren while teethincr
with perfect success. It soothes the child,
softens the gums,allays all pain, cures wind
colic, and is the best remedy for Diarrhoea.
Is pleasant to the taste. Sold by druggists
iu every part of the world. Twenty-five
cents a bottle. Its value is incalculable.
He sure and ask for Mrs. Winslow’s Sooth-

of

Unity.8M
Burnham, arrive. 8 35

Clinton.

Glenwood Oak.

prepared only by E.O.

icvitrs utiie

..

...

TO

Cures All Stomach Troubles.

I fa u trot-

Tunnelling Out

styles and

kinds —air-tights, cast iron, and

Furnace

PM

125
,1 30
11 40
1 62
*2 04
2 10
2 18
2 40

.
7 42
.t7 54
Thorndike.....8 00

Knox

The Famous

Dyspepsia

BELFAST.
AM

Waldo

anxious in the matter, for It
good than anything I have
ever taken and I must have several bottles right away.” —Mary Churchill
Emmett, of "Sowing the Wind" Co.
did

follows:

Belfast, depart
7 15
OUy Point.,7 20

!*rooK>
We have in stock all

run as

FROM

I send you my

addressed stamped enPlease tell me where 1 can prothe medicine when I reach New

velopes.

Sixty Years.

The Fairs of

tu tor Oct. 1 ‘4, 1993, turns
connecting
Burnham and Waterville with through train*
for and from Bangor, Waterville, Portland and

Stoves.

—Boston Globe.

For Over

Ou iu«i

at

Boston, will
<m/HILE In your city soma tima ago I
bought several bottles of the True
'L. F.’ Atwood’s Bittersat your store and
found that it greatly benefited me. I

Kodol

distinguished himself by remaining on
board the waterlogged craft in order to
SUICIDE OF A MAINE WOMAN.
assist the young women to a place of
safety on the other vessel. By means
Mrs. 31. 1>. Goddwin Takes Poison at Newof ropes tied around their waists they
port.
were pulled on board the ship, and as
the vessels separated in the darkness
Newport, II. I.. Jan. 12. Separation, Bennett
saved himself by grasping the
divurce, poverty, reunion with her husband, illness and suffering, and then martingale of the ship. All hands sucsuicide, is the history during the last ceeded in reaching tiie deck of the Miss
three months or' Mrs. Melissa D. Godd- Mag, with the exception of two daughters of Capt. Wooster, who were misswin, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Isaac
Martin of Pittsfield, Me. She ended ing. It transpired.that Bennett secured
a rope around one of the girls, but she
her life this morning with 4!) grains of
corrosive sublimate, a dose strong removed it when she heard the voice of
her sister, who was underneath the
enough to kill a whole company of sol- mainsail
in the wreckage, and was
diery. Mrs. Goddwin was formerly
Miss Melissa 1). Martin, the prettiest overlooked by the young sailor.
The Miss Mag stood by until daylight,
girl in Pittsfield, and a few years ago when she
ran down close to the ivreck,
when she came here with her husband,
Frederick Goddwin, siie was considered but as no one could be seen on board
she continued on her way to Boston.
as beautiful a woman as there was in
Subsequently the wreck of the Warrenthe city.
A stately brunette, 39 years old, Mrs. ton drifted ashore at Scituate, where
life-savers boarded her, and discov| Goddwin bad many admirers here. In the
ered
September she sued her husband for their the young women clad only in
night robes, nearly exhaused from
divorce, charging cruelty. The petition
cold and hunger.
was granted, but as decrees making dihi
May, 1803, Capt. Bennett enlisted
vorces operative are not handed down
in the navy, and was attached to the
t: 1 six months after the hearing, Miami Mrs. Goddwin were still husband receiving ships Wabash and Ohio at the
and wife when she died.
This after- Charlestown navy yard. Then he was
I noon as he followed her body to the transferred to the monitor Shawnee,

BHB

j

•»»**»»*

Why is it They Seldom
Agree With Us7

a

and flowers. Some of them the Ellises
grew from slips and little shrubs brought
in from far-off lands by friends on the
big square riggers that go to China and
back and stop at all sorts of places.
Down in the forward hold there is a
perfect winter hothouse. All the plants,
flowers and big shrubs and palms have
been moved in there from the frost. In
the spring they’ll be out again to make

of Brewer, Me
Cup*. John H. BeimuM
7a, Still uu Active Skipper.

THINGS WE
LIKE BEST

••* s

Rheumatism since.”
ale of this article is very satisfac-

A SEAFARER.

So Certain, Safe and Reliable that No
Your trouble is locomotor ataxia and that
menced his seafaring career, making
is regarded as incurable. I can
Other Medicine Can Take Ita Place
probably voyages to the West Indies and in the
make you comfortable, Dut that is all.’ He
southern and eastern coasting trade.
was very serious and before he went
away
he advised me to put^all personalfmatters of At an early age he was master of a
importance into satisfactory shape.
good sized schooner, and since then he
“This was discouraging enough, but I do has
commanded 17 vessels, among them
not give up easy and I kept on with his the
Alice R. Eagle, Diamond, William
treatment. By this time 1 could not rise
Pickering, William II. Archer, Pinta,
from my chair without being pulled up
by
the hands. 1 couldn’t walk without a cane, Laurel and Ann. The last named vesand I couldn’t walk at all in the dark. The sel he sailed eight years for the late
disease kept spreading until 1 had to keep John S. Emery of Boston. Four years
to my bed most of the time. I could neither
ago, when the Ann had been doing serdress nor undress myself and when I want- vice for 05
years, Capt. Archer sailed
ed to lie down my sister had to lift my her to
so
Bermuda, with his son as his only
limbs and put them on the hed. I had no
This vessel
on the voyage.
assistant
power to raise them myself.
was sold to parties in Bermuda, where
“You see, I w as in pretty bad shape when
she is still in service, supplying steamI lirst began to take l)r. Williams’ Pink
Wtat’i the reason the things we like
Pills for Pale People. How did I hear about ers calling at the island' with bunker
heetee seldom seem to agree with oaf
them? Well, my nephew told me about a coal. The passage to Bermuda Was acMaybe lt’a because we overeat of them.
man he had met, somewhere down
south, complished in seven days.
Then follows n lit of Indigestion.
w ho could walk only with crutches the lirst
Capt. Bennett has never lost a vessel, j
time my nephew saw him but was entirely hut before his promotion to captain he I Only lasts a day or two perbapa. But
lt’a a moat uncomfortable day or two.
well a year afterward, and gave all the was twice
shipwrecked and his experi- | Wo doa't mean to abuse our
credit to Hr. Williams’ Pink Pills. Then a
atomaohe
ence on those occasions he will never j
neighbor showed me a newspaper account
bat we all do it more or leas. We tee
was a member of the crew I
lie
forget.
of a Schoharie county man who had been
thing* we want and can’t reslat
cured of locomotor ataxia by the same rem- of the brig I,. Copeland when that ves- ! the
longing for them. When It'S too
edy. 1 sent for some the very next morn- sel was dismasted and abandoned at j late we
Bat
regret our rashness.
ing. I stuck to it, too, for it was five weeks sea, all hands being saved and landed
there’s a way to escape the consebefore I saw any benefit. Then 1 noticed at New York by another vessel.
auch 1 ndlscretlona. A dose
less pain and I could walk without a cane,
The captain says theclosest call in bis ! quences of
ef a good dlgestant like Kodol Dysand had left of my former trouble only a
career was in May, 1855; while a I
long
little dragging of my right foot.
of the crew of the schooner \ pepsia Cure will relieve you at once.
“One day, when 1 was out, I saw my member
Indigestion Is always due to the
v apt.
»» in lLiuvn,
iomaii
it uuciici,
doctor, lie was greatly surprised and extame cause. Tour stomach la too weak
claimed: ‘You certainly are better. What bound from Hancock, Me., to Boston '■
to digest what you eat. It needa reek
has done it? If you had not got better you vvitli a load of railroad ties. She had as 1
Tou can’t rest It by going without
could not have raised hand or foot by this passengers eight young women, who
food.
That would mean starvation.
time.’
were on their way from their homes in
But Kodol Dyspepsia Cure will net Ik
“Well, I kept on taking the pills and im- Maine to accept positions in the mills
proving. Now I am as well as any one, go at Lowell and Lawrence, most of the It does the stomach’s work. In the
mean time the tired organ is gaining
about freely, do my own housework, even
operatives at that time being Ameri- fresh
run up and down stairs, and
sometimes
strength. Before long It will be
homes were in Maine, Xew
whose
cans,
think 1 am young again. All the credit for
as strong as ever.
You don’t have to
and
Vermont.
Hampshire
my recovery is due to Hr. Williams' Pink
diet. Kodol Dyspepsia Cure will diThe vessel encountered a terrific eastPills, and surely no one can recommend
any kind of wholsome food.
them more highly than I can.’’
erly gale in Massachusetts bay, and, rest
"i Boa etomoca irosut fool yean,” nn
A remedy proved capable of curing the while hove to, she was run into by the
Boa BLOolbeth Alpena, Mich., "whloh was
most dreadful form of nervous disease ship Miss Mag, Capt. Hinckley, inward
to hod that at timet I woe forced to remein
known, may he used with confidence for hound from Xew Orleans, with a cargo in bed. At leet 1 wee Induced to try Kodae
all minor disorders,such as sciatica, neural- of cotton for Boston. The schooner’s
Dyepepele Care from which I received lnnedlste relief and a few bottle* effected *
gia, nervous headaches, St. Vitus’ dance mainmast was cut
away and her side
complete car*."
and nervous debility, Hr. Williams’ Pink
crushed
in
so that she tilled with water,
Pills for Pale People are sold by all drugbut
her
her
alloat.
Bennett
cargo kept
gists throughout the world.

money-maker. Mrs. Ellis knew the
Colorado Springs, Col., Jan. 12.
recipe for a liniment guaranteed to
cure most things.
She makes it, and The most sensational gold strike in the
every morning the skipper starts out to Cripple Creek district in many years,
sell it or place orders for more. First was confirmed today on Ironclad hill.
of Hallowed, Maine, have written
Mate Mrs. Ellis then takes command. From a space no longer than a man’s
"ase as follows:
Decorating the craft with flowers was body, ore to the value of $25,000 was
have several customers using U-ri- the wife’s idea, too. Over the land end shipped
today, some of which assays
tli good results and I have one of the
gangplank they put up a floral $23,000 a ton. The strike has caused
a man who lives in the country,
arch which is a wonder in summer. activity in ttie northern portion of the
■as ill doubled
up with Rheumatism,
and limbs all swollen up. In a Aboard there is a perfect profusion of district.
O'' after
treating with U-ri-cene he green things—ferns, palms, banana, orWhat*8 in a Name?
nip my store without his cane, and ange and lemon trees—with real fruit
lia>l
all gone down, and he has on them, and all sorts of other plants
ng
Everything is in a name when it come to

1

58 YcAKS

Xo H4 High Street,
Or. x55, suitable for oftioe or factory. Apply to
Arnold Harris, 13? K. 54, New York, or
CO
G. G

Pierce,Belfast,

Value.

52tf

a

wflt

receiv^

drop me a postal card and you
prompt call.
WALTKU II. COO -ms,
Corner Cross and Federal St.. Belfast
lysn

sell

DUPLEX.ROLLER BUSHING GO.,

Correspondence.

County
SEARSPORT

1
BELFAST FRICK CURRENT.
MORRILL.
split); 19, ar, sell. Horace A. Stone, BelThe Morrill Sunday school was reorga- fast.
Pendlesell.
Corrected
14.
Jan.
Ar,
Newport News,
Weekly for The Journal.
nized last Sunday. Dr. T. N. Pearson was ton
Satisfaction (and sailed for Curacoa);
Produce Market.
Prices Paid Producer.
the
for
ensuing 15, ar, schs. Gov. Ames, Providence (and
ihosen as superintendent
50 to OOiHay F ton,
12.00^14.00
Ports- Apples F bu.,
year. The other officers are Chas. Merri- sailed for Boston); Ijucy E. Friend,
5
Hides F lb,
dried,
5$
F tb,
THE NEWS OF BROOKS.
Va. (and sailed for Salem).
9
2.5? Lamb F lb,
Keans, pea,
Asst. Supt.; Georgia Grey, Secy.; Ben j mouth,
am.
I
Jan. 14. Ar, sch. Winslow
Edgartown,
2.50 Lamb Skins,
medium,
50&75
Wentworth, Treas.; Georgia Blake Libra- Morse, from South Amboy, (to discharge).
6(57
3.00 Mutton F lb,
YePeyes,
from
MassaWilliam Colburn is at home
Makers of the Improved Wellman and Mclntire Patent Sheaves—THE BEST
40
Cove Poiut, Jan. 14. Passed np (10.30 a. Butter F tb,
18(520 Oats F bu., 32 lb.
rian, and Lilia Pearson, Organist. The ni.)
Potatoes F bu.,
45(550
for Beef, sides, F ib,
Gorda
Punta
IN TIIE WORLD.
0@8
chusetts.
sch.
E.
John
Develin,
Beef fore quarters,
6 Bound Hog,
6$
superintendent reported that 49 sessions of Baltimore.
7.00
Charles ilnxford visited his cousin, T. the school have been held the past year,
(>0(575 Straw F ton,
Barley F bu.,
Brunswick, Ga., Jan. 14. Sld, sch. Ed- Cheese
22@25
F lb,
13$ Turkey F lb,
1. Huxford, recently.
with an average attendance of 100 members. ward T. Stoteshurj, New York ; 15, sld, Chicken F lb,
254
12tol4 Tallow F lb.
sch. Marian N. Cobb, Rockland; 16, cld, Calf Skins, per lb 10^11, Veal F lb,
8&9
the
held
at
will
be
visitentertainment
_An
are
a
friend
and
John McIntosh
sch. Annie Lord, Kingston, Ja.; sld, sch. Duck F lb.
18,5-20
14@15| Wool, unwashed,
Sled Shoes, Wagon Boxes, Plows, Window Weights, etc.
33 Wood, hard,
Grange Hall Thursday evening, Jan. 28th Henry B. Fiske, Boston; 18, cld, sch. Thel- Eggs F doz.,
4.uo|>4.5(
ing at E. A. Carpenter’s.
3.00
10512 Wood, soft,
in the interest of the new church vestry. ma, New York ; sld, sch. Anne Lord, King- Fowl F lb,
Geese F lb,
Miss Flora Tasker of Monroe is visiting
14,515
Ja.
It will consist of a literary program and ston,
Retail Price.
Retail Market.
her friend, Mrs. A. B. Payson.
Jacksonville, Jan. 14. Cld, sch. Isaiah K.
and music, followed by a supper of baked Stetson, Denierara; 15, sld, sch. Wellfleet,
90&1JN)
Beef,corned, F lb, 8510 Lime F bbl.,
been
have
W. S. Jones' children
quite
PickerMeal
Susan
N.
Butter
14
Oat
4(55
Port
sell.
~*20
Phebe
Pulleys, Shafting, Gears, Belts.
Salt,
F lb,
lb,
beans and all the etcteras—Miss
Antonio; 16,cld,
4
Corn F bu.,
64 Onions F lb,
sick with bad colds the past week.
Boston.
ing,
Cross, one of our students at Freedom
Cracked
Oil
Corn
64
Kerosene,
gal.,16517
F
Wilmington, N. C., Jan. 14. Sld, sch. Corn Meal F bu..bu.,
It is line sledding and the farmers are im- Academy, is sick with the measels—Rev.
Pollock F lb.
4$“5
Etna, New York.
10
Cheese F lb.
16 Pork p lb.
proving it by hauling hay, apples, etc.
Robert Morris’ sermon last Sunday was
Apalachicola, Jan. 15. Ar, sch. Wm. II. Cotton Seed F cwt., 1.50 Plaster F bbl.,
1.13
Galvanizing, Composition Bolts and Spikes.
3
Sumner, Cardenas (loads for New Y'ork); Codfish, dry, F lb. 558 Bye Meal F ib.
Mrs. Patterson and Mrs. Welch of Bel- based on Shadows and Sunshine of life.
1.25
Dec. 31, cld, sell. Jessie Lena, Boston.
Cranberries F qt.,
10 Shorts $> cwt.,
fast have been visiting at A. E. Kilgore’s.
5
13518 Sugar F lb,
New Bedford, Jan. 15. Sld, sch. P. P. Clover Seed.
TELEPHOHE 54-3,
BELFAST, KAINE.
LIBERTY.
40
Flour F bbl.,
5.00to5.25 Salt, T. 1., F bu.,
Haskell, Jacksonville.
Miss Myrtle Forbes, who has been visit3
2.35 Sweet Potatoes.
Fbu-.
Frank Bridges has been at home from
Jan. 18.
Ar, sch. Carrie H.O.Seed
Ct„
Bridgeport,
4
ll
Wheat
Meal.
Lard
lb.
Boston
F
to
Jan.
her
ing
mother, returned
Medfield, called by the death of his father, F. Look, Veazie, Brunswick, Ga.
and Profits
tlth.
FOREIGN PORTS.
Edward Bridges....Mr. and Mrs. A. W.
BORN.
9.
In
to
Jan.
U.
S.
Mrs. Judkins of Livermore Falls is with Rowe have gone to Tewksbury, Mass.,
C.,
port,
Cartagena,
her daughter, Mrs. X. A. Cook, who is where they have employment— Mrs. E. sch. Jas. Sluter, Peterson (from New York),
(ii!A\. In Bluehill, January
to Mr. and Mrsto sail for San Andreas.
ready
John ('. Gray, a daughter.
G. Norton lias gone to Boston to meet her
quite ill.
Jan. 15.
Sld. ship Manuel
Sirigapoie,
Haskell. In l)eeV Isle, January -2, to Mr. and
where Llaguno, Nichols, for New York or Boston. Mrs. Arthur B. Haskell, a son.
II. B. Eaton, who has a work-room at husband on his return from Arizona,
H ask kit.. In Dexter. DecernIhu jo, to Bev.
Newcastle, N. S. W., Jan. 13. Ar, ship
Mr
\Y. S. Jones’, is having all he can do in his he lias been for the past six weeks.
and Mis. II. 1’,. Haskell, a daughter--Marion
Emily Reed, Simonstown.
Norton is interested in mining and other
line of upholstering.
Rosario, Nov. 37. Ar, hark Carrie Wins- Elizabeth.
.1 MANCHESTER HAYNES, Pres. f EKAMC R. WIQQIN, Cashier.
How ard. In North Deer Isle. January
to
has low, Montevideo for Philadelphia; 50, ar,
Our new snow roller did splendid work property there.George Greenlaw
Mr. and Mrs. I eleher T. Howard, a daughter.
Boston
Nov.
bark
John S. Emery,
J.
39, sld,
McCoitB. in Lineolnville, Jan. 18th. to Mr.
after the storm of Jan. nth inst., under the moved into the L. F. Hurd home—Dr.
DIRECTORS—.!. Manchester Haynes, Geo. F. riaromber, John F. Hill. Byron Boyd of Augubark Addie Morrill, Boston.
Daniel P.
and Mrs.
McCobh. a daughter
W. Clough is ill at his home and is attended
St. John, N. B., Jan. 15. Cld, sch. Lucia Louise Frances.
Cha-. K Knowllon, Robt. K. Dunton, Frank R. VViggin of Belfast
supervision of F. 11. Quitnby.
is
in
llisiffice
In
Mr.
and
Dr.
C.
B.
charge
Bobbins.
Belfast
t<>
16.
Hoyt,
January
by
Porter, Bridgeport.
At the regular meeting of the Grange last
Mrs. Fred A. Bobbins, a daughter.
14.
sch
Grace
Jan
of
Ar,
a
recent
Davis,
L.
Barbados,
Dr.
of
W.
graduate
j J-NOW DFN. In South Deer Isle. January 4. to
Cargill,
week the brothers and sisters enjoyed a
Portland.
Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Snowden, a son
Tufts Dental School, Boston—Many peoTurks Island, Jan 18. Sid, hark Willard
real old-fashioned spelling school.
In Surry, January »«. to Mr. and
Wkbbkr
ple in this vicinity are suffering from colds. Mudgett, Blanchard, Boston.
Mrs. Frank Webber, a daughter.
BelMiss Erma Barker has returned to
Makaweli, Jan 9. Ar, hark Edward May, I
Mrs. L. C. Morse, Mrs. J. W. Clough, \V.
fast to resume her studies, she is a mem- 0. Twitchell and William 11. Moody are Hanson, San Francisco.
•>
MARRIED.
PERI EXT INTEREST SUBJECT TO CHECK
St John, N B, Jan 19. Sld, sedi Henry
ber of the class of 1904 in the High school.
among the victims.... Ralph Estes is haul- Chuison, Jr, Santa Cruz.
Knox
for
to
Station
on balances of $300 and over.
Our postmaster, C. A. Lane, who has ing shovel handles
Benm it-Hoi*kins. In Rockland. December
MARINE MISC'EI.I. A NY.
v\
Bennetr of Lamoine and Gw-yun
Marltou and Allen
been dangerously ill with pneumonia, is re- Wentworth & Foss
The wreck of schr. 26, Ralphof Rockland
Pigby, NS, Jan 11.
Hopkins
S PERCENT IN SA VINOS DEPARTMENT
Foster-Johnson. In Pittsfield, December 30.
covering and the nurse lias returned to Kuowlton have returned to Belfast, where S. 1‘. Hitchcock, at Cullodmi Cove (before
was sold on Saturday foi S186.
Mr. William G. Foster of Clinton and Ida M.
they are attending the Banks Business Col- reported),
Bangor.
Jan 16.
Schr John E. Dev- Johnson of Pittsfield.
Baltimore,
DEPOSIT S made in oui SAVINGS DEPARTMENT during the month ot
Edward
In Lynn, Mass., DeGrin da l-Crom w i: ll.
Miss Grace E. Dow, who recently came lege.The funeral of the late
lin, from Punta Gorda, before reported
attended by neighbors ashore below North Point, floated and is on cember 30, Harvard L. Grindal of Sedgwick, to
home from Morrill, is at wink in the store Bridges was largely
Miss Louie S. Cromwell of Lynn.
January will draw interest trom February I, 1904, at 3 per cent per annum.
which indicated the high es- the way to Baltimore.
Makshall-Grkenlaw. In Deer Isle. JatlU
while her father is enjoying himself out in and friends,
I
Vinovunl Haven. Mass
.Inn 14
Sinlir
Edward
II.
Lena
E.
to
Miss
ary
1,
Marshall,
Rev. 11. W.
teem in which he w as held.
the open air.
Sedgwick, from Fernaudina for Boston, ar- Greenlaw, both of Deer Isle.
a
a
roiiaiB ujuri ueiuar neirast, wit inn an"
Abbott of Palermo officiated—The pocket- rived here this afternoon. She experienced
In Pittsfield, January 9, Mr.
Norton-Hita
the County of Waldo, on the 12th dav of .1,
W. S. Reynolds, who has been temporary
book lost by E. Judson Hatch some days rough weather during the passage and shif- Lemuel W. Norton and Miss Eliza Huff, both of
nary, A. 1). 1904.
ted her deckload of yellow pine lumber.
carrier on K. F. D. route Xo. 3 since it was
s. Lambert, daughter of cathen
Richardson Withvm. In
January
ago has'been found and returned to the
Portsmouth, X. IF, Jan. Pi. Sell. Albert 7, William J. Richardson of Rockland,
l’anno, late of Stockton Springs, in
Mount Desert and
established, Oct. 15th, has received the ap- owner.
Pharo, Thurston, Bangor for Boston, before Lena Kliza Witham of Rockland.
Bounty of Waldo, deceased, having present"",
pointment as regular carrier.
Whitten-Wrkiht. In Pittsfield Jan. 14th,
petition praying that Simeon B. Merrithew
reported towed into Kittery Point full of
he appointed administrator of the estate of
water, struck on Fast Sister at 9 p. m., loth, Mr. Nathan Whitten of Burnham and Miss Nellie
Mr. Abbott lias opened the living barber
deceased.
FRKEDON.
and slid off. Both anchors were let go and Wright of Troy.
He
well
as
a
conies
recommended
shop.
Ordered, That tlie said petitioner give note
Knowles Hangs is confined to the house were lost, together with 50 fathoms of chain.
all persons interested by causing a copy ol
good workman and we hope he may suc- by illness_A. H. Sparrow, while clearing No examination has been made, but there
DIED.
order to be published three weeks successive
in
her.
is
a
hole
big
ceed as a good shop is needed here.
The Republican Journal, a newspaper pubiis.
the gutter of snow, lost his balance and
Boston, Jan 15. Schr Joseph \V. Hawat Belfast, that they may
Arkt.
In Mnalhaven, January 4, Richard
appear at a Pro
The local letter carriers attended the fell from the ladder on which he was stand- thorn, Poland, from Jacksonville, Fla.,
Bouit.tobe held at Belfast, wit bin and for
2
24
63
days.
years, months,
Arey. aged
is
Alon
to
overdue.
the
9th
of
J)ec.
Portland,
Me.,
Bounty,
2,
day
February, A. I) l
Binlinos. In El.sworth, January 8, Herbert
meeting of the Rural Letter Carrier's Asso- ing. He struck on his feet on the plank
it ten of tbe clock before noon, and show c.c
fears are felt tor her safety her S. Billings, aged 08 year**,! month.
ciation in Monroe last Thursday. A. R. Pay- walk in front of his house, injuring the though
if
tbe
any
they
have,
why
pra.ver of said pet!
owners (J. IF t'onant A Co.) hesitate to
Carter. In Tremont, December 29, Audrey
er should not be granted.
son of this town was elected president.
ligaments of his ankle very badly. He believe that she is lost. She had a cargo of J. Carter, aged 2 years. 7 months, ti days.
GEO.
E. JOHNSON, Ju.i,
A
John
Chase. In Pittsfield, January 12.
She carries a
A true copy. Attest:
The ladies got up a supper Tuesday even- will probably have to remain in bed for 450,000 feet of hard pine.
Chase, aged 59 years, 7 months, is days.
crew of seven, and is valued at $20,000 and
TO
DAY.
RECEIVED
Chas.
1*.
Ha/.kltink,
Frederick
l.
In
Ei.wi
RegisRockland, January 8,
ing of last week which was well patron- many weeks as a result. His business will the cargo at about $10,000, with full in- A.
Elwel., aged 52 years, o months.
ized and netted quite a sum. The proceeds he carried on by Messrs. Murcli and Brag- surance in each case.
EXECUTOR’S NOTICE.
The subscriber
Gardner. In Rockport, January 12, Diana J.
J
Wreck of >ch. G. M. Brainard. Jan’y Gardner, aged 00 years. 9 mouths, 4 days.
by give notice that be lias been dim
don.J. F Holmes has bought a 3-yearare to go towards furnishing the new hall.
Martin. In Minneapolis, Minn., January 1.5.
pointed Executor of the last will and testa
13th, a two masted schooner was discovered
of
Mrs. James Busfield of Haverhill, Mass., old colt of Willie Dollift of Knox_Rev. off Welch's point, near Milford, Conn., Hon. Joseph H. Martin, formerly of Rockport,
DORCAS B. CONNOR, late of Trov
58 years, 5 months.
who was called here by the illness of her W. A. Richmond of Bingham was in town sunk in about 40 feet of water.
Only her aged
Merrill. In Bluehill, January 3, John M.
Kather- topmasts were out of water, but it could be Merrill, aged 67 years.
in the County of Waldo, deceased, and
mother, returned hi me last Friday. Her last Wednesday and Thursday
seen that she went down with all sails set,
bonds as the law directs
Perkins. In North Hrooksville. December 17.
All persons bavn
mother is getting along as well as could be ine Sampson of Bath is visiting her aunt, whether from collision or cut through by
The Wall Paper Store of Belfast.
mauds against the estate of said decease
Kenneth, infant son of ('apt. and Mis. William
Lamson
Mrs.
B.
C.
A.
Sampson.Anna
desired to
the
not
be
ice
could
determined.
The
the same tor settleinei
Perkins, aged 3 days.
expected, considering her age.
present
Ridley. In Fast Bluelull, January r», William
all indebted thereto are requested t<> make
closed a successful term of school in the schooner was believed to be tlie G. M.
«*»*•»»«
Mrs. Rain Gowen and daughter, who
ment immediately.
Brainard of Rockland, which sailed from Ridley, aged 50 years.
Cross district, Morrill, Jan. 8th—Mrs.
Rordins, In Thomaston, January 14, Bertha
RUFU3E. STO'
have been visiting her father, C. K. Lane,
Island
Jan.
9th
with
Clarkes
paving blocks E. Robbins, aged 45 years. 11 months, 14 Jays
TO
BOOKS
LET.
W est Troy, January 12 1904.
MILEAGE
l'ost and Flora Cunningham are caring for for New York. She left New London Jan.
have returned to Boston, Mass. Mr. GowRorrins. Ir Rockland, January 13. James R.
j
There were io traces of the crewshe is 11th.
Mrs. Rankin, who has the measles.
Robbins, aged ;; months.
4 DM I NIST RATO IBS NOTICE.
en, who is in poor health, is spending the
The sub>
Starrett. In Rockland, January s, Oliver
The Academy ami nothing lias since been heard from
-A herein gives notice that he has been d
getting along very nicely
winter in California.
them.
Capt. Frank C. Farrar was master Starrett. ag d 73 years.
pointed
of
administrator
the
estate"!
Mrs.
the
Sai.ii
\
In
Jane
a
week
on
of
Pittsfield.
account
January 13,
j is closed for
| of the G. M. Brainard, and the members of 1)
HIRAM A. CONDON, late of Belfast
The Good Templar lodge had two new
Saliey. aged 50 years. 7 months.
mea des_Fred March's family have the the crew were Thomas R. (Fay, John
j Nichols and Fred lUrkster, all (if Rock- Wim 1 1:n. .11 Montville, January 9. Mrs. Su>ai
in the County ot Waldo, ccceased, and
dialogues and some other entertainment
Whitten, ageu S3 years, ll months and 20 day^. ?|
Mrs. Mary Bradbury
b >nds as the law diieets.
cough
liSTABl.!5m I) IN 1830.
whooping
All persons ha\ in
Wioht. hi Penobscot, January 10, Otis Wight,
land, where Capt. Farrar has a wife and
last Saturday evening.
Next Saturday
mauds against the estate --I said
Chas. Fuller and four children.
visited here last, week
The Brainard was built at aged 72 years, 4 days.
desired to present tie same for settleme?
there will be in?tiomental music, solos,
capital stock, $ii o.ooo,
all indebted thereto arc requested to ma
family of Great Works are at Frank Fui- j Belfast in 1873, was 242 toils, and has long
The lodge is still
leading and declaiming
been engaged in the granite trade,
she is
ment immediately.
let ’s.... Katie Fuller lias been at home the
2:1,000.
owned by Cobb, Wight A- Co. of Rockland
SLKPI-US,
made interesting, ami it is where you will
FRANKB (uNl
but returned to Hotel Maine and is not insured.
Be fast. January 12, 19<M.
week,
past
The
owned
cargo,
by
lind the crowd.
DEPOSITS SOLICITED
this week_Our January thaw was very the Clark Island Granite Co., is partly inAt a recent meeting of the directors of
Sale Deposit B>xe.s tar Rent at $3.00,
shot t, and cold weather is with us still— sured. Capt. Sprague of Stockton .Springs,
4 DMIMSTR A TOR’S NOTICE
Tie
who went to the scene of disaster in the
Union Hail Co. it war voted to have a grand
A hereby gives notice that she lias been dn
Only 15 out to church last Sunday and Mr. i interest of the owners, reported Mon$6 50 ami $8.00 a year.
admit istrator wi»b of the star- ot
$5.00,
pointed
opening ball on the night of Feb. ;;d. Rig- Hawkesworth gave them a very nice ser- day that lie had made a brief examiLAMM A A. FIELD, late of Searsp. rt
j by s Belfast Orchestra oi seven pieces will mon. There w ere no set vices in the even- nation of tho sunken vessel and there apin the t'oiiuiv ol Waldo, deceased, am
< >ur vault is umMjualletl m Kastern Maine ..ml
indications that the crew had
peared
many
Will
eurc* I lull cold ami save you
furnish music, and a supper will be served ;
All persons Ii
bonds as tho law directs
ing... Mrs. A. L. Stephenson passed Sat- left her before she sank. Tin* falls were
tire ami
t ni;xi i:ij.i:d in security against
demands against the estate ol said «»«
Doctor's bills. Try them. They
b\ the ladies of the ] lace at 50 cents per
urday and Sunday at home—l'hil Libby out, the compass gone and it looked as if
dc-'i d to present the same lor setth mei
never
fail.
For
sale
at
couple. Tickets to hall and dance, M.no.
all iiubbiid thereto arc requested to make
is having the measles, and is at his aunt the schooner hail been crushed by ice.
burglary in the country.
ment iii iiic*liat«d\.
Those renting boxes can have tin- exclusive
Charles H. Forbes is progressing nic* iy
Lizzie’s_Chester Woods called on friends Tlie rigging and sails, which were standing
AM \SA D. I ll
ami
from
the
to
boxes
of
their
when the Brainard was found last week,
taking
privilege
in his new house in spite of the cold weath- here last Sunday_Miss Frances Carter is are in bad
hank.
Scarsj'ort, Janu i: > I 2. 1 9> 4
shape.
er.
By taking advantage of the change in with her sister, Mrs. 1>. It. McGray, in
the wind lie has shingled and nearly clap- Unity_Large quantities of hay are beboarded it since the ground froze lip. He ing hauled through this village to Thorn-

LOCALS.

M BELFAST,

MAINE,_

_

Maurice Dolliver arrived by train Thurs-

day.
Mr. Crook of llangor was in town last
week.
Miss liallie Koulstone

left

Monday for

Boston.
Miss Irish of Portland is nursing Mrs.
Lewis.
11. N. Colcord was in Bangor on a business trip this week.

Capt. Wilfred V. Nichols is the guest of
his brother, Capt. Amos Nichols.
Kev R. G. Ilarbutt supplied the Congregational pulpit at Castiue last Sunday.
Capt. A. 1>. Colson arrived last week and
will spend a few weeks with his family.
Mrs. Ella S. Dolliver and daughter Inez
arrived by stmr. Penobscot Saturday morn-

ing.
N. C. Shute has established a temporary
livery in the stable belonging to Mrs. R. F.
Sullivan.
Miss Edith Williams is spending a short
vacation w ith her parents, Rev. and Mrs.
T. P. Williams.
Miss Jeannette Stephenson of Freedom
in town Sunday, the guest ol Rev. and
Mrs. 'i I’. Williams.
was

1'nc.laimed letters at the Searsport Post
tiice: Maud Anderson, Mr. Alex Keene,
Mrs. Frederic J. Littlefield.
\\

are

e

indebted to Messrs. Hammond &

Colcord, proprietors of the National House,
Dixfield, Me., for a handsome calendar.
Miss Marion \\bitten left Tuesday for
lloulton, where she has a position as stenographer in the Registry of Probate.
Mrs. I. U. W. Wltarff is giving an exhibition of embroidery at Mrs. Park’s dressmakingrooms, and will no doubt secure a
large class.
There will be no services at the Oong’l
church next Sunday morning. Rev. T. P.
Williams is in Jonesport assisting in the
Forward Movement meetings.
MTS.

mid

o. i’Uiii'fi

auu

icimijj

Lizzie S. Blanchard wish to thank neighbors and kind friends who assisted at clearing their house during the burning of the
hotel stable last week.
A

poverty sociable will be given in the

Christian Endeavor social rooms Friday
evening. All well dressed people w ill be
lined according to their apparent degree of
prosperity, while the “most poverty stricken'

will receive the prize.

The Danbury, Conn., Evening News of
n. 12th has an account of the installation
of the officers of the local G. A. R. Rost,
V*. R C. and Camp of S. of V.
Among
ihe speakers in the after dinner exercises
was our former townsman, Capt. Chas. A.
Colcord.
the articles lost the night of the
the insurance list, was a sapphire lingei ling belonging to one of our
nung ladies who was working on the
bidkes. Use tinder may be sure of its res’<■ration t*‘the ownei by leaving it at the
One or

tire, not

on

IRON, BRASS AND BRONZE CASTINGS,

Saw

Mills, Stave Machines, Stone Polishers,
of

all: kinds

Capital $50,000.

ship

work,

Surplus

$25,000.

PEOPLES NATIONAL DANK.

j

INTEREST PAID ON DEPOSITS.

—

1

Kate

Wall

Paper!

J

5.000

ROLLS

5,000

I

CARLE & JONES,

—

11

—

|

—

I

—

post office.
Subject cl the Methodist church next Sun-

day morning, “Giving all things their due” ;
n xt, Matt. XXI1-21: in the evening, “The
Fea>t’’: text, Matt. XX 11-4. Young
K ing
1’ei'p.i
mooting at* l."> p. m : subject, “If
inist Simu:d C■■me to our Town.” Allattending tl.‘- evening' service will receive a
picture illustrating the subject.
>nr citizens feel that we are deeply innte.i to hief W'-lcli and the Belfast li emen for the promptness with which they
Lave : •-.•ponded to our two recent calls ior
‘>M>'nneo.
Tliough the roads were so bad
t;)e\ could imt get the engine here in time
:n be of vnu*e, at the last call Capt. Welch
with 2."» of his men and did good
■aim
-.b

j

Drug Store.

City

will have it nearly finished by working at
odd jobs during the winter.

foi and with our small company.
<
apt. Weld* paid a high tribute to the
^earspoit ii:e department when he said.
“ri'iie Hotel was a save in a hundred/’
an

ts

J

oik

dike Station.

Shirt Sale

The officers of Marsh River Lodge, F. and
A. M., will be installed Wednesday evening, the 27th, by H. D. G. M. E. i). Chase of
Unity. This will be the first meeting of
AMERICAN PORTS.
this order in its new hall. Each member
New York, Jan. 1.
Ar, sehs. J. R. Bodis expected to invite friends. After the in- I
well and Janies B. Talbot, Rockland; J.
stallation all are privileged to partake of I Arthur Lord, Stonington, Me.; 14, sld, bark
Puritan, Anjer for orders: sell. Eninia S.
one of York’s famous clam stews in the
Lord, Key West; ar, sells. Nimbus, Chehani
banquet rooms, at 10 cents, each.
! River, S. C.; Ilarry Prescott, Jacksonville;
13th
from
L. C. Gilley returned Jan.
visits 15, ar, sells. Gen. Adelbert Ames, Fenian
:
in Douglass, Lynn, Boston and Chelsea* dina; He.ald, Wilmington, N. C.; Helen G.
! Moseley, do.; Carrie K. Look, Brunswick;
Mass.
While in Chelsea he was most John C. Smith, Norfolk ; American
Team,
j
pleasantly entertaiued by F. W. Woodman, do.; sld, sehs. Charlotte T. Sibley, JacksonB. Chase, Brunswick; s. G.
formerly of bearsport, who carries on an ville; M. V.
; Haskell, Fernandina; 17, ar, ship Tillie K.
extensive meat and provision business. I Starbuck, Honolulu via
Philadelphia; sehs.
His many friends in Searsport and Swau- Jose Olaverri, Savannah; Melissa A. Wili
St.
Ga.;
Simons,
18, sld, sch. Ella M.
viile will be pleased to know that Mr. ley,
Port Royal.
Woodman is amassing a large share of this I Willey,
;
Boston, Jan. 12. Ar, sch. Laura M. Lunt,
world’s goods.
Fernandina; 14, sld, sch. Medford, Richardson, Brunswick; sld from Nantasket Roads
!
Augustus
urns, wno lor many years bark Rachel
Emery, Montevideo; It;, ar,
has been a resident of liruoks. died at the i sehs. Thomas W. Lawson, Newport
News;
home of Capt. Stanley Perkins ,lan. Pith. Paul Palmer, do.; 17, ar, sehs. Daylight,

SHIP NEWS.

The officers of Freeman McGilvery Post,
A. R., were installed Thursday afternoon by Last Commander 11. R. Daw son of
The exEzra M. Billings Post of Monroe.
ercises were public and many ladies were
pre.ent. After the installation exercises,
which were performed by Coin. Dawson
w ith militaiy precision, refreshments were
served and speeches enjoyed. The members of the lhtli Maine present were largely
m the majority and seemed to have about
their own way, as they usually did in ffil
and V>5. The affair was a great success and

thoroughly enjoyed by the veterans.
The alarm Wednesday evening,
Fire.
Jan. 13th, about 7 30, was from a lire in the
stable of the Searsport House. It w as not
discovered until the whole upper part of

department was promptly on hand; both
engines were run to the bridge and set in
an incredibly short time, but some person
not familiar with handling engines thought
they required catching the same as a pump,
and threw in a pail full of water mixed with
line ice, dipped from the hole chopped foi

42C

Also working shirts, Heavy Jerseys and heavy
black and white stripes, at the same low price.
At the price raw cotton is today, Shirts such as
above cannot be duplicated at wholesale less
than the above price.
Here’s another bargain—the celebrated Lion
brand Negligee and Dress Shirts, never sold
less than $1.00,

83 Main Street—Belfast Fastest

Suit

or

money

witli

I’OK

I

promptly refunded.

TEMS

Boys’ Suits at a matchless bargain price, made from good strong woolens,
well made and sightly patterns, regular
prices from $5.00 to $7.50. Our clean up

TODAY WE BEGIN OUR GREAT

good weight, finely made, all wool
suits, very neat patterns, in blue and dark
mixed patterns, really a gootl dependable
suit, some of our regular $s 00 and $9.00
Suits.* Red tag price

extra

35 of the well-known
teed Suits, former

guaran-

Matchless money-saving opportunity in every department. Even our own
unrivaled January sales of the past will be entirely eclipsed by this event.
The hundreds of astonishing special values that we are offering are bound to

prices, $13.50 to $16.00.

Bargains in

result in extraordinary selling.

Hen’s Reefers
and Ulsters

■

$4.95, $6.95, $9.75

who

cares

ings

we

|

Special Value in

Boys’ Reefers, $1.95

redta«

.*3.89

Hat?

They will appeal forcefully

the least bit for economy.

to

And in addition to these

every person

That lint

Our

EVERY DAY BEGINNING JANUARY 21, for one week,

or

until January

when purchases
When double stamps are given you earn a premium

|

28.

i

amount to $15.00.

at

89c

1.29:.1.79
§j.oo and $*2.50.

are

THOSK

HI

$1.39 cent Pants
of 11 \ i:
Ves

i: a

(

i

-ee the woinl<
you did, or will when you
tin
ful values we ha\e at that pru-e
\
marvelous
some
then’s
again
Pants at.

Vjul

||

2 39

They are tegular sa.uu and Sfi;slyh•''
made from good wearing Woisted and
I" ».•!.•
siiueres, good eu.uigh fur anybody
tic.
It will he a good an.ruing m nioie ways
'tin
this
at
clothes
vimr
bin
.me wluui you

1> ° V' ’"
are
Saving in most cases near half-styles the most desirable that have ever bean produced. Qualities
Vou wil
Don’t dodge the question. Don’t put oil buying any longer.
coat of any kind? Do the boys of the family need them?
of Overcoats and Suits
portunlty than this. THKUK NKVKR WAS A BKTTKR Ol'POK I’UN I I’Y. This annual clearing
fall to come here tomorrow.
The following items only tell part of the story. Don’t
economy lovsr as it d is s this year.

unquestionable^

„

1

^

^

35 MEN’S and YOUNG MEN’S OVERCOATS of nobby style and good wearing
goods, made by lirst-class manufacturers, some the long coats with belts, others
without. Our price now.(h/t AC
Were $8.00 and $9.00.

32 OF THE BEST MAKES OF OY ERCOATS
penheiiner guaranteed Coats. Prices were $15and $10.

the market

no atu

JF)

the famous Kup

Now..

|
i

iuu<,h

'l»ao
48 MEN’S OVERCOATS, that are full of style ami goon wearing
at $10
of our best Rochester make, coats that are sold everywhere
now.
Our
that.
at
price
$12.00, and good trades

on

JH

■
«

i'*1
'o

27 MEN’S and BOYS’ OVERCOATS that sold at $5.00 and $6.00—
<JJQ QR
Red tag price now.yw,vv

MAIL AND STAGE ORDERS CAREFULLY FILLED.

v

otK

■^Tremendous Mark Down Sale of Men’s and Boys’ Overcoats.^

I

»

Horning?

DID.VOI

will give

J

sailing yon

regular priees

Good

splendid offer-

DOUBLE BLUE STAMPS

we arc

now

That Hat that is mail.' ,.f line tell stock. Tha
Hat that is actually a dollar and a half gradAl Han
an you get it?
Where dill you. m
Clark's, of course. And then there are the nh
Stitf Hats the reli.il.le Boston Dert.ys at
Our red tan priees to eli-a
other nice makes
up the winter styles

/---N

Former prices *5.00 to su.oo.

1$3.95,

the Most Astounding Values that

__^the Month Ever Knew._

0,irpiiceno".811.95
Great

Suits of tin* best make of Children's ( loti
inn on oari li- lie- famous \V 11)0vv .ION l
MAKK, renulai §4.On and §5.00 valuer O

Where

Offering

;ji

....SI. 9 5

RED TAG SALE,

S8.75

Kuppcnheimer

STAMPS.

ggo

Bargai nsE™ Boy
;iK

65 Suits of all wool goods, some of the new
effects in Scotch, Worsteds and Cheviots,
made by the well known makers of dependable clothes for Men—shell as Black & Co.
of Rochester, N. Y., and Rhodes & Ripley
Clothing Co. of Boston—Suits we have sold
for $10.00 and $12.00, and splendid values at
that. Our red tag pi ice now to close,*

REQUIRE

40 Knee rants Suits, ages for t to li» years, fo:
Our red
mer priees .§_• .m» and §'{.00.

MATCHLESS JANUARY

.S3 95

$6 95

|

...

HANDSOME PRESENTS FOR 300 BLUI
OTHER STAMP SY.s
STAMPS

40 Men’s and

_

j1 11

2

Galore

38

1

|Q^ purchase.

every

Growing

Bargains

price.

lns,e:ul 01

Stamps

Clothing Store.

now.79C ^“Satisfaction guaranteed

The funeral was held at the home last Mon- I Baltimore; Josephine, Fernandina; in, sld,
sch. Laura M. Lunt, Southern port.
day afternoon. The members of Geo. G.
Philadelphia, Jan. 15. Ar, sch. 1). H. RivDavis Post, G. A. R., were present in a ers, Fernandina; 17, ar, sehs. Penobscot,
New
York ; A. B. Sherman, Fernandina.
Mr. Curtis was a veteran of the
body.
Baltimore, Jan. 14. Sld, sch. Brina P.
Civil War and has received a pension for
Pendleton, Wilmington, N. C.; 16, ar, sehs.
many years. He was unabie to work b> | John E. Develin, Punta Gorda; Salisbury,
reason of his shattered hea’tli. He leaves ! Bath; Win. B. Palmer, Brunswick.
Bath, Me., Ian. 11 Sld, sell. Henry F.
a daughter, Mrs. Mary And ■rson, of HaverKreger (new), Darrali, Brunswick.
hill, Mass. His wife died many years ago.
Charleston, S. C., .Ian. 9. In port, sch.

the suction hose. The small ice was let
into the chamber of the engine and soon
flogged it and prevented her taking water.
Abbie 0. Stubbs for New York.
This state of things lasted uutil hot
CLARKE’S CORKER (Prospect).
Gulfport, Miss., Jan. 11. Sld, sch. Methew ater could be brought and the ice melted.
C. K. Nickerson has harvested 24 tons of besee, Cardenas.
Pascagoula, Jan. 12. Ar, sch. Norombega,
nice quality ice, has got his spool wood all
The other engine in the meantime was doHumacoa.
ing good work and w hen old Penobscot No. out of the woods and will soon finish his fire
Savannah, Jan. 11. Sld, sch. Jose Olaverwood. Will Jellisou lias been working for ri, New York ; 14, ar, sch. Pendleton Brothgot into gear short work was made of the
blaze on the end of the hotel L, and the
Mr. Nickerson— Eastman Clarke's health ers, Havana; 18, ar, sch. Maggie S. Hart,
Baltimore.
house and several of the surrounding resiis failing fast, lie is past 8(i years. Mrs.
New London, Ct,, Jan. 13. Ar, sch. Day|
dences were saved.
The stable was a total Gardiner Overlook, who is taking care of light, Nickerson, Baltimore.
;
Mr.
shute
saved
a
80
loss, though
large part him, is also
years—Mrs. lliram Clarke, E. Fernandina, Fla., Jan. 14. Ar, sehs. Mary
Morse, Coombs, Rockland; John M.
of his livery stock. Quick work was made ; who lias been sick, is somewhat better at
Brown, Gray, Rockland; 17, ar, bark Edof clearing the hotel and Simonton house, this writing—Daniel Steward and Walter ward L.
Mayberry, San Juan, (with sails
resulting in much damage to the furniture. Deane, the ash men, were at their home in
The loss is estimated at £7,000; insurance, Madison last week.Oscar Clarke killed
£:;,o0o.
i a very fat cow last week.Mr. Chester
Clarke of Frankfort was in town Sunday,
NORTH SlvAltspoHT HUMS.
! the guest of his mother, Mrs. Thomas
Uoniin’s CoKMiit. Mr. and Mrs. C. 0.
i Clarke.Miss Lillie Davis of Stockton
Fernald visited in Monroe last Friday_
was the guest of Mrs. Sarah Clarke
!
Chester Trundy lias been hauling wood for Springs
!
and Sunday.Miss Ada Clarke NOT A HOME IN BELFAST WHERE
O. K. Chapin.Horace Murphy was in Saturday
town buying veal calves to ship to itrighton I has gone to Massachusetts, where she is
THIS VISITOR IS WELCOME.
last .Saturday.Mr. Whitney of Newburg
employed at house work on a farm.Sellms bought several lots of apples in this den Clarke lias been at home a week with
locality.Mrs. W. J, Matthews has been his
family—Murch Clarke and wife made
on the sick list for a few days.
Tile most unwelcome visitor in Belfast
a few calls in town last Saturday.
Is any itching skin disease.
1*100 Reward 1*100.
Itching piles, irritating eczema,
The readers of this paper will be pleased SWANVILLE.
Are bad company. We are glad to get rid of
Rusiness is lively around C. R. Nickerto learn that there is at least one dreaded
them.
disease that seience has been able to cure son’s steam mill. Rig loads of logs are
Doan’s Ointment will drive them away.
in all its stages, and that is Catarrh. Hall’s hauled in every day—The farmers around
Plenty of Belfast endorsement to prove this.
Catarrh Cure is the only positive cure known Swan Lake are harvesting their ice in good
Mrs. L. Boody, 121 Court street, says: “I lirst
to the medical fraternity.
Catarrh being a season and prime condition— Rernice and
constitutional disease, requires a constitu- Lawrence, children of Mr. and Mrs. A. W. used Doan’s Ointment In 1897 and it gave prompt
tional treatment. Hall’s Catarrh Cure is Datum, are quite sick. Dr. J. C. Ham of and lasting relief. Before then 1 had tried many
Relfast is attending them_Mrs. Emma
taken internally, acting directly upon the
different salves and ointments, but none of them
blood and mucous surfaces of the system, Y. Cunningham, who has been poorly for
gave me the slightest benefit. Since then during
thereby destroying the foundation of the several weeks, is a little better.
the five years I have recommended the preparadisease, and giving the patient strength by
tion to many and I know of more than one friend
building up the constitution and assisting BURKHAM.
nature in doing its work.
The proprietors
Stanley Rowe, a young son of Ed. Rowe, and acquaintance who has used it and good rehave so much faith in its curative powers, is quite seriously ill.Daniel
Wyman, sults followed the treatment.”
that they offer One Hundred Dollars for who has been at work in
Price BO cents a box.
Augusta, is seriFor sale by all dealers.
any case that it fails to cure. Send for list ously ill there with typhoid fever_WarFcster-Milburn Co., Buffalo, N. Y., sole agents
of testimonials.
ren Harding has been visiting in
Albion
Address, F. •■. f'TTKNRY A CO., Toledo, O. and Waterville the past week_Mr. and for the United States.
Remember the name—DOAN’S—and take no
fcjr-Nold by Druggists 75c.
Mis. Dennis Chandler will give a wedding
Hall’s Family Pills are the best.
anniversary Wednesday evening, Jan. 27th. substitute.

HARRY W. CLARK & CO.,

Great values for Men and Boys' Negligee Shirts,
made in nice shape, good lull sizes, from 13 to
17 neck, sale price each.

2

